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SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is adopting final 
regulations to ensure the safe and 
sanitary processing of fish and fishery 
products (hereinafter referred to as 
seafood), including imported seafood. 
The regulations mandate the applic&on 
of Hazard Analysis Critical Control 
Point (HACCP) principles to the 
processing of seafood. HACCP is a 
preventive system of haz%d control that 
can be used by processoti to ensure the 
safety of their products to consumers. 
FDA is issuing these regulations because 
a system of preventive controls is,,+ 
most effective and e‘fficieni way to 
ensure that these products are safe. 
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I. Background 
A. The Proposal 

In the Federal Register of January 28, 
1994 (59 FR 4142), FDA published a 
proposed rule to est‘ablish requirements 
relating to the processing and importing 
of seafood for commercial distribution 
in the United States. The requi&m&& 
involved the application of HACCP 
principles by processors and importers 
to ensure food safety to the maximum 
extent practicable. HACCP is a system 
by which food processors evaluate the 
kinds of hazards that could affect their 
products, institti‘te controls to keep 
these hazards from occurring or to 
significantly minimize their occurrence, 
monitor the performance of those 
controls, and maintain records of this 
monitoring as a matter of routine 
practice. 

In addition to publishing the 
proposed rule, FDA published in the 
Federal Register of April 7,1994 (59 FR 
16655), a notice of avail$$ity of draft 
guidelines, primarily directed toward 
processors, on how to develop HACCP 
controls for specific typks of processing 
operations. The notice of availability 
requested comments on the draft; 
Among other things, these draft 
guidelines, which were titled the “Fish 
and Fishery Products‘HQmrds and 
Controls Guide” (the Guide), 
inventoried known likely food safety 
hazards associtited +&many species of 
seafood and many processing methods 
and made recommendations on ways to 

control those hazards. Commetits 
received by FDA on the draft Guide are 
under review. The agency intends to 
publish the first edition of the Guide 
before the effective date of these 
regulations. 

FDA established on the proposed rule 
a comment period of 90 days, to end on 
April i8,1994. The agency also asked 
for cormnext on the draft guidelines by 
the same date. Dtiing that comment 
period, FDA held public meetings in 
nine cities to help ensure that the public 
was aware of the proposal, to answer 
questions about its contents, and to 
encourage participation in the 
rulemaking process through the 
submission of comments. In addition, at 
these meetings, FDA staff explained to 
the public how to use the draft 
guidelines to develop HACCP controls 
in. specific processing operations. 

The agency received several written 
requests for an extension of the 
comment period. After considering 
these requests, FDA pubiishexa n&ice 
in the Federal Register oti April 7,x994 
(59 FR 16578), announcing a 30-day 
extension of the cornhit& period to May 
31,1994, for both the proposed rule and 
the draft guidelines. 
B. Factual Basis for the Proposal- __” 
Summary 

In the preamble to the proposed rule, 
FDA stated five principal reasons for 
this initiative: (1) To create a more 
effective and j3ffi&mt sygteI;1‘for 
ensuring the safety of seafood than 
currently exists; (2) to enhance 
consumer- confidence; (3) to iake 
advantage of the developmelltal work on 
the application of HACCP-type 
preventive controls for seafood that had 
already been und&taketi’by industry, 
academia, some Stafes, and the Federal 
government; (4) to respond to requests 
by seafood industry representatives that 
the Federal government institute a 
mandatory, HACCWype itispecfion 
system for their products; and (5) to 
provide U.S: seafood with contin%d 
access to worlil. markets, iYhere HACCP- 
type controls are increasingly becoming 
the norm. 

The preamble to the proposal &ted 
the conclusion of a 1991 study on 
seafood safety’by the ‘Kfionil Academy 
of Sciences’ (NAS) Institute of Medicine 
that, while most seafoods on the‘markef _. .“. ., “., j_ _j.. ‘. 
are unlikely to cause illness to the 

_ j, . . 

consufper, there are sig&ficant areas of 
risk and‘ illri&s& &at do occur. The 
study concluded that i+rbv’eii&nts in _ 
the current system of regulatory control 
are needed and repeatedly 
recommended the application of 
HACCP tiontrols where warranted. 

Ensuring the sifety of seafood 
presents special challenge:: to both the 
industry and the regulator. Seafood 
consists of hundreds of edible species 
from around the ivorld. Depending upon 
‘$&$%‘&d h&&f;&afbod can be 
sbbject to a wide r&ge of hazards before 
harvest, incluc&ng bacteria and viruses, 
toxic chemicals, natural toxins, and 
parasites. The harvesting of previously 
underutilized species-a practice that is 
incr&&tigbecause of the depletion of 
traditionally harvested species-can be 
expected to create new source and 
process hazards that must be identified 
and controlled. 

Unlike beef and poultry, seafood is 
still predominately a wild-caught flesh 
food that &frequently must be harvested 
under difficult conditions and at 
varying distances from processing, 
transport, and retail facilities. It is also 
subject to significant recreational 
harvest, some of which finds its way 
into commercial channels. As fish 
farming (aquaculture) increases, new 
problems emerge as a result of habitat, 
husbandry, and drug use. 

An additional complicating factor in 
ensuring the safety of seafood is the fact 
that no other flesh food is imported in 
the quantity, or from as many countries, 
as seafopd. Over 55 percent of seafood 
consumed in this country is imported 
from approximately 135 countries. 
Several of these countries have 
advanced regulatory structures for 
seafood safety, but many others are 
developing nations that lack 
infrastructures capable of supporting 
national programs for seafood 
regulations comparable to those in more 
developed nations. 

To ensure safety, it is of utmost 
importance that those who handle and 
process seafood commercially 
understand the hizards associated with 
this type of food, know which hazards 
are associated with the types of 
products with which they are involved, 
and keep these ha‘zards from occurring 
through a routine system of preventive 
controls, For the most part, however, 
seafood processors and importers are 
not required, through licensure or 
exami+iqn, to demonstrate an 
utidkrstandiiig of seafood hazards as a 
prerequisite to being able to do 
business. In fact, there is evidence that 
such an underst~+$ing’ does fide& in 
‘1 $&i&&t portion of the industry. A 
survey conducted by FDA from 1992 to 
1993 of manufacturers of ready-to-eat 
se,qfood hroduct‘s &Gealed &at, in 
s&r&ant measure, firms have not been 
employing the types of preventive 
processing controls necessary to ensure 
a safe product by design. FDA and State 
surveys have also revealed that many 



processors of smoked and smoke- 
flavored fish are operating outside of the 
parameters that have been demonstrated 
through scientific research to be 
necessary to ensure that the hazard from 
botulism is adequately controlled. 

Because of seafood’s unique 
characteristics (e.g., the fact that it is 
predominantly wild caught and presents 
a wide range of possible hazards), FDA 
began to question whether the current 
Federal regulatory system, which was 
developed for the general food supply, 
is best suited for the seafood industry. 
Seafood processors are subject to 
periodic, unannounced, mandatory 
inspection by FDA. These inspections 
provide the agency with a “snapshot” of 
conditions at a facility at the moment of 
inspection, but assumptions must be 
made about conditions before and after 
that inspection. Concern about the 
reliability of these assumptions over the 
intervals between inspections creates 
questions about the adequacy of the 
system. 

Inspections today verify the industry’s 
knowledge of hazards and controls 
largely by inference. Whether a 
company produces products that are 
adulterated, or whether conditions in its 
plant are consistent with current good 
manufacturing practice (CGMP), are 
measures of how well the company 
understands what is necessary to 
produce a safe and wholesome product. 
This system places a burden on the 
Government to find a problem and to 
prove that it exists, rather than on the 
firm to establish for itself, for the 
regulator, and for consumers, that it has 
adequate controls in place to ensure 
safety. 

Given the nature and frequency of the 
current inspection system for seafood, it 
has failed to produce a situation in 
which the public has full confidence in 
the safety and wholesomeness of these 
products, There has been a similar 
failure with res 

Media and o ig 
ect to imports. 
er public attention on 

seafood safety, and on the adequacy of 
the current regulatory program for 
seafood, has been substantial in recent 
years. Many hearings on the sufficiency 
and direction of the Federal seafood 
safety program have been held in both 
Houses of Congress since the late 
1980’s, and numerous bills have been 
considered for the stated purpose of 
improving seafood safety. This public 
concern has motivated representatives 
of the U.S. seafood industry to request 
that FDA develop a HACCP-based 
pro am for these products. 

A though not a public health issue, $ 
international trade is also a major 
consideration in determining the 
advisability and benefits of a new 

system of seafood regulation. 
Participation in the international trade ( ._ I. )I *, 
in seafood is critical to~‘UZYcon”sumers 
and to the US. ‘seafood industry:‘The 
United States is the world’s second 
largest seafood importing nation and the 
second largest exporter of fishery 
products. 

The international movement toward 
harmonization, coupled with the Codex 
Alimentarious Commission’s adoption 
of HAC~6E)‘ for interr&ion&luse; clearly 
argue for the adoption of this approach 
in the United States for seafood. Failure 
by the United State&o adopt a 
mandatory, HACCP-based system could 
ultimately undermine its export success, 
with considerable economic 
consequences. Such failure also would 
undermine the United States ability to 
meet growing international, expectations 
that it enter into mutual recognition- 
type agreements with trading partners 
based on HACCP.’ 
II. The Comments 

FDA received over250 submissions 
from over 200 commentors ‘on both the 
proposed regulations and the-draft ^“ 

1 

Guide. Individual companies, the 
majority of which are in the seafood 
business, submitted slightly over half of 
the comments. Nearly 40 trade 
associations submitted comments. As 
with the companies, the mejority of 
these associations represent seafood 
interests, but a significant minority have 
memberships reflecting a rarige~‘bf food 
products. 

Comments were also received from 
consumer advocacy and similar groups, 
and coalitions of such groups. All 
totaled, the views of over 50 
organizations were represented in these 
comments. 

Other commenters included State 
agencies, the Association of Food and 
Drug Officials (@Do), th&Inteistate ., _,“.*” _. . “, 
Shellfish Sanitation Conference (ISSC), 
several scientific associations and 
bodies, departments of three’ 
universities, foreign governments, and 
about’25 individuals. 

Overall, the comments covered 
virtually every aspect of the proposal 
and guidelines. FDA appreciates de 
effort, interest, and thoughtfulness 
reflected by these comments., 

The following materi& address the 
significant comments that were received 
on the proposed regulations, both.on the 
specific provisionsof the proposal and 
on related matters. The materials on the 
provisions of the proposed regulations 
explain, among other things, why the 
agency did or did not modify the 
provisions based on the comments. Any 
provisions not addressed below were 

not changed substantively or were not 
the subject of signifidant comment. 
“%SA. will respond to those comments 
that relate solely to the draft Guide 
when the first edition of that document 
is completed and made available to the’ 
public. The agency intends to address 
those comments in a notice of 
availability to be published in the 
Federal Register. 
A. Legal Basis 
1. Introduction 

About 25 comments addressed the 
legal basis for these regulations. Nearly 
half of these comments were ‘either 
companies that process foods o’&er than 
seafood or trade associations that 
represent such companies, some of who 
indicated that they were motivated to 
comment, at least in part, by the 
possible precedent that these 
regulations could set ‘for HACCP 
programs beyond seafood. Some of these 
comments deferred comment on the 
legal basis for the HAC’@ regulations 
for seafood but commented on whether 
the legal basis that FDA was proposing 
for seafood would be appropriate for 
mandatory HACCP programs for other 
kinds of foods. 

FDA is issuing these HACCP 
regulations for seafood under various 
sections of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act), including, most 
significantly, sections 402 (a)(l) and 
(a)(4) and 701(a) (21 U.S.C. 342 (a)(l) 
and (a)(4) and 371(a)). Section’402(a)(l) 
of the act states that a food is 
adulterated if it bears or contains any 
poisonous or deleterious substance that 
may render the food injurious to health. 
Section 402(a)(4) of the act states that a 
food is adulterated if it has been 
prepared, packed, or held under 
insanitary conditions,whereby it may 
have been contaminated with, filth-, or 
whereby it may have been rendered 
injurious to health. It ‘is important to 
recognize that section 402(a)(4) of the 
act addresses conditions that may 
render a foo,d injurious to health, rather 
than conditions that have actually 
caused the food to be injurious. ‘See 
United States v. 1,200 Cans, Pasteurized 
Whole Eggs, Etc., 339 F. Supp. 131,141 
(ND. Ga. 1972). The question is thus 
whether the conditions in ,a plant are 
such%& ‘it’ is re&%bly possible that 
the food,may be rendered injurious to 
health. The agency believes that, if a 
seafood processor does not incorporate 
certain basic controls into its procedures 
for preparing, packing, and holding 
food, it is reasonably possible that the 
food may be rendered injurious to 
health and, therefore, adulterated under 
the act. Section %il(a) of the act 



authorizes the agency to adopt 
regulations for the efficient enforcement 
of the act, 
2. General Authority 

1. One comment stated that FDA had 
not met its responsibility to present the 
shortcomings in the existing law when 
demonstrating the need for these 
regulations. 

FDA believes that this comment is 
misguided. The agency’s statutory 
authority is not deficient in this area. 
FDA does have a responsibility, 
however, to demonstrate that there is a 
need for the regulations, and that the 
regulations are reasonably related to the 
purposes of the act that they are 
designed to advance. J?DA has fulfilled 
this responsibility. 

As outlined above, the act provides a 
broad statutory framework for Federal, 
regulation to ensure human food’will” 
not be injurious to health and to prevent 
commerce in adulterated foods. As the 
record in this proceeding amply 
demonstrates, there is a range of 
circumstances and conditions that have 
raised concerns about how the safety of 
seafood sold in this country is ensured. 
Given these concerns and its 
responsibility under the act, PDA has 
concluded that it is necessary to require 
that firms incorporate certain basic 
measures into how they process 
seafoodThe agency also concludes that 
failure to incorporate these measures 
into a firm’s processing procedures 
would mean that the firm would be 
producing the product under insanitary 
conditions whereby it may be rendered 
injurious to health. (See United States v. 
Nova Scotia Food Products Corp., 568 
F.2d 240,247 (2d Cir. 1977).) 

2. A few comments took the view that 
FDA lacked the authority to issue these 
regulations because Congress had 
considered legislation relating to 
seafood safety in recent years but had 
not enacted it. Much of this legislation 
contained provisions authorizing the 

&*. establishment of a mandatory Federal 
.a inspection program based on HACCP- 

type principles. According to the w 
: comments, Congress’ failure to 

authorize this program after considering 
doing so indicated that the contents of 

s! 
FDA’s seafood HACCP regulations 
remain within the domain of Congress 
and have not been delegated to FDA to 
implement. 

:B 

FDA does not agree with this 
contention. Unquestionably, seafood 
safety has received considerable 
attention from Congress in recent years, 
most notably in the late 1980’s through 
the early 1996’s. Many hearings were 
held on the subject in both the House of 
Representatives and the Senate during 

this period, and several hills were 
introduced in both Chambers. The high 
water mark for this activity occurred at 
the end of the 1Olst Congress when 
differing seafood safety bills passed both 
chambers. These bills could not be 
reconciled before the end of the term, 
however, so nothing was’ enacted. 
Legislation introduced in the 102d 
Congress did not pass either chamber. 

The fact that Congress has considered 
the issue of seafood safety, however, ’ 
does not preclude FDA from 
implementing a mandatory seafood 
HACCP program. The effect of 
legislation that was never enacted on a 
Federal agency’s initiatives was 
considered in National Confectioners 
Association v. Califano, J$9 F.2d 690, 
693 n.9 (DC. Cir. 1978), a case involving 
a challenge to FDA’s statutory amthority 
to issue good manufacturing practice 
regulations for candy making. The court 
rejected an argument that the existence 
of legislation that was not enacted that 
would have given FDA express 
authority to require some of the things 
that the agency included in its 
regulations indicated that Congress 
intended to exclude such authority from 
the act as it was then written. Instead, 
as will be discussed below, in 
upholding the validity of the 
regulations, the court looked at whether 
the statutory scheme as a whole justified 
the promul 

il 
ation of the regulations. 

It is true _ at a deliberate refusal by 
Cotigress to authorize a specific program 
would at least be one factor to be 
weighed in determining the validity of 
a regulation. See Toilet Goqds 
Association v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 158 
(1967). The expiration of the 102st 
Congress before competing seafood bilk 
could be reconciled did not, however, 
amount to a refusal on the part of 
Congress to authorize a matidatory 
HACCP program,‘including HACCP- 
based inspections for seafood. Thus, 
FDA concludes that there is no merit to 
the comments’ assertion. 
3. Insanitary Conditions (_ 1 _ 

“, 

3. Several comments, most of whom 
were trade associations or companies 
involved in the processing of products 
other than seafood, questioned whether 
section 402(a)(4)‘of the act was an 
appropriate authority upon which to 
base a mandatory HACCP program. 
Most “of the &&em hinged on whether 
a failure to have a HACCP plan, or to 
keep HACCP records, could really be 
considered an “insanitary” condition 
under section 402(a)(4) of the act. Some 
questioned whether safety issues 
relating to chemical or physical hazards, 
or to pesticides, unapproved additives, 
and drug residues, as included in the 

proposed regulations, could be deemed 
to have been the result of insanitary 
conditions. Two comments expressed 
the view that section 402(a)(4) of the act 
does not concern food safety generally 
but only safety problems caused by 
insanitar conditions. 

The re evant case law supports a P 
broad reading of “insanitary.” In Nova 
Scotia, supra, 568 F.2d at 247, the court 
read “insanitary” to cover a wide set of 
&cumstances necessary to ensure that 
food was not produced under 
conditions that may render it injurious 
to health. Specifically, the court 
concluded that FDA’s regulations 
mandating time-temperature-salinity 
requirements for smoked fish products 
were within the agency’s statutory 
authority under section 402(a)(4) of the 
act. The court rejected the argument that 
“insanitary” limited coverage under 
section 402(a)(4) of the act only to 
bacterial hazards that could enter the 
raw fish from, equipment in the 
processing environment and not to 
proper processing to kill bacteria that 
entered the processing facility in the 
raw fish itself. 

Acceptance of a restrictive reading of 
section 402(a)(4) of the act, the court in 
Nova Scotia noted, would probably 
invalidate several existing FDA 
regulations, including those relating to 
the thermal processing of low-acid 
canned foods in part 113 (21 CFR part 
113). When dealing with the public 
health, the court concluded, the statute 
should not be read too restrictively but 
consistent with the act’s overall purpose 
to protect the public health. (See also 
United States v. BaQo-Unicjisk, 394 U.S. 
784, 798 (1969); Un$ed States v. 
Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277, 280 (1943).) 

4. Notwithstanding these cases, one 
comment cited the case of United States 
v. General Foods Cob, 446-F. Supp 740 
(1978), ajjf’d 591 F.2d 2332 (2d Cir. 
2978), for the proposition that a failure 
to have a HACCP plancould not alone 
be a violation of section 402(a)(4) of the 
act because it would not constitute 
insanitation. 

FDA does not agree that the General 
Foods case stands for this proposition. 
Rather, the court in General Foods 
explicitly recognized that “[blecause the 
purpose of 402(a)(4) is to prevent 
contamination, or nip it in the bud, 
actual contamination of the finished 
product need not be shown.” Id. at 752. 
Significantly, the court appeared to be 
impressed with the preventive controls 
that were in place in the defendant’s 
plant and took these into consideration 
in deciding that the agency had failed to 
prove that section 402(a)(4) of the act 
had been violated. However, the court 
did not deal at all with the limits on 



FDA’s authority to do rulemaking under 
sections 402(a)(4) and 7oi(a)’ of the act 
to establish standards for such 
preventive controls. 

Thus, it is not inconsistent with ’ 
General F*bds”fbil%A to adopt HACCP 
regulations that are designed to define 
the minimum steps that a seafood ” :’ 
processormust take to ensure that the 
food that it produces is not prepared 
under conditions that may render it 
injurious to health. Clearly, given the 
risks inherent in many seafood 
operations, if a processor “does not 
identify the critical control points in its 
process, and does not monitor what goes 
on at those points, there is a reasonable 
possibility that the foocld that it produces 
will be injurious to health, 

A primary objective of the seafood ” ” 
HACCPregulations is to establish a 
system ofpreventive controls for human 
food safety. The HACCP plan is a 
fundamental step in the development of 
these controls. It is the step in which the 
manufacturer analyzes its process, 
identifies de points at which problems 
may occur;and establishes the 
parameters that must be met if those 
problems are t,o be avoided. Thus, 
failure to have a HACCPplan would, in 
fact, constitute an “insanitary 
condition” as this term must be 
understood in light of the relevant case 
law. 

Section 402(a)(4) was added to the act 
to ensure “the observaiioe~ofthose 
precautions which consciousness of the 
obligation imposed upon producers of 
perishable food products should require 
in the preparation of food for 
consumption by human beings.” 
Hearings before the Senate Committee 
on Commerce, S. ?800,73d Cong., 2d 
Sess., Mar. 1934, as cited in United 
States v. 1,200 Cans,“Pa~teu&GZ t4?Xdle 
Eggs, Etc., supra$3? F. Supp. 140-141. 
Clearly, HACCP reflects the emerging, 
internationally recognized 
understanding of the precautions 
necessary to produce safe food. These 
regulations embrace HACCP and 
provide processors with directions. for 
establishing HACCP systems and 
operating them as a matter of routine 
custom and habit that, will ensure the 
safety of the food that they produce. 
Thus, FDA finds that operation under 
an effective HACCP system is necessary 
to meet a processor’s obligation under 
section 402(a)(4) of the-act. 
4. Records 

in Confectioners, the court upheld 
FDA’s authority to issue regulations 
under section 402(a)(4) of the act -that 
included recordkeeping requirements: 
The recordkeeping provisions. of the 
regulations were challenged on the 

grounds that they would permit 
prosecution where processing 
conditions were completely sanitary, 
but the records were deficient. Such an 
outcome, it was argued, would be, 
Ei0n-l the scope of section 402(a)(4) of 

Citing Toilet ‘Goods, the court rejected 
this argument and held that de primary 
consideration was whether the statutory 
scheme as a whole, not just section 
462(a)(4) of the act, justified the 
agency’s regulations. The court pointed 
out that this consideration involved an 
inquiry into practicalities as well as 
statutory purpose, i.e., enforcement 
problems encountered by FDA and the 
need for various forms of supervision in 
order to accomplish’the goals of the act. 

5. Two comments expressed the view 
that the holding in Confectioners should 
be limited to the specific facts in that,, i, 
case. One comment stated that the case 
only upheld FDA’s’authority to impose 
recordkeeping requirements on firms to 
facilitate recalls of potentially 
dangerous products. The other comment 
noted that the case only granted FDA 
access to shipping records. The 
comment pointed out that‘FDA&a&ady ’ 
has access to such records from carriers 
under section 703 of the, act. 

While it is true that the records that 
FDA was requiring, and to which the 
agency claimed access under the 
regulations involved in Confectioners, 
were source coding and distribution 
records in order to facilitate recalla,‘the 
court’s -ruling involved broad principles 
relating to the validity of the regulations 
generally and was not limited to recalls 
or shipping records. The court stated 
that in light of the statutory scheme as 
a whole, “we find no basis for the 
Association’s distinction between the 
FDA’s role in preventing and remedying 
cornmen% in adulterated foods. The .j 
agency believes that the Act imposes on 
the FDA an equal duty to perform each 
role.” Id. at 694. This statement simply 
is not consistent with the narrow 

. reading suggested by the comment. 
Rather, it fully supports FDA’s authority 
to adopt regulations to prevent the 
iutroduction of adulterated foods into 
interstate commerce. Clearly, 
compliance with FDA’s seafood HACCP 
regulations will help to achieve that 
end. 

It is also. true, as one comment 
pointed out, that section 703 of the act 
expr&sli grants FDA access to shipping 
records and not to the kinds of 
processing records required in these 
regulations, .l?DA cannot agree, however, 
that ,Confectioners stands for the 
proposition that m)A should have 
access pnly to food manufacturers’ 
shipping records because those are the 

only kinds of records to which FDA has 
access under section 703 of the act. The 
court concluded that de narrow scope 
of section 703 of the act is not a i ,. _~ 
limitation on the right of the agency to 
require recordkeeping and have access 
to records that are outside the scope of 
section 703 of de act, so long as the 
recordkeeping requirement is limited, 
clearly assists the efficient enforcement 
of the act, and the burden of 
recordkeeping is not unreasonably 
onerous (569 F.2d at 693 n.9). 

The recordkeeping required under 
these regulations passes the 
Cpnfectioners test. First, the 
recordkeeping requirements are limited. 
‘I%e%ACCP recordkeeping and record 
access requirements in the final rule are 
tied specifically to the critical control 
points (Cd%) in the manufacturing 
process. In other words, the 
recordkeeping requirements are limited 
to those points in the process at which 
control is essential if assurance that the 
resultant product will not be injurious 
to health is to be achieved. 

Second, the recordkeeping assists in 
the efficient enforcement of the act. The 
recordkeeping requirements, by 
focusing on the CCP’s, ensure that the 
processor and the agency focus on those 
aspects of processing that most 
jeopardize food safety. Unlike the 
current inspection system, 
recordkeeping in a HACCP-type system 
documents that preventive controls are 
being followed and,enables de regulator 
to verify this fact. Such a system, 
therefore, assists in effective and 
efficient enforcement of the act. 

Finally, the HACCP-recordkeeping 
burden is not unduly onerous. It is 
limited to those aspects of processing 
that are critical to food safety. 
Dodumentation that control is being 
maintained over these aspects of 
processing need only be a minor 
additional step in most instances. The 
documentation required in the iinal rule 
is narrowly tailored to ensure that only 
essential information needs to be 
recorded. 

6. Several comments questioned . (_I 
whether FDA may have access to 
HAC~records and plans on the 
@rounds that the act does not explicitly 
authorize such access. Some of these 
comments pointed to the lack of 
authorization in section 704 of the act 
(21 U.S.C. 74), the provision that 
authorizes the inspection of food 
processorsand o&her types of 
establishments. The comments pointed 
out that section 704 of’the act authorizes 
agency access to certain records relating 
to prescription drugs end medical 
devices during the course of those 
inspections but not to records relating to 



foods. One comment felt that the 
specific grant of ~c~r~~~~~e~~~~.~~~S”’ 
and devices in section 794,sf the act 
precluded expansion of access?o;‘” 

, I 

records not specifically mentioned in- 
the act. OMr comments.f~!~ ,$EF&! 
was barred from access.simply because. 
the act does not expressly ant it: 

FDA does notagree, as 9” e agency’s 
authority under sections 492 aqd..76~l(a) 
of the act to issue these regulations 
provides ample authority for records 
access. The line of cases cited abqve __ j ,_,, 
stands for the proposition~.~i~‘Iiac~.of 

_I 

explicit delegated authority does not 
invalidate agency regulations so,long as 
the regulations are consistent with the ~,.‘I.I.‘“*..- ,_.. jl ,.,,,,, Is 
act’s overriding purpose. In 

/_” 

Confectioners, the court upheld FDA’s 
authority to adopt recordkeeping 
requirements in the absence of an explicit delegation of au&&gq--&gi ‘-.’ 
case, moreover, the court foun,d*n~o, I ~_ 
evidence that “Congress intended to 
immunize food processors from limited_ 
recordkeeping (569 F.2d at 695). 
Similarly, the court in N,ova Scotia se _.-, Y^, ._,.) h _) ,,.*. 
concluded, in the absence of such, 
evidence, that there was.n,o~impediment’ 
to a broad reading of the statute based 
on the general purpose of the Congress 
in protecting public health (568 F.2d at 
248). 

FDA has concluded, therefore, that 
these regulations are consistent with ,I* l_sl,.__l;_ 
sect‘iori 704 pf the act and with the act 1 / ,,.- ,I*(, -~‘“p”,,ye%~~~ i,, 
as a whole. Because the, preventive 
controls required by HACCP are 
essential to the production of safe food 
as a matter of.design, the statutory 
scheme is benefited by ._j. j ._-, x, agency access to 
records aat dwsN@2,&~t.$g~~ j l., 
controls are being systematicany 
applied. The case law supports FDA’s 
authority to require such recordkeeping 
and to have access to such records, 

Other countries, inci;idingCanada, ‘” 
the European Union (EU) Norway, 
Australia, and New Zealand, which 
have already implemented HACCP-type 
systems, have deemed it c,~gp~ to 
the success of their,systemsto provide 
for recordkeeping and record access 
along the lines of this regulation (for 
either their entire seafood industries or “i‘ se. ..A&, .^, w,‘.c’“p ‘,* / 
seafood export in&s&es). Thus, it 1s 
widely accepted that recordkeeping and 

:ri 
inspectional access. are essential 
cqmponents of a wCC$itype seafoo;l 
system. In ad,l@ion,.in order to maintain 
other countries’ faith in the safety 
standards of US. s~eafoqcl~exports, FDA 
needs similar access to records showing HAccp implementati;~‘ . . &%“, i”_.^ .,*““” 

7. one comment .expressed the view 
that the copying of records hy FDA, as 

* authorizedby these regulations, is 
beyond the scope of section 704 of the 
act. 

ordinarv food records. 
FDA points out that it is pot acting 

‘under section 704 of the-act. To*. r 
effectuate the broad purposes of the act, ~4 lWil <.~%eei)i lixr” “I aii,~~isr~~w,%&~. there may be some~ circumstances in 8. ._~*.. ll,,,. w 
which access to the mcords would%;?“” me~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~ (A$* 
copythem. While the agency does not 
anticipate that copying will be 
necessary in most instances, perhaps the 
most readily predictable circumstance 
in which copying would .be necessary is 
when an investigator needs assistsnce~ .~. 
from relevant,experts in headquarters‘ to 
evaluate the record. Without copying, it 
would be necessary f”&‘&??gency to 
rely solely on the notations and report 
of the investigator. ,.- 

This reliance,may not be adequate in 
many circumstances..For example, there 
may be a deviation from a critical limit, 
(CL,) that poses no heal&risk<,@~%~ut~ 
the ability to show a copy of the records 
to someone within then agency with the 
necessary expertise’mthe area,‘an ‘̂  
investigator would have to cite the 
company for a violationlf, ‘how&er,%ri 
agency expertdetermined that the, 
deviation posed no safety risks, the 
agency could use its enforcement .s.“e..L..* “. ,,. ,**p _,I > * “j. 
discretion not to pursues vrolatron. 

8. One comment expressed the view ,. 
that the act does not support a mmdat$” ‘j.$p.a;i;ss $9-& that 
includes access to records for the entire, seafood industry* Acco;&Yg~ ~gyjg”““‘- * 
comment, the act permits FDA access to 
records only under extreme coqdiiion~s, 
where there-is a potential,for injury, but, 
the comment noted, hazards are only 
associated with a small percentage of 
fish. 

‘?%elegal basis-for FDA’s access to 
records has already been fully addressed in $& pg-gg It is impotiant to note 
‘th%?.lie agency is not claiming a right 
of access to’ food records coextensive with *at for drues and .-&e’i;;iw-ae<, 
section $04 ~f.thgact. Rather, FDA is 
asserting a’right to access’& records-that 
is narrowly tailored to advance the 
purposes of the sections of the act t&t 
it is implementing here, i.e., records 
relating to the CCP’s in a firm’s process. 

While the agency is not sure what, the ,, 
j comment meant by “ordinary” food --L ..b ‘-*” p* ,‘,,.l.. ,‘-/ 
records, it is worth pointing out that the 
position in‘tfiis:regulation on agency 
access to recordsis Qmgstanding 
interpretation for,regtilations of this 
type. Agency access to processing and 
production records has, been required 
since the early 1970’s in FDA’s 
regulations for thermally processed low- 
acid foo$s packaged in hermetically 
sealed&mtainers (part 113) and for 
acidified. foods’&& 114 (21 CFR 114). 
As discussed in the new section, these 

_ regulations were *is&g p&%ily under 
the authority of both ,sectiong462[a)(4) 
and 4164:oflre act (21 USC. 344), 
neither of which specifically‘mention 
access to records, . , 
5. Relevance of Sec+n 494 of.theAct 

10. Several comments expressed the 
view that @% shounbase HACCP ‘ ‘&~l~w&;u& ‘e~w&@m.~~@,g~f .&%gtit j 

,. -. 1 . . “_..- _,a* * “,. ,^*x*‘(““,‘* _; .,,. 
rather than on” section 402(a)(4) of the 

I , 
A. “‘>. ,, ., _> .,” 

act. Some of these comments were referring to *ese seai”;;a Ece7*. ., ? _ 
.: 

FDA cannot agree. While it.isJrue that. regulations, while others were primarily 
those seafood-related illnesses that are <a” concerned with any HACCP regulations I~ +,**- 5”. * /..i .,&ii*“.. 4% ~*~rJ~“~‘~*~. ,. 
reported to public h&&hau.t$o~t&~~: 
tend to be associated with a limited 

that FDA might issue for other foods. _ .-,.,-., s~+&~;F&entc expressed the view 
v / “dij.” “ai I ~~-^~~~~~~.~~~“~~~.~ 

number of species; p~%n%arha%r%a$ ” that$T& e~~stmg low-acid canned 
much broader. As indicated above, the 
1991 NAS report on seafood ‘{ai%ty 

food regulations should serve as a 
model for new HACCP programs. ” ._., 

provides an extensive inventory of Because some of the,low:acid canned 
hazards. food regulations:havebeen i&ue!$-u~$&r~ _, 

For the benefit, of the commentor it is .I ,. . ...“’ b section’404 of the act, all of these 
worth noting that if a processor is 

-/ .- %*.I* *‘1 I a-, “MSI~~~~~~~~~~~C,‘~‘~~ _-,t *II. comments may have been making the 
involved with species and processes’ for _ ~ same general point. 
which there are no foo,d safety hazards host of those that advocated use of - ,x, “~;‘““““‘spq,;,* 
that are reasonably likely to occur, a 

b _ %,. -~* .,., “Y”? +- *_.\ . a__“,( ._ 
section 404 of&e act as the legal basis 

HACCP plan will not be necessary expressed concerns about the. 
under these regulations. As will be 
discussed later in this preamble, the 

appropriateness of relying on section 
462(a)(4) of the act and the narrow 

agency anticipates a post- grants of access to .mcords in ,the act, 
implementation dialog with firms on 
whether they have hazards that must be. 

especially in section 704 of the act, and 
concluded that the act only grants the 

controlled” in accordance with these “..*m.‘.‘“-‘ Le._“* “&4.“’ .w.d, -a* *“a:, ,.,.. <, * 
*ii-;- a~~~~~y-~oras mdeF extreme 

regulations and, if so, how many; situations. One comment~urged that 
‘I ‘9. One comment expressed the view ,-.* ,..i-r 4% r .16$~*, ~“~s&s‘ 
that the.authqny to inspect ordinary 

FDA issue -the seafood PCCP 
regulations ;1d~Z& autl.i%ity of 

food records hasnot been asserted section 404 of the act in order to ^I_ .“,*jl ~... L.-‘T’p”..p,>,>,,. ^ j _ .I IVbL 
before. This statement was made in 

enhan;G’“&; ‘;ik-;~s ;;c;iiiiy i;;-;chieve 
” .,,a ****a %Y”“, *~A,r”+,.‘ar” ,.- .?>~<.+..,~ *s.i”b.~.mru ;6g~xo~qm&-&&~p.an *at &ere ,ls 

, . Ix l”.. ._ _.*, *-c..“. compliance through the permit system. ., “I_ /s,“.(/-. 



Section 404 of the act is entitled 
“Emergency Permit COntrol.” It 
authorizes FDA to establish a permit 
system for processors of food that may 
be injurious to health when two 
conditions are met: (1) Contamination is 
with microorganisms, and (2) the 
injurious nature of the prod&t cannot 
be adequately determined after the 
product enters interstate commerce. 
Section 404 of the.act authorizes FDA to 
inspect firms that operate under this’ 
permit bystem but does not mention 
records or FDA access to &ords.~ 

As indicated previously, FDA has 
issued regulations under this authority. 
Regulations at part 108 (21 CFR part 
108) subpart A establish the permit 
system generally. Regulations at part 
108 subpart B establish that acidified .* ,j.“+./l... -.M..-*y 
foods and thermallyprocessed low-acid 
foods in hermetically sealed containers 
(i.e., low-acid’caiined foods, or “LACF”) 
meet the criteria in section 404 of the ...“.,x ,*;_i*‘. ,*,..,&-%~i,~ I * 
act and are therefore sublect to the 
permit system. Subpart B requires 
processors of these foods to register with 
FDA and to submit detailed information to FD,A on theii mmuficifiii.g I (j_^ ,“~.> .j. 

processes. 
As an adjunct to these regulations, 

FDA has also issued the regulations, 
referred to previously, at part 113 and 
part 114 for these products. These latter 
regulations require the maintenance of 
day-tolday processing records that are 
retained by the processor and are in 

to the processing information 
sent to FDA. FDA 
have access to, and mav 

copy, these records I§§ 108.25(g) and 
108.351hk . __ 

While the permit system may have 
some compliance advantages, as pointed 
out by one comment, there are other 
considerations in this case that are’%& 
important. The permit system is, ‘as the 
title of section 404 of the act declares, 
an “emergency” system. Because it is an 
extreme remedy for extreme situations, 
FDA has used section 404 of the act 
relatively sparingly. 

In the case of seafood, although FDA 
strongly believes that a HACCP system’ 
will correct deficiencies in the current 
system and provide sign&ant further 
assurance ,of safety, the agency cannot 
conclude that seafood is in an overall I 
state of emergency from a public health 
standpoint. This conclusion is 
consistent with the position taken by 
the NAS. The NAS’ Institute of 
Medicine, in its 19?1 reportentitled 
‘Seafood Safety,” devoted hundreds of 
pages to areas of risk and made 
numerous recommendations about 
control measures, in&ding the” 
application of HACCP where 
appropriate. However, the NAS also 

concluded that most seafood’inthe ~737s. 
market lace is unlikely to cause illness; 

FDA: 1’ e reves thatit,for seafood at least, 
HACCP should be the norm rather than 
an exceptional remedy for an extreme 
$tuati-or+ A fmmtioning HACCP system 
reflects an understanding of the wide i ,., I” .,, IYM/ts *.*I__ 
range of hazards to which seafood may 
always be subject and provides for a 
systematic application of the preventive 
controls necessary to minimize the 
occurrence’of those hazards. It is the 
most.effectipe an”d effikient way known 
of ensuring food safety asa matter of 
d&sign In this regard, FDA has 
concluded that, for seafood, the efficient 1, ;;,. _, ._ “._ ,;, ~^ ,” - ,, 
enforcement of the act should not have”‘“’ 
to depend on a finding ofan e~mergency 
under section 484 of the act. 

It’% also berth noting that section 404 ..o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e application of 

HACCP to hazards by reason of 
contamination from microorganisms. 
FIJI is not aware.of any HACCP expert 
or author&&e body, including the 
National Advisory Committee for 
Microbiological Criteria for Foods 
(NACMCF), which advocates limiting * _\,I” <^._ ..*^.*-li -mi ..s. ,* . ,.?.$&“lr^.,r ,*- 
HACCP to these hazards only. A full 
.discussion of hazards to which seafood> 
HACCP should apply appears laterin 
this preamble. 

FDA does not agree that section 404 
of the act is the only basis for these 
seafood HA-CCPregulations, or that it 
would be a ‘more appropriate basis. It is 
not clear, moreover, how section 404 of 
the act can be cited as supportig the 
propositionthat the agency only has 
access to records in extreme situations.,~, 
As indicated earlier, s&t&~404 of&e 
act contains no express grant of access 
to records. Again, FDA has concluded 
from the case law’that, under 
appropriate circumstances? the agency 
has access to specific types of records 
on foods and food processing for 
specific purposes;where such access is 
not expressly provided for in the act; 
but the agency cannot conclude that this 
right is limited to extreme situations. 
Some of the comments provided ” 
examples of extreme situations to which 
HACCP regulations should be limited 
from their standpoint. These examples 
raise important issues that will be 
addressed elsewhere in this preamble. 

1L Two comments expressed the 
view that.the LACF regulations should 
serve as a, model for the types of records 
that would be accessible under HACCP 
regulations. 

FDA didinfact use theLACF 
regulations as”a‘mode1 in that regard. 

: 

The HACCP plan required here is 
similar to the scheduled processes that 
processors must submit in the LACF 
regulations. Likewise, there is little 
difference between the HACCP- ’ * ^ ” i 

. . ~ . :, _.__/ .- 
~~7~$Ci~,~ recor-ds’ r&iredhere and 
the. day-to-day processing records that 
are.required in LACF regulations. > 
B. HACCP Pro and Con 
1. dverview ’ 

Nearly half of the comments included 
specific statements ‘of support or 
opposition f&r the concept of a 
mandatory HACCP program to ensure 
the safety of seafood. The supporters 
outnumbered the opponents by over 10 
to 1. 

Nearly all of those who supported the 
approach also had technical comments 
on various provisions in the proposal. 
Some conditioned their support on the 
availability of additional enforcement 
authorities or resources‘for FIX% ‘k&se 
aspects of their comments will be 
responded to elsewhere in this 
preamble. A small number of these ’ x ,. _” “, *,. . . ._ 
coinments’sunno3ed the concert of a ‘” 
mandatory Hi\lCCP program for*seafood 
but opposed the proposal as drafted. 

The supporters of the concept 
included most of the seafood trade 
associations that commented, 
businesses, consumer advocacy 
organizations, Federal and State 
agencies., professioiial societies, 
academics, and a member of Congress. 
The reasons for this*support included: 
Enhancement of consumer confidence, 
the superiority of HAC@type 
preventive, controls over traditional 
CCMP-type ddr3Gls and end-product 
sampling, de view that HACCP is the 
most efficient and effective way to ‘..i “.“,., “;i,~-,~~~.- <“. .%d__ .i‘. 
ensure safetv, and tlGYZ&vihat a 
mar&tory HACCP system refledts an 
appropriate assigning 0f.primai-y 
responsibility to industry for producing 
safe food. Other reasons included a 
leveling of the dompetitive playing field, 
both domestically and internationally; 
the need for prompt adoption of a 
mandatory HACCP program by FDA to 
enable the seafood industry to maintain 
its market position iin Europe and 
elsewhere throughout the world; greater 
productivity; and increased industry 
control over processing. 

One large seafood trade association 
stated: - I 

(The association] strongly supports the 
adoption of a comprehensive regulatory 
program by the FDA which is designed for 
fish and seafood using.kACCP principles. 
HACCP systeins have been applied 
successfully by individual firms in our 
ind”Gst@; and they have been shown to be a 
v&yCost-effective way’of controlling safety 
hazards. Of equal importance, the adoption 
of a HACCP-based regulatory program should 
lead to more effective and efficient use of 
FDA resources, and less disruption of the 
processing and importfng of seafood for 
consumers. 



A small number of comments 
expressed opposition 6’ tli& tiandat&‘y 
HACCP approach for seafood, however., 
One State comment expressed the view 
that HACCP would nbt hgve,,vy 
sienificant effect on reducing illnesses 
frgm molluscan shellfish. &ioGer 
comment stated that,“overall, &a%&:“‘” 
related illness data do not justify 
mandatory HACCP for seafood. (Several 
other comments questioned the nFe,$ for 
these regulations in light of the NAS’ 
conclusion that commercial seafood is x *_.*. * _ ‘““A ,.,.” .,a “‘ 
generally safe. These comm~~n~s r+her 

., 

generally opposed the proposed 
regulations as drafted, or opposed its 
application to the qo.+.Ge,gts’ segments 
of the seafood ih,dustry, but did not 
express opposition to mandatory 
HACCP as a cbncept.) None of these 
comments supplied any new seafood- 
related illness data. 

It would be incongruous to exempt 
from a natiqgal system of preventive 
controls the processors of products 
identified by the NAS as de source.of 
thg greatest numbers.of se&<ar: 
associated illnesses.,.QU& ,s@ongly ’ 

The preamble to the proposed believes @at H”ACCP contrqls will help 
reeulations described broadlv what is shellfish 

P 
rocessors an&%$$%%?&ke 

to better ?c?ls on poteptial safety 
problems and less on tangential matters 
than historically has been the cage,, A 
‘full discussion of t&e applic&tion of 

hgalth auth&ties. C&sequentiy, ~HACCP to raw mplluscan shellfish .“.- *_ ._ i /“~,_l,.jr j. _ _ . ~ i 
precise data on the numbers and causes appears ‘later in this preamble. 
of foodborne illness in t.hi&$~~&d?? 
not exist, FDA doei k;;&,‘&%%ver, that 

y$-;;$ ‘siiec~fi”~s~d~~~-~~~~~~t~? 

illness from seai&$&$ &cur; ‘tid 12. Comments stating that HA&P 
“., 

2. The Significance of the Iliness,Dhta 

that a wide va,ri&ty of haza& hav6,bpey 1 
systems should not ,be ,qqdated for ~.<,././_*..,~I. j 

identified t& could cause illness‘ from ’ 
1 specific industry segments usually 

I Al ~.,iU‘.44# _ +ii6irir*r.~.r~Z~~ referred to either ,the crqb processing or 
seafood (see Ref. 7, pp. 1-13). 6e 
overwheltiirig majority of these ha.%ds 

the catfish indu+ries. These. comments 

are amenable to preventive contr&. 
generally expre&d”&6 6%~ ,&it ’ “‘. 
HACCP requirements for these 

FDA’s draft Guide,@dresses con?rols for . industries Were not necessary; ’ ia- a”.,.“. .r”~~.rr4.~~~~.~ %.X,*_ ” 
over 20 specific types of safety hazards. FDA advisks .that &t%&‘%gulations are 

flexible &Ough’io tha?fiACCP-type The primary p&pose of these 
regulations-is to &m&that prevt3ntiv4 
controls are systematically applied in 
seafood processing as a matter of fo$&. 
custom and usage,.and in a way that can 
be verified by company‘niamt~em~nt as 
well as by regulatory authorities. Thus, 
while the reported illness data are 
highly relevant to whether *es?. 
regulations should be &.sJ.u& they‘s% 
not the sole basis forjhe regulations. 

For molJuscan shellfish in particular, 
FDA agrees with the commex$eFs u&-, 
believe that the principles df~6’~~‘” 
National Shell@& Sanitation Program 
(NSSP) should contin;;;?‘jo~~~~“the 
basis for the‘niollus&n shellfish safety program in fiis cou&y-f~e& ;g;; 
clear alternative to proper water 
classification and patrol by State 
authorities as the basis for moll.~~~ __ , ( 
shellfish safety. HACCP prr%des 
processors with an exccJle@ system for 
ensuring that these preventive-type 
controls are adhered fq fn asystematic 
way. 

way to reduce the overall nurn?+ of pperations. : 

‘- illnesses from raw molluscan shellfish “’ ..*bm, (_ ~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~,~~ =i .+ -4. Would Voluntarv HACCP Be isto’p~~~~~~~~~itionar resources tQ?he 
States to enhance,*eir w&r Superior? U 
classification and.~~onito&g‘&litie’s. 
‘C&$i~~~&l patrolling’ shellfish 
harvesting waters are import&fin&ins 
of preventing molluscan. shellfisl~ that x 

13. Some comments believed that a 
voluntary apprdach to HACCP‘ for 
seafood would be preferable to a 
mandatory approach. One reason given 
for this view was @at, under a 
mandatory system, the risk of regulatory 
action by FDA Would compel processors 
‘tri “design HACCP c0,ntrol.s &at were .*s 
minimum necessary to comply with the 
rule. There ~~puld by, g,,sjgnificant 
disincentive for processors to design 
HACCP plans that have the greatest 
practical impact on food safety out of 
fear that occasional failure to meet those hi&e; s;ird.&ds k;.uf-&tri’.Yr g ./I ../ >.w 

regulatory response, 
If voluntary HACCP systems were 

already universal, or nearly so in the 
seafood industry, and they generally 
applied safety controls that were beyond 
the minimum needed,for safety, FDA 
would see little reagon to establis.h,~a , 
mandatory system. However, HACCP is 
not the norm, and given the current 
situation in the sea&d innM.ry, FDA 
finds that making HACCP mandatory is 
necessary to ensUre: that safe, 
wholeso.m*e, and uqqcl$terated product 
is‘prtiduced. Thus, FDA is adopting part 
123(21 CFRpart 123). 

,_ have been contaminated from sewage from en~~~f;e’fh&mar~~~~l~c~~,.~. 

‘HOw&&, &%litional Fed&al resources ^.,, 
‘Will brobably not be avail+b!e.fobr:‘tJ% .‘# 
piirpose in the foreseeab& future. It ;s A_.^“,.^‘/ _,... I, 
imperative, therefore, that the system 
that is in place be made as efficient, as 
possible. 

contrOls are $ot required wh&e.$ey are 
not necessary, i:k., where it is 
reasonably likely that hazards dp not. 
exist. It is $hv,agency’s experience, 
ho-ii;%&, that there are reaSonably likely 
hazards as~otiir.&d with crabmeat,as a cooked, ready-to-eat ~~o~~~t;ll~~~~~~~,,“,~ 

the growth of pathogens as a result of 
time-temperature abuse, ofa$e,product 
and t&e potential for pathogen survival 
from inadequate pasteurization: There “_, 
are reasonai;ly likely hazards associated 
x;“‘sg’$;ocessing of catfish (e.g., 
contan&ation fro; agricultur& - 
c*hm@ls, improperly used aquaculture 
drugs, and a variety-of hazards resulting 
Eom the in-plant processing 
operationi). It is incumbent on 
processors of these prod%&?o l&otv 
&d control such hazards: x i SE; ---E~-~E~~T~;~&at wsether 

, 
reasbnably likely hazards exist iniolyes 
case-by-case determinations. As $11 be, I ..~ 
discussed in the“‘HACCP plan” &&i%“’ 
of this p~a&tii6~“$ZZtZsors will be,,,~ 

The agency acknowledges the 
possibility that, under a mandatory 

‘-s@tern, firms will perceive that: they are 
6~ safer ground wi@ FDA if they 
establish minimm; acceptable controls 
t&t are mgrk easily met, rather than 
more stringent controls that are beyond 
the minimum necegsary to ensure safety 
and, therefore, are harder to meet. For 
examnle. in deciding what CCP’s to 

.I f 

@le$fy in a HACCP plan, a processor 
might err on the side of inclusion under .,“.I, ,I”. ,_, ̂  
a voluntary plan but keep the number of 
CCP’s down to the @pimum a$ceptable .$ypijv-Ff’Ea~fL$+i ‘f;i‘g;;~~~~~~;iatory. 

It remains to be seen whether 
process&s will <~aily’di&s<tb; be&&k 
this way under a mandatory system. The 
choices that processors will make may 
&@na, ‘6 part, on FDA policy toward 
AACCP plans that be beyond the 
minimum. The logic in favor of the 
agency initiating &gulatory action when 
a processor fails to:meeJ its own C&\but,, 
succeeds in meeting a minim&‘l&eI 

,~ 

that would have bgen,aG acs$ptable CL 
to ‘FbAt &6ld be that the firm is, out. qf 
control v<i ‘i Sis it{ :gb $i?vetitive 
&o6&% The logic against initiating 
regulatory action would be that G-9, 
processor is still ii control in terms of 
meeting minimum necessary safety 
parameters, and ti.at the product is, in 



FDA’s opinion, safe to eat. As an 
additional factor, FDA does not want to 
discourage firms from establishing 
preventive controls for themselves that 
are beyond the minimum necessary to 
ensure safety. 

In evaluating monitoring records, 
FDA w2l’f’irst determine whether the 
recorded v&i& & withh the 
processor’s critical &nits as set out in 
its HACCP plan. Where values are found 
that are outside the CL’s, the’agency will 
determine the cause and extent of such 
occurrences, snd what cor&&ve a&ion, 
if any, the processor has taken: Where 
product that was involved-in a CL 
deviation was distributed without’first 
being &b&ted to appropriate 
corrective action, FDA will determine 
the cause and extent of the control 
failure. 

In determining the appropriate agency 
regulatory response to CL deviations, 
FDA will assess the public health risk 
that the product poses. This assessment 
will, in part, involve a determination of 
whether the minimum limit necessary 
to ensure safety was breached. FDA 
acknowledges that this levi$&id the 

_\ _ 

processer’s CL may not always be the 
same. J’he agency is not likely to.take 
action against a product that it finds 
poses no significant public health risk, 
regardless of whether it has or has not 
met the rocessor’s CL. 

None eless, processorsmust. % 
establish controls to ensure that 
appropriate corrective actions are taken. 
when their CL’s are breached. Where 
such controls fail, mAexpects 
processors to redesign their control 
mechanisms as necessary. Chronic 
failure to appropriately respond to CL 
deviations demonstrates that a 
processor’s HACCP system is 
inadequate, and that fact could cause 
FDA to have son% regulatory concern. 

14. Another comment urged that, 
HACCP for seafood should &voluntary 
on the grounds that FDA lacks the 
resourcesCihd~statutory enforcement 
authorities to operate a mandatory 
system. Other comments expressed the 
same types of concerns about FDA 
resourcesarid enforcement authorities 
without concluding that a voluntary 
system would be preferable. One 
comment, from a consunmradvocacy 
organization representing several other 
organizations, supported the concept of 
a mandatory HACCP system but 

’ expressed reservations about FDA’s 
ability to adequately perform HACCP- 
based inspections of processors without 
additional resources. Other commenters 
expressed the same kinds of conce~rns. 
The comment pointed out that because 
HACCP inspections will take longer 
than current inspections, the intervals 

between inspections will increase 
significantly, creating “an unenforced 
industry honor system.” The 
commenter, and some others, also 
advocsted additional enforcement 
authorities. 

The success of this progr&n will 
depend on a number of factors. One of 
these factors, unquestionably, will be 
the ability of a regulatory authority, or 
authorities, to adequately monitor 
processors’ HACCP systems ‘through 
inspections. If the frequency of 
inspections-is too low, safety may not be 
ensured, consumer confidence may be 
eroded, and the accusation that the 
program, is self-regulatory may have 
merit, even though a HACCP-based 
inspection allows the investigator to 
view a firm’s critical operations over 
time, not just at the moment of the 
ins ‘e&on. 

l% e use of a HACCP-based system 
bears on ,the adequacy of FDA’s 
inspection resources in two important 
respects. The;f&t is the effect of the use 

’ of HACCPLbased inspections on 
: mspection. frequencies. The. ti,me~ needed 
to conduct a HACCP+se;iinspection 
will undoubtedly vary depending on the 
number of hazards, complexity of the 
operation, and other factors. The first 
round qf.HPi~C~ii;spec~~ons.Zvill’likely 
take longer-possibly as much as twice 
as long in high-risk and complex 
operations-as the CGMP-based 
inspections l%Apresently conducts, 
but the time-per-inspection is likely to 
drop significantly thereafter. It remains 
to be seen whether inspection times will 
eventually shorten to crrrent times, or 
whether HACCP-based inspections will 
always take longer on average. In any 
event, FDA finds some merit in the 
comments’ basic concernSabout 
inspection frsquencies. 

Second,,as a countervailing matter, a 
HACCP-based inspection can be a more 
efficient and effective inspection than a 
CGMP-based inspection, largely because 
it can be highly’ focused on matters that 
are critic& to safety, and because access 
to key safety monitoring records allows 
the investigator to evaluate the process 
over time. Thus, some compensation for 
increased intervals betweeninspections 
will be provided by3h~fact that the 
investigator gets not merely a snapshot 
of the operation of the plant in t@e.but 
a broad view pf how the plant has been 
operated”over the preceding months or 
even years?as reflected in the plant’s 
records. Thus, FDA concludes that, on 
balance, the somewhat longer 
inspection intervals that might occur 
under a HACCP-based system would be 
fully compensated for by the broader 
view provided by a HACCP-base# :,’ 
inspection. 

In addition, FDA intends to increase 
the frequency ‘and improve the 
consistency of processor inspections 
through HACCP-based work sharing 
partnerships with the States. One of the 
agericy’s goals is for,Y&ese regulations to 
serve as a basis for partnerships that 
involves a pooling of resources. 

While FDA acknowledges the 
comments’ concerns ‘about resources, 
the agency would not agree that the 
HACCP‘program should be abandoned 
because of resource constraints. Quite 
the contrary, resource t%tistraints make 
it imperative that FDA seafood 
inspections be based on the most 
effective and efficient system devised to 
date. HACCP is “that system. Moreover, 
the agency believes, that there is enough 
flexibility in a HACCP-based inspection 
system to perniit gradations in 
implementation (e.g.,‘focusing on the 
most extreme hazards; selectively 
reviewing records) to accommodate 
whatever resotm% situation exists at any 
given moment.. 1 

With regard to ,enfor,cement 
authorities, as made clear above, the act 
provides ample authority for the 
establishment and implementation of a 
%$&P-based system by FDA. 
Kegardless of whether additional 
authorities might be desirable, there 
simply is no reason foioiPl%X not to 
proceed to establish and implement a 
HAC@-EiG~d system forthwith. 

15. Another-comment expressed 
opposition to mandatory H&C&P for the 
seafood industry on the grounds that 
HACCP diverts the responsibility for 
ensuring a safe product from the 
government to the fish processors. 

FDA’s intent is not to* transfer its 
legitimate resp~onsibilities with regard to 
food Safety to the regulated industry. In 
point of fact, the industry already has 
responsibility under the law to produce 
a ssfe product. HACCP helps to clarify, 
however, how responsibility for human 
food safety is divided between industry 
md the regulator. 

&d.ustry, as stated above, must take 
primary responsibility for the 
production of safe food, while the 
regulator must be responsible for setting 
standards (including program 
regulations such as these), verifjring that 
the industry is doing its job, and taking 
remedial action when it is not. HACCP 
requires that the industry be aware of 
the human food safety hazards that are 
ressonably likely to occur, and that 
industry operate under a system that is 
designed to ensure that those hazards 
are not realized. Thus, HACCP enables 
the industry to demonstrste that it is 
meeting its legitimate responsibilities. 



5. Other Issues 
16. One comment supported the 

concept of HACCP‘but expressed the 
view that the regulation drafting process 
should be started over by forming a 
committee consisting of representatives 
from various segments of the seafood 
industry, and appropriate government 
and university personnel. A few othe? 
comments expressed the view that FDA 
had acted too quickly in issuing &the’ “’ 
proposed regulations and also,requested 
that FDA start over by engaging in 
discussions with industry, foreign 
regulatory agencies, academia, and 
consumers.~These latter comments, 
which Were mostly from companies not 
primarily involved in the processing of 
seafood, preferred a voluntary approach 
to HACCP, with mandatory applications 
only in exceptional situations. FDA did 
not act too quickly, or without 
appropriate consultation, in issuing the 
proposal in this proceeding..As the 
preamble to the proposed rule 
documented at some length, the 
proposal was the culmination of ,an 
extensive process by FDA and othera, 
including the seafood industry itself, 
that led major representatives of that 
industry to request the issuance of the. 
proposal. Before that, industry trade 
associations testified repeatedly before 
Congress in the late 1980’s through the 
early 1990’s in support of legislation 
that would have required a mandatory 
inspection system for seafood based on 
HACCP principles. 

FDA participated in pilot programs in 
the past such as the seafood HACCP 
pilot conducted jointly by FDA and the 
National Marine Fisheries Se-rvibe ,_“... I/ I . . 
(NMFS) of the Department of-Commerce 
(DOC) in 1990 to 1991&i addition,FDk 
ran prograifW%vithseven other _ I 
countries. In developing these 
regulations, the agency also took 
advantage of information from the 
Model Seafood Survei1lar.G Project 
(MSSP)‘. The’MSSP was‘conducted by 
the DOC ‘attherequest of Congress in 
1966 to design an inspection system for 
seafood consistent with HACCP 
principles. As part of the MSSP project; 

“. 49 workshops were conducted invol”ving 
-4 1,200 industry, State, and unive&y 

participants. Canada currently has a 
HACCP system, and the ED has issued 

“s; directives that move in that direction. 
The agency has concluded that 
sufficient field trials have already taken 
place to conclude that HACCP is a 
viable method of hazard control for the 
seafood industry. 

Public input into the development of 
de HACCP approach contained in these 
regulations has been substantial. As 
described earlier in this preamble, FDA 

engaged in a series of “town meetings” 
in nine cities across the country shortly 
after the proposal was published in 
order to answer questions about the 
proposed regulations and encourage 
comments. The public’res&nse to 
FDA’s proposal contributed 
substantially to the contents of the final 
regulations. 
C. Should Some Types of Processors Be 
Exempt? 

In.the preamble to the proposed 
regulations FDAXskedfor comment on 
whether either processors of “low-risk” 
products or small processors,*or.both, 
should be exempted from the 
requirements of the final’regulations.’ ” 
The agency asked for information on 
whether the regulatory burden could be 
reduced- without compromising the 
public health protection goals of the 
regulations, and whether there exists a 
rational Gay-to Gtinguis’h %igGiSk” 
from “low risk,” and big processors 
from little processors, for purposes of 
HAccp. 
1. Exempt Low Risk? I 

The most obvious way of 
distinguishingh&$~risk products from 
low-risk products would be on the’b&s 
of reported, confirmed, seafood-related 
illnesses. The preamble to the proposed 
regulations pointed out some’problems 
with this approach. First, the agency 
pointed out that the underreporting and 
skewed reporting that occurs with 
respect to foodborne illness creates 
significant condern as to tiheth-er’ ” ’ 
reported illnesses represent a reliable 
enough factor to serve as the bagis‘ for 
an exemption to these regulations. 
Second, FDA stated’that it was 
doncerned that there Guld be a 
significant potential for harm that could 
be controlled by HACCP but that would 
not have shown up in the data that is 
relied on to establish risk. For example; 
while there may be no reported cases of 
botulism associated with some products 
that have the potential for CloStridium 
botulinum toxin, the severity of’the 
consequences” of the hazard warrant 
preventivecontrols, Likewise, while 
there may be no reported cases of 
domoic acid intoxication associated 
with shellfish froriia particular area, 
preventive controls are warranted as 
soon as a s’uch a case is made public.’ 
Thus, the preamble asked ghether 
potential for harm might be a reasonable 
way to distinguish high-risk from 10% 
risk products for purposes of an 
exemption. FDA was interested in 
whether comments could provide 
usable criteria for such an exem tion. 

About 45 comments addresse i the 
question of whether the I;t;giii&& 

should-apply to high-risk products only. 
Roughly two-thirds of these comments 
preferred a high-risk approach. For the 
most ‘part, they either did not define 
“high risk,” or defined it as including 
essentially the to 
seafood: related i I; 

three reported 
lnesses [virus-related 

from raw molluscan shellfish, 
scombrotoxin, and ciguatoxin). For the 
most part, other hazards were assumed 
to represent a lou\! risk. 
.,I 17. One comment recommended that 

the regulations initially cover the 
hazards reported at the highest levels of 
to the Centers forDiG& Control and 
Prevention (CDC)‘because these hazards 
are at least known to be causing illness, 
and that the agency should phase in 
other hazards as appropriate if the 
foodborne-illness reporting system were 
to reveal a need to do so. 

Few comments were-received on 
whether there could be a basis for 
distinguishing high risk from low risk 
other than reported illnesses. Some 
co+pmt&~ suggested that the agency 
should consider severity of illness as a 
criterion. Some ofthese comments 
specifically~c~t~d~~~b~e~‘and smoke- 
flavored fish as products that should be 
coveied on this baais because of the 
devastating effects of botulism. A few 
comments expressed the view that 
mandatory HACCP should‘behmfted to 
hazards that can cause loss of life or 
irreversible injury. 

Several commentsobjected to a “low 
risk” exemption in any form. Some 
pbinted out that, given the 
underreporting and skewed reporting 
t&t exists, the CDC foodborne-illness 
reporting system does not provide a 
suitable basis for, making determinations 
ofcbmpar’ative risk (i.e., high risk versus 
low risk). These comments expressed 
concern that linkin~~therequirements of 
these regulations tot illness reporting 
that has already occurred would have 
the effect of exempting emerging 
hazards, at least until thev caused 
reported illness. : d 

Other comments stated that‘there is 
no significant advantage to exempting 
low-risk products because proca&orsof 
these-products will have simpler 
HA,CCP plans than those who process 
products with more’potential safety 
hazards. One comment stated that a 
l$& $&km&& ap$&-& ma& SOme 
sense but, as a practical matter, would 
negate the added assurance to 
consumers from HA@P that seafood is 
safe and processed under some form of 
regulation. According to this comment, 
from a large seafood ~@ade association, it 
is more important that the entire food 
category be recognized as having been 
subjected to modernsafety assurance 
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procedures than that the regulations 
exempt the low risk end of the industry. 

FDA has considered these points of 
view and has concluded that, at least for 
now, there is no reasonable way to 
divide seafood products into high risk 
and low risk for purposes of these 
regulations. The comments that 
suggested defining “high risk” in terms 
of the most frequently reported illnesses 
are correct that the volume of reporting 
tends to concentrate substantially in the 
three hazard areas mentioned above. 
Because illnesses that are confirmed and 
reported tend to be those that are the 
most easily traced or diagnosed, 
however, the relative significance of the 
high level of reporting in these three 
areas-as well as the drop-off in 
reporting in other areas-is not fully 
known. Moreover, illnesses associated 
with chronic hazards are virtually 
unreported because of the difficulties in 
associating such illnesses to specific 
food sources. 

The comments did not include any 
new data that would reveal whether the 
risks associated with the most reported 
illnesses are actually the highest risks or 
only the most apparent. No new 
information was provided to allow FDA 
to determine whether distinguishing 
high risk from low risk on the basis of 
reported illnesses would constitute a 
rational division for purposes of these 
regulations. Nor has FDA been supplied 
with information that would allow it to 
conclude whether other valid criteria 
exist. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
pointed out that the requirements of 
HACCP~ are less when risks are low! _ 
Moreover, as &ill be discussed later in 
this preamble, FDA has revised the.final 
regulations to provide that HACCP 
plans are not required when there are no 
reasonably likely safety hazards to 
control. Thus, HACCP inherently tends 
to distinguish between high- and low- 
risk products without the need for 
explicit exemptions. 

FDA also agrees that broad 
exemptions would put at risk some of 
the principal objectives of these 
regulations. Explicit exemptions make 
the system less flexible and might not 
cover emerging situations for which 
preventive controls are necessary to 
keep illnesses from occurring in de first 
place. A system that includes such 
exemptions would likely not provide as 
much consumer confidence as would a 
complete HACCP system. In addition, 
F'DA notes that the benefits tq@e 
industry in international trade from 
adopting a HACCP system might be 
minimized if such exemptions were. 
adopted because the United States’ 

international trading partners are opting 
for complete systems. ,. 
2. Exempt Small Processors?’ 

18. Over 60 comments addressed the 
question of whether the regulations 
should exempt small businesses. About 
five out of six, of,.tl~ese,comments ‘l^L‘“l”* ,I “, 
opposed an exemption. “” ~ “’ 

., / II 

Those that supported an exemption 
for small businesses expressed concern 
about the effect of the general costs of 
implementation, particularly the costs 
of training and recordkeeping. One ” . -. 
comment observed that many small 
businesses are economically-strapped, 
old, family enterprises that support an 
oftenfragile local economy. Another 
comment expressed the view that small 
businesses should be exempt because 
they are not involved in international 
trade. One comment noted that the 
highest volume producers (i.e., large 
businesses) are where a mistake affects 
fievmost conswners. 

One comment recommended that 
FDA develop exemption procedures to 
relieve small companies of paperwork 
and training requirements, especially if 
they produce low-risk products. A few 
comments suggested that small 
businesses, or ‘at least small businesses. 
with good records, be exempt from 
“positive” recordkeeping, i.e., recording 
the results of each monitoring. Under 
this kind of exemption, small businesses 
would only record unusual occurrences 
and corrective actions. -,.\, ,T ” -, . ,. ” I ,H/ L 

The majority of comments that argued 
against exempting small businesses 
provided a number of reasons. One. 
comment pointed out that as much as 
haIf%seafood consumed in the United 
States~is from small, firms. Several _, 
comments stated that size is’not related 
to risk, Small firms are-the major 
producers of many high-riskproducts 
(e.g. cooked, ready-to-eat and raw 
molluscan shellfish). Thus, according to 
the.comment, the final regulations 
would represent a futile exercise if 
small firms were not included One .._ . -,_i - I _ ~. ^. i.l i. ” ). ..,*.~:... . - 
comment pbsenled NW-@ 
companies sometimes represent more ‘of 
a risk potential than large companies 
due to lack of enough trained quality 
control personnel. Other comments 
pointed out that small businesses tiith 
simple operations would have simple 
plans and a minimum of recordkeeping. ( 

One comment pointed to difficulties 
that FDA would have in administering 
exemptions to the regulations,’ -’ ‘” 
particularly in distinguishing between 
firms that were and were not.entitled to 
an exemption. Another concern 
expressed by comments was’ the 
potential unfairness of exempting some 

companies while requiring HACCP of 
others. 

One State that has implemented 
mandatory HACCP for seafood 
processors observed that HACCP 
requirements had not proven to be an 
excessive burden to small businesses in 

coverage”of the HACCP requirement 
recommended, nonetheless, that FDA 
should provide assistance to small 
businesses through guidelines, model 
plans, and technical and financial 
assistance. Some comments 
acknowledged that small firms can work 
through trade groups on common plans 
and training. 

Other comments felt that dropping 
small firms from the final regulations 
would adversely affect consumer 
confidence. One comment expressed 
fear that the international standing of 
FDA’s seafood safety program would be 
in jeopardy if the regulations were to 
exempt some firms. 

FDA does not know how to exempt 
small business without jeopardizing the 
public health objectives of the 
regulations. An exemption for small 
processors of “low-risk” products 
would run into the difficulties 
explained above in.the discussion of 
whether these regulations should only 
apply to “high-risk” products. FDA 
agrees with the comments that, in the 
seafood industry, the size of the 
operation often does not coincide with 
the number or type of hazards that must 
be controlled in order to ensure a safe 
product (i.e., small size does not 
automatically mean minimal hazards). 
For example, cooked, ready-to-eat 
seafood processing, a relatively complex 
m~3nufactl,ling operation, typically 
requiring a larger than average number 
of CCP’s, is concentrated in the small 
business portion of the seafood 
industry.’ Additionally, the processing of 
raw molluscan shellfish, a product 
identified by NAS as being associated 
‘G&h a ‘disproportionately large 
percentage of the seafood-borne 
ilrmsses, is ‘most commonly performed 
by small firms. FDA also agrees that, 
because seafood businesses tend to be 
small, an exemption for small 
businesses could make HACCP the 
exception, rather than the rule, in this 
industry. 
““*‘The concerns expressed in the 
comments about the possible adverse 
consequences of these regulations on /_ 
small business, however, should not be 
taken lightly, and the agency has not 
done so. FDA has no desire to establish 
a mandatory regime that cannot be met I 
by otherwise responsible companies, I” 
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small or otherwise, that are producing 
safe food. Indeed, these regulations are 
based on the premises that: (1) 
Preventive controls for safety should be 
within the reach of anyone who is 
producing seafood for commerce (i.e., 
preventive controls should not be 
prohibitively burdensome, either 
financially or conceptually); and (2) it is 
in the public interest that everyone who 
is producing seafood for commerce 
should practice preventive control.for 
human food safety. The fundamental 
question that the issue of whether to. 
exemnt small business raises is whether 
these’premises are valid. 

Havine fullv considered the’ 
comments on*this issue, FDA is not 
persuaded that awareness of likely food 
safety hazards would cause financial 
hardship to small businesses, or that 
having reasonable, practical controls for 
those hazards will cause undue harm. 
As will be discussed in the ‘;Records” 
section of this preamble, the costs 
associated with the recordkeeping 
requirements of HACCP are really 
incidental to the cost of monitoring and 
need not place a significant burden on 
small businesses. For example, after 
checking the temperatureof a 
refrigerator, the observer need only take 
an additional moment to document the 
result of the observation. The agency 
cannot emphasize too strongly that, in 
most instances, only very simple 
recordkeeping is’needed to adequately 
serve the purposes of the system. The 
question from the agency’s standpoint, 
therefore, is whether the actual 
monitoring of critical operations, at 
reasonable frequencies, would be 
prohibitively expensive to the small 
operator. FDA has not been provided 
with a basis for such a conclusion. 

This leaves plan development and 
training as costs. The guidelines that 
FDA is making available on plan 
development should help substantially 
to keep development costs down. FDA 
is also aware that trade associations and. 
others are interested in developing”~~” 
model plans that, when used in concert 
with the guidelines, should further 
reduce the resources that a firm will, 

*T need for plan development. The 
--z’ creation of a HACCP plan does require 

some thought and effort by the 
processor to ensure that hazards and 

4 controls are understood .and’identifie%,~, 
Nonetheless, the guidelines and model 
plans will enable small processors to be 
able to apply the thought and effort 
necessarv to create a HACCP nlan with 
maximum efficiency and minimum cost. 

FDA is reauiri’ne that all processors 
either eiripl,j, at liast one t&&d 
individual or contract for.se-r-vices from 
at least one trained individual, as 

needed. There are unavoidable,~costs , 
associated withthis requirement. It is 
imperative that these costs be affordable 
to small business and be n*o greater than 
necessary. As discussed at length in the 
“Training” section of this preamble, 
FDA has been extensively involved with 
a consortium called the.“Seafood 
HACCP Alliance” (the Alliance) 
consisting of representatives from 
Federal and State agencies, industry, 
and academia, to create a uniform, 
training program that will ‘meet&e 

core, 

requirements of these regulations and 
will cost very little. The agency is also 
aware of HACCP training that has been 
provided for years for members of 
industry by NMFS and others. As an 
additional matter, FDA is allowing job 
experience to serve as a form of training 
in order to avoid the unnecessary 
expense to a processor of,having to pay 
for a HACCP course when at least one 
employee already has knowledge that is 
equivalent to that provided by the 
course. 

These efforts should alleviate the 
concerns of those who believe that the 
training requirement will be too 
burdensome on small busmess, The _ 
agency will monitor the situation 
closely once this training gets-. 
underway. If costs turn out to be 
significantly higher than FDA 
anticipates, the agency will consider 
some modification to, the, re uirement. 

While the agency regrets t % at grant 
monies are not avail&& to.small_ 
businesses from FDA; the effort that& 
agency is investing in guidelines-and 
training development is a form of 
subsidy that should keep costs down 
generally. 
D. Definitions 
1. General 

In addition to relying on the 
definitions contained in the act and 
those in the umbrella good 
manufacturing practice regulations at 
’ p%f?%i-@l CFKWO), FDA proposed at 
S 123.3 (a) through (t) to define 20 terms 
that are essential to the interpretation of 
part 123. Approximately 100 comments 
addressed various aspects of the 
pro ‘o&d definitions at S 123.3. 

t T e majority of the comments on 
definitions were concerned with-the ti2Gfsgc &ai.FDx “.“io.“&~;d ‘for 
“‘$%&&or” (5 123.3(n)) and 
-“processing” (5 123.3(m)). These 
comments generally asked for 
clarification about the applicability of 
the definitions to a given commercial 
activity,‘or’contended that the 
definitions should be amended to either w, / ,, +a *Lu* >,+w- >m a X,# \.;x .$” ,I include oi?&Kde certain activities. ah- $3 . 

P -4 ,,G _( ,.I, *a / )I,, 8. 1 nig”& ;r&.$‘~ir comll?ents thal , a 

addressed t&definitions were 
primarily concei$d‘witi ‘the meanings 
proposed for “fish’,” fishery product,” 
“critical control point,” “cooked ready- 
to-eat,” and “importer.” As a result of 
the comments as well as agency 
decisions to modify other provisions in 
part 123, FDA has deleted, revised, and 
added definitions to those proposed at 
8 123.3. 
2. Cooked, Ready-To-Rat Fishery 
Product 

19. The proposed regulations 
contained a definition for “cooked, 
ready-to-eat fishery product” at 
fj IXJ.~(~). The terjq was used at 
proposed § 123.10(a) and in the 
appendices to the proposed regulations. 
The final regulations no longer contain 
this term, and the appendices are not 
being codified. For these reasons, FDA 
has eliminated the definition pf 
“cooked, ready-to-eat fishery product” 
from the final regulations. 

Nonetheless, a large number of 
comments expressed concerns about the 
definition as it was proposed. In 
general, the comments urged that 
certain products be excluded from the 
‘definition of “cooked, ready-to-eat 
fishery products;” those that are not 
fully cooked by the processor or that 
will be recooked by the consumer, and 
low-acid canned foods subject to the 
provisions of part 113. 

FDA recognizes the significance of the 
use of the term. Because the agency has 
excluded use of the term in thesefinal 
regulations, it will defer consideration 
of the comments until drafting of the 
Guide. 
3. Critical Control Point (CCP) 

FDA proposed at S 123.3(c) to define 
-a critical control point as “a point in a 
food process where there is a high 
probability that improper control may 
cause, allow, or contribute to a hazard 
in the final food.” The word “hazard” 
in this definition ‘was intended to refer 
“primarily to food ‘safety hazards. It 
‘could also have applied to quality and 
economic hazards, however, because the 
agency was proposing at 5 123.6(c) to 
encourage processors to apply HACCP 
to these hazards as well. 

20. A significant number of comments 
-urged the agency to modify the 
definition so thatlit clearly addresses 
only food safety. These comments 
recommended that the word “hazard” 
should be prefaced with either “food 
safety” or “health,” or that FDA should 
codify de definition for “hazard” that 
has been recommended by the 
NACMCF., j 
” ‘*‘Several of ‘the comments urged FDA td id6cr&g”-~e.Q$,fcp s&.nition for 



“critical control point” so that the 
agency’s regulations would be 
consistent with nationally and 
internationally agreed upon HACCP 
definitions. “One, objected to the phrases: 
“high probability,” because of its 
connotation in statistical applications; 
“improper control,” because of a lack of 
a standard for proper control; and 
“cause, allow, or contribute,” because it 
could allow the elevation of trivial 
concerns to critical control point status. 

FDA is persuaded by those comments 
that urged consistency with the 
NACMCF definition for “critical control 
point.” The agency has, therefore, 
modified proposed § 123.31~) 
(redesignated as $123.3113)) to read, 
“Critical control point means a point, 
step, or procedure in a food process at 
which control can be applied, and a 
food safety hazard can as a result be 
prevented, eliminated, or reduced to 
acceptable levels.” The modified 
language is consistent with the agency’s 
decision to limit the HACCP provisions 
of part 123 to de avoidance of food 
safety hazards (see the “HACCP Plan” 
section of this preamble for discussion). 
It is also compatible with modifications 
described’elsewhere in this preamble 
aimed at greater consistency with the 
NACMCF recommendations. The 
wording change will not have any 
practical impact on the requirements of 
the regulations because the-definition 
still reflects the agency’s intent to 
require that seafoqd, be ~processed in a 
way that eliminates, to the extent 
possible, the chance that it ~$1 be , 
rendered injurious to health by 

_ 

procedures that are under de control of 
ihe rocessbr. 

it T e NACMCF definition does not 
contain the phrases that were objected 
to by one of the comments as described 
above. Thus, the concerns’raised by this 
comment have” be& resolved. 

21. A few comments, however, stated 
that the definition should also apply to 
the control of all decomposition because 
it is a major problem associated with 
seafood. 

FDA a$nowledges that, because of 
the highly perishable nature of,fish, 
decomposition is probably the most 
common problem associated with 
seafood. The agency further 
acknowledges the comments that 
expressed concern that failure to control 
this problem will continue to adversely 
affect consumer confidence. The 
industry especially should heed this 
concern-and consider the application of 
HACCP principles to decomposition, if 
necessary, to help maintain the quality 
of its products. 

Nonetheless, decomposition that is 
not associated with safety is not 

appropriately a part of these mandatory 
HACCP regulations but should remain 
subject to traditional good 
manufacturing practices controls (see, 
e.g., 5 110.80(b) (21 CPR 110.80(b))). As 
discussed earlier, these regulations are 
being issued, in part, under section 
402(a)(4) of the act. That section 
provides that a food is adulterated if it 
is prepared, packed,‘or hel;i‘;l;lder 
insanitary conditions whereby it may 
have been rendered injurious to health. 
While decomposition in some species 
can be injurious to health and is 
there&m *thin the scope of section 
402(a)(4) ofthe act, most decomposition 
affects the quality of seafood but not its 
safety. Decomposition that affe-qs 
quality but not safety is subject to 
section 402(a)(3) of .the act. Therefore, 
FDA is not subjecting decomposition 
that is not safety related to the 
requirements of these final regulations 
but will continue to regulate 
decomposition under traditional CGMP 
control. 

FDA points auf that it has defined 
“food safety hazard,” a term that the 1 
agency uses in the definition of‘%%i~al 
control point,” in § 123.3(f). Thg agency 
discusses tbis’dkfinition, which is 
consistent with&?NACMCF .__ 
recommended defmition; later in this 
section. 
4. Critical Limit (CL1 

FDA proposed in S 123.3(d) to,:define 
,a “critical Iimit” as “tho’maximum or 
:minimum value to which a physical, 
biological, or chemical parameter must , 
be controlled st a critical control point 
1.0 minim&o the risk ofoccu&nce of the 
identifiedhazard? In ‘the preamble to 
the proposed regulations, the agency ‘. 
explained that the proposed definition 
was intended to’be consistent with the 
concept of the*NNk*CMCF ~commendod 
definition, which reads, “a criterion that 
rnust be met for each preventive 
measure associated with a critical 
control point.” Howkver, de proposed 
definition was also intended to be more _. . .” *,_ 
explanatory than is the NACMCF 
definition, especially as it relates to the 
assignment of a minimum or maximum 
value and in the relationship of these 
values to a minimization of the risk, 
rather than to an absolute elimination of 
risk. 

22. Several comments stated that the 
proposed ‘definitio~nof a ‘;‘&?tical limit” 
shouldbembd%cI’to bo tbo’definition 
reconunended by the’NdCMCF. The 
comments asserted that the NAC%CF . 
definition is the internationally 
accepted standard,“&*d &at its use in 
the regulations would avoid confusion. 
A few comments argued that FDA’s i& 
of the phrase “minimize the risk’ 

implies that the CL must be set to attain 
the lowest possible risk, unlike the 
“reduce to an acceptable level” standard 
in the NACMCFSdefinition for CCP 

Although FDA agrees that the 
definitions in these regulations should 
closely adhere to the NACMCF’s recommended de..ti~$+&M$& agency 

concludes that, in this instance, FDA’s 
wording is more descriptive for 
regulatory purposes and more useful to 
processors. However, FDA has been 
persuaded that the phrase “minimize 
the risk” may be misinterpreted as 
requiring outcomes that are not 
realistically achievable by a processor. 
To provide clarification and consistency 
with the revised definition of “critical 
control point,” FDA has replaced the 
phrase “minimize the risk” with the 
phrase “prevent, eliminate, or reduce to 
an acceptable level” in the final 
regulation (now codified as 5 123.3(c)). 
As noted previously, this language also 
appears in the NACMCF definition of 
“critiCa control point.” The new 
language correctly provides for the 
making of scientific judgments about 
appropriate degrees of hazard reduction, 
based on the nature of the hazard and 
the availability of controls, and is more 
consistent than the proposed language 
with accepted HACCP convention. 

23. One comment stated that the word 
“identified” should be deleted from the 
pro osed definition. 

!I F A is not persuaded to make any 
modi’fidation to the definition in 
response to this comment. The 
“identified hazard” refers to the hazard 
identified in the HACCP ‘plan. 

24. One comment stated that the 
phrase “in the end product” should be 
added foll&ing~the word “hazard” in” 
the proposed definition. 

FDA 1s not persuaded to make any 
modification to the definition in 
response to this comment. Food safety 
hazards are, by definition, those that 
cause “a food to be unsafe for human 
consumption.” This definition implies a 
consideration of the end product that 
will be offered for human consumption. 

25. One comment objected to the 
phrase “the maximum or minimum 
value” in the definition, stating that, as 
in the case of certain food additives, 
there are situations where both a 
maximum and a minimum value exist, 
and a processor is required to maintain 
the recess between these values. 

FE A is not persuaded to make any 
changes to the proposed language in 
response to this comment. The word 
“or,” which the agency uses in the 
definition, is inclusive. Thus, properly 
read, 5 123.3(c) states that a CL is the 
maximum value, the minimum value, or 
both the maximum and minimum .- 



values within which the parameter must 
be controlled to protect against the , .,. . . 
occurrence of a food safety hazard. 

For consistency with the definition of _ 
“critical control point,” FDA has ah&d. I, 
the phrase “food safety” before the word 
“hazard” in the text of 5 123.3(c). The 
language in the final regulation now 
reads, “Critical limit mean? thy, 
maxiqnun~ rg rninjrn=~ya&e to w.hiGbW, ..I 
a physical, biological, or chemi&f 
parameter must be con~o!!esl, ga.. . 
critical control point to prevent, 
eliminate, or reduce to an acceptable 
level the occurrence.of the @e&i&& , _ 
food safety hazard.” 
5. Fish 

26. FDA proposed to define “i&h” as 
“fresh or saltwater finfish, molluscan 
shellfish, crustaceans, and other forms 
of aquatic animal life other tha.n birds or, 
mammals.“ A significant number of 
comments suggested that FDA should 
modify this definition,to &rify whether 
it includes species such as sea snails, 
abalone, frogs, alligators, turtles, other 
reptiles, amphibians, sea cuinimberi, 
plants, or algae. 

FDA agrees that this type of 
clarification would.be helpful and has 
modified the definition at 5 323.3(d) to 
read: 

Fish means fresh or saltwater,finfis,h, 
crustaceans, other forms of aquatic aniinal 
life (including, but not limited to, alligator, 
frog, aquatic turtle; jellyfish, sea cucumber, 
and sea urchin) other than birds or marpn?als, 
and all mollusks, where such aiG&llife is 
intended for human consumption. 

The term “mollusks” includes ” abalone, sea snails:‘aria”~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~.’ 

escargot and any other terrestrial,~,, i y f 
gastropods, such as the giant African 
land snail (Achatina fulica)). The 
addition of examples of aquatic animal 
life and the mention of mollusks ,qe 
intended to make clear which species 
are covered by the terro”~fis~?~ Water- 
dwelling reptiles and amphibians ‘othe; 
than alligators, turtles, and frogs have 
not been specifidally listed because,they 
are not significant commercial foo,d” 
sources in the United States: Finally, ” ’ -* 1 /,? ‘~“̂ ‘~‘“*&*~’ ,~~~ 
FDA notes that, consistent with the 

7% proposed definition, aquatic plants % 
i (including algae) are excluded. This 

definition is consistent~v&h.,the 
traditional treatment of these.products 
by FDA. 

; .’ 

The new language also serves to 
emphasize that these regulations apply 
only to those products that are intended 
for human consumption. This point was 
explicit in the proposed definition, for 
‘fishery product” but was inadve~rtpntly 
not mentioned in the proposed 
definition of “fish.” 

finfish and shellfish, to differentiate 
~@&2:~ p!$iye levels p_fi$~~f ” _ 
concerns (e.g., hi& ‘&d low risk). 

$‘DA disagrees with this comment. 
Such a differentiation would_serve,pn. 
purposein these regulations. The 
purpose of these regulations is to set up 
‘a unitary system that responds to a 
particular product based on the risks it 
presents, not to establish a system that 
is divided up based on risk presented. 
The merits of differentiating between 
products on the basis of risk is 
“addressed in the section of the preamble 
entitled “Should, Some-Types of 
Processors be Exempt?” I “u_* ” , 
6. Fishery Pro&&i , 

PDA’pioposkd to define, “fishery 
product” as “any edible human food , 
derived,in whole or in part from fish, 
including fish that has been processed 
in any manner.” The preamble to the- 
proposed regulations stated that the.. 

-addres.s<d by the requirements in those 
parts (see § 123.6(e) of these regulations 
and the “HACCP Plan” section of this 
preamble). .: 

x 29. One comment suggested that the ,,.,_,” I_: I,‘ es ,“, ;i*,-oi,~~~~~r 
language of the proposed definition 
inappropriately excludes fish roe. 

PDA points out that the phrase “any 
edible human food product derived in 
whole or in~p&Y *from fish,” in the 
proposal was intended to cover these 
.products. FDA, however, has modified 
,the definition of “iiahery product,” and 
it no longer’ in&ides this language, 
Therefore, to make clear that roe are 
covered FDA has made explicit in the 
definition of “fish’ th’at. the roe of the 
covered ahimals~ are included. 

. ,. 

36. A significant number of comments 
urged that the definition exclude 
products that contain only a minimal 
amount of fish. These comments . . . . 
suggested varfous&u&rds that P’DA 

intent of the defimtion was to include 
should apply to exclude such foods 
f&i the definition These included* .” ,--..- . . “‘..,.%.x~*.lr;.,‘ .” _ j /.,)‘. *_ I 

products that contain seafood as an 
- .-w. ,.. ;.~+p+.L* ..* ,_.,.- il^,*. _( __*_ _* _, 

Products that contain less than 50 
, 

;;eicdnt &.&; 6rAd;;ds ,&& c;;r;tsn less 
ingredient as well as those products that 
are comprised of seafood alone, because 
hazards derived from seafood are 
reasonably likely to oc&&in~bott’types (r 
of products. 

26. A few comments urged that-FDA_ 
exclude from the meaning of “fishery p~~du~t,l’~~~ij;~~~~t eat ig made in 
whole or in part from commercially 
sterilized fishery products subject to the 
requirements of parts 113 and 114, (i.e., 
thermally processed low-acid canned 
foods and acidified foods). 

” “~A disagrees~witlithis comment. 
&though such foods. are~,required to be 
produced in accordaLncewi.@ certa@ _i_ _, 
HACCP-type control procedures to 
reduce the risk of the hazard of ,g. . 
botulinurn toxin production, these 

&an 10 percent fish; products that 
,_ tx$+n 2 percent or less of cooked, or 

3 percent or less of raw, fish; products. 
in which fish is not a characteriz@g ‘“~~~~~e~ti~~~~~~~~~~s ,a&&“c;;iitain 

any nonfish ingredient unless a hazard 
analysis identifies a significant hazard 
associated with the fish ingredient. The 
comments provide~d’uo justification for 
the percentages su 

B 
gested. 

IDA agrees that oods that contain I 
inconsequential amounts pf fiih, such as 

, Worcestershire sauce, are not the types 
,of foods that should come under the “._ ,., -xI .x”“. , 
purview of these regulations. It is 
doubtful that~they pose reasonably 
likely hazards associated with their fish 

control measures-do not address $her 
.components. Moreover, these products 
are neither represented nor perceived as potential hazards. For e~~~~~.~~~~~“~~~~~“~~h-ased foods. 

provides no a.ssurance that the. raw 
material used in the can&g ‘of tuna ‘ 
will be free from cont,amina$ion with 
dangerous levels of histamine. Likew$e, 
products made in part from low-acid 
canned foods and acidified foods c-an 

-also present hazards that must be 
addressed. For ex:$mple, a salad made in 
part from c&ed tuna cur be subjected 
to recontamination with pathogenic ‘- micro~~~-~is~~“~~‘~~;ne~tempe*t* 
‘abuse during 

Although F8 
reparation. 
A _‘ cannot exclude. those -. __ 

T& comments provided FDA with no 
basis.howe%r%on which to select a 
specific minimum content of fish 
*ingredient for the definition of “fishery 
product.” There is no obvious minimum 
percentage of fish on which to exempt 
a food that contains only a small &&(;ru;; ~f$zF&y&~&e provisions of 
&e;g;;.“.ile .-,, /,, 

Instead, the agency accepts the 
comment that, to meet the definition of 
a “fishery product,” a food should be 
t+aracterized by the qualities of the fish 

products made in. who&pr+in part nom that’h conG&ns,. Thus, these regulations 
low acid c,anned.foods or from acidified s*i;^-uA will apply to those foods whose basic ““$$M”~~*~~~~.w-*, yi* i;r are “(< X.‘. ,,, xvz”““, iw. ‘ 

““GdCf$GiiEG &e&ntion of a fishery , _ L ‘*““‘>*- * .-.~ * .Ilii-r nature is defined by the fish that they 
product,” it is worth noting that the 
agency has exempted processors who 

contain. Accordingly FDA has modified 
the Proposed definition (S 123.3(e)) to 

are following the requirements of part read in part, “Fishery product means 
.113 or part 114 from having to include any edible human food product in 



“, .~E, < (I ,,^))‘_ : ‘i ,.>L;lrxr.:l i.:t,;w+ *e\q:;,a$s~,. 

which fish is a characterizing 
‘~~p~~~-‘b”~i,,~~~~~, ***~.;;pt -ii i^.G .V‘ ,> ;“-~iidi 

regulations. The> examples of hazards \ fi, * I)-~.:- * L i ” , _ , 
in cateaoncallv rule out that these 

ingredient.” This~r@,&ion%ll serve to ensure that mandatoj: *~~@a,‘” ;LI -li,‘-rr”- <,_ the proposed regulations-andcod@ed 
in these final regulations-are 

requirements do r&apply to products consfs<enYwith the NACMCF definition- 
that contain inconsequential amounts 
fish from ,a $%‘het& standpoint. 

of 
for a”~~bd ,i;fG5 ai;~ayq‘~‘~-~., f(g”̂ ‘. 

.a I/ dl ,ar; , <*I”, i^“-i,.A”,*.fd “CA 
31. One comment statedthat fish of1 

the sake of clarity, FDA has deci,ded to I, 
cha&te&e these examples in a *at is intenheh ‘f;;;~~r~hhA&H$q3;~g-d~. . _ *.. / ,,* %#,@w‘:ri~~r**9 * -*RI .a a, . . ..4*-1 
defimtlon $ “i&3(f), which reads, “Food should ndi’g-, w&.;dt”Ty&~i;l”“e’ w *. .Ib.,.l *I:.* ; .*,. “* 

requirements of these rsgulations until 
s&$%%id means-any biological, 

it has been separated, through initial 
chemical, or physical property that may 
cause a food to be unsafe for human 

processing, from the oil t.&t,,will be ” ;; .**, .>s.“pirrx WI”. .-*,“a -&+W^“iai A,/. .,,_, ‘, “, 
used for animal feeds and other-’ W-1 * ‘I consumption. The only difference .’ ‘);-&$& this dehiGon and tie 
industrial purposes: $fi~e~~~~<~~‘*fi~fi;;d ->_ I. iXPg&~~ &+,&p9+ <** ~*-“*..~~-$““u- (1.Q * --,, .v ‘.@xmcfJ ficommen&~oq 1s the ‘. /i .wq, w&,h,.%.d+ a;,* ,& ,,r ,, .p4:‘.1*ui-I”” 

33: Several comments stated that FDA .>i^ 1 . -“WA ** “*X?y.’ a:* ,‘, , ,,.* i j , 4-r.. 1 
“‘sliGiiil&5dify the defin#on,.of, 
“importer” to specifically exclude 
intermediary agents involved in the 
importing process, such as freight 
forwarders, licensed U.S. customs ..* _,., ‘Y.‘(,> * / 

’ brokers; ‘foodbrokers, food jobbers, 
/ 

carriers, and steamship representatives. i ~~~~;~ti~Gnts -&Y”.<ed that although 
* ,,,,,,, ,_” ~ s i._,* * 1’” .-=,I_:) .<,I 8. ‘imp&d products may enter the United 

‘C%$cg under the name of an inteme&;e; tgwbw~ti~~~i *di;ne for 
“~~“~~~c&--ce in handling *e papemork 

I, * . 1 . *..“. ,, .,__ I-*bLyI 
at *tep&rt ofentry.YThe comments 
stated that +e interm*ediary has little resp~~~~~~i~~~*f;;F”cting *e 
negotiations with an overseas producer 
and rarely takes possession of the. 
products. Therefore, the comments 
stated, the intermediary has limited 
influence on the safety of the imported io$dg y.$ +$&gay. pointed out, for 
example, that customs brokers that 
provide their clients v$h “t.ho %$i%‘of 
using the broker’s , I/lll-e -vii ,** .I,- 

customs bond are 

differently from other human food 
&XiJed this word to preveri7c$nm$on 
about the appii‘ratiqn of these products procgssed from,fig&i;.-p~;- -. iz*, -a~ “%,,,““‘“*‘.” ~**b$Y*., 

agency acknowledges that theha$ai,ds ’ .I : 
.re ulations to pet or animal-feed. 

L 
_ ‘,. 

associated. @W&+e2e products may be 
keeping with the newdef@t[on, 

andytoprovide further clarification ,* -nr-9_ss,,. 
minimal. If that is the case, the fish oil about the nature of the hazards t&t’%? 
processor’s burden “$fil’a&o be’miiiimai, / ,_.“.. .* > I.%- 

’ ’ perhaps limited to,~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
.~~~i~d~t~-~~~dd~~~~,~~.,~y these‘w ;-;::s. 

“$Qulations, the term “hazard” has been 
and the performance of a hazard 

. ~“,‘;,“~-~-.‘*“,‘, 
changed to “food safety hazard where 

analysis. Moreover, these reguktfons *do ft’appears throughout the codified 
not apply to products that are not for 
human consumption and“&b%,,~ 

portion of this doctm+mt. 

processors that are confident that their: 
6 Harvester 

* ” .*..~ ..~ .__“‘, ._j 
production will not be used forhun@i “- ’ FDA proposed to define “har&ter” consumption need ,~o-++$~~~~ x~~*IuII..~, ’ “‘“‘ilis “a person-who has -aniden8f?cati$n”’ 1 

’ requirements of these regulations. number issued by a sh*;%?hc?$@{“‘:“: 
7. Food Safety Hazard authority for commercj,ally taking 

moJlusc.ansheJfish~ any means from 
32:A number of the comments 

listed as the :,Yrnpor$r of record%nd 
may thereby, unintentionally, be 
regarded as importers under the 
proposed definition, even though they 
do not o+‘n ofcontro~ the product being 

e~mt.!~$~%ely, two coiients argued 
that agents, such as food brokers,,should 
be included in the definition of an _I (^., ,* ,?..“,i~ *““,*““ir,~,+ +?imnorter” because thev brma oroduct 

) 

urged that the regulations be clear that 
only food safety hazards need‘bezy “.“” 
addressed by the HACCP plan and 
argued that a definition wou!d help to I . *,ll_ x ~ ., 

~rk”~i&k%s. Therefore, the agency has __ _ 

intoLthe Un& Stated and sell ft. The comments argued’~~~.~e~~~~~~~~’ “” .‘_ . _* 
should, therefore, be held responsible 
for ensuring that: the.foreign processor 
complies with the provisions of these 

accomplish that,. “, 

The NACMCF definition of “food safetv hazardt ,ea”d”sr~~~~~~~-~~~~,‘” x” 
chemical, or physical property that may 
cause a food to be unsafe for 
consumption. ‘;, ~ligyjyp~~tided no 
definition pf :‘fp,~d.isafety’~az,~~ in the, 
proposed regulations, it did raise the 
issue of the co,vrJage of the regulations 
in proposed 6 123.6(b) (redesignated as 
3 123,6(c)), which mandated coverage of 
food safety hazards only &d%st~d,n@e 
types of food safety hazards posed by 

removed this definitilQn~fr?nn the final re.@ations,’ -. .‘” J” . . .-a. -;^ .“~,~*;i,,‘r*~r &p-e -regulations, to avoids an unfair 
advantage over domestic processors. 

9. Importer FDA concludes, biise”d*on the 
FDA proposed to define “importer” as informatipn provided in the comments? 

“a person, or his representative in Thor., that these intermediariescan’I~~e 
United States, who is responsible for 

j I ,.,categorically inci~d~~,~~~~~ii;~~~~““” *I , 
However, the agency recognizes that the 

the various types of fish a”no,fishery 
products. This list included examples of biological; ;w.~~~“&G~~Ky;iEal 

_- _ . . 

ensUr?ng that goods being offered for 
entry Eito the United States are in compliance wi& ;ii~a~&sbq~T.~4$g *&- 
importation,” The preamble-to the,, 
proposed regulations explained that the. 
importer is the owner of the imported “_ L”;“” ...r~,,:.~,a-,.,~;;,” I 
goods or theowner s representatrve in 
the United States,,-The,preamble further 
noted that freight forwarders, food 
brokers, food jobbers, carriers, and 

hazards. Additionally, the preamble to steamship representatives would not 
the proposedregulations discussed at 
length the significance of a number. of ,^, 

usually be considered to be tl%&po?tei ,I ;, ,,,- ;. ,*,,.a* _ - ‘1 ‘-.t~-.~~wf~~s _* ,* “~“of&e product for *e purposes of these 
these types of hazards! ~ ” dgi&tions because..+ey are not usually 

FDA agrees that,,the meaning ascribed ^,^,,A/.” ,,+. in a position to make decisions that can .-m.v~ “:* ,*.w n. *_ >,,i, 1 r ensure the safety’ofthe product. ; ~ by the agency te a food safety hazard 
should be as clear>as possible in these a. .* Hov$ver:‘“~preamble did not * 

number and type of comments, on this, 
_. issue demonstrate that the language of 

proposed S 123;~~h~~~~~~~dequate to 
,ja convey the agency’s intent, as 

articulated ,in the preamble. For this 
reason, FDA has clarified,.!@ ~~fi~~~~~~, l_ll 
of “importer’: in § 123.3(g) to read, m 
part: 

Importer means either the U.S. owner or + ., _/. <u ..*, 
consignee at the tie.e~ ,sf ,e@ry into the ‘United 
States; or the U.S. agent or representative of 
the foreign owner or consignee at the time of 
entry into the United States, tiho is 
responsible for ens&;;ii that goods being 
offered for entry &to the United States are in 
c~&~~~;i~~%ith al! 1~~3 affecting the *. ,,a ,a*,. 
importation. 



language in s&ion 501 of the act iZ1 
U.S.C. 381). 

Because the ownership of imported 
products can change many times in, a 
relatively short period of time alter 
entry, the party who is the owner or 
consignee at the time that these 
products are offered forentry must‘be 
identified as the importer. As the person 
that has the ability to decide whether to 
offer the product for entry, this person 
is in a position to ensure that the 
product is processed under appropriate 
controls and to demonstrate~this fact, tom”,” 
FDA. ‘. 

FDA must be ;?ble to verify the 
existence of the evidence of compliance 
by the foreigu processor: ?l$sT?idence, 
according to the provisions cf 5 123.12, 
is to be in the possession of the 
“importer.” It must be available in the, 
United States, however, if FDA is to 
consider the information in deciding 
whether to a&nit the pro&&~ Thus, 
where products are offered for, enry by 
a US. owner or consignee, that owner 
or consig&e’vVill;%;b; purposes of these 
regulations, be considered.-fhe,importer 

assignment of the “Importer of Record” 
or the holder of the U.S. Customs Surety B;ha^ jr;;’ $~~~~~~~i”r;s-~~~i~~“~~~r~, for 

the purposes of these regulations, as was 
suggested in the preamble. to the 
proposed regulations. In some instences: 
the ffImporter of Record” or the holder 
of the US Customs Surety B0nd~&li’ 
not meet,the ~~~i~~~O~s of an, 
importer that are set out in S 123.3(g). 
10. Lot of Molluscan Shellfish > _. > I ,F . . . ilj , 

FDA proPosed to define a*‘:lot -of-. 
molluscan shellfish” as “a collection of shellstock ;; co6t~in~r‘~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* 

- +, ̂ “, (AI *” -,“, ;; _ . i, 
no more than ~..day’s harvest from a 
‘single,~ defined growing area harvested 
by one or more harvesters.” Because of 
language changes that FDA has made‘in‘ 
subpart C of part 123, this term isno 
longer used in the regulations., 

of this rulemaking. The point of this ’ 
:rulemaking it to determine whether 
FDA should require that HACCP be 
followed in the processing of seafood. 
The question of whether cooked, 
molluscan shellfish that is being offered for;itiF6*infP&& ;;j@$fqis being 

*“h&vested in a manner that creates 
public health concerns and unfair 
competitive advantages is a separate 
matter that the agency will address, if 

necessary, in the future. 
f Similar issues with respect to the use 
,,-of the term “fresh or frozen” and the I. _I j. 
-.4term ‘-‘raw” in proposed subpart C of 

part 123 of these regulations and in 
proposed part 1240 ‘iwe discusse,d in-the 
“Molluscan Shellfish” section of this . .-,- “:*v%,.# h.‘.j^ ..(. ‘“.ll: 
preamble (see comment 144). 

‘ 

Consequently, FDA has decided that _ _-. . . - _ 
12, Potable Waft:,,: ., ~ ,“,& I.. ,, ;. ~ -*‘>~,. ; ^i ‘I 

” -FDA proposed to define “potable ,’ there is no need to define this term and 
has ‘el+inated 

; ..) +. iTw~ll.ti . -wr... ‘e.wLeI..cce, I.i,i4 , irLa4.“,,, 4__ +.<a water” as “wafer which peets @e P.S., 
t~e_c+$inntipn. ,.“. *.i, ;ir -_; u Environme,ntal Protection Agency’s > _,.“‘a I 

because it will heye control of this , *s. y . .,, evidence, where pi~-~~~~“‘d”4y~ I, 

offered for entry without a U.S.-owner” ’ 
or consignee, the U.S. agent of the 
foreign owner or consignee will be 
considered the,“iniporter” for purposes 
of these regulations to make cleg.,Ehp 
will be expected to have this evidence ,c “_I. *~~.*u_,~~._ 

11. Wkc ?y$lfis~ ; 

,_,“,il -, 
.~. __ -, Primary Drinking Water Regulations as 

34. Comments from a number.of State _ ” seei forth in 40 CFR part 141.” Because 
-“I 1 *’ .* 1.b’ im~ei 

agencies, trade associations, seafood 
~LW\W .x_ of changes &at &e agency has made in 

processors~aiid the ISSC objected to the. p ro p osed S 123.10 (redesignated as 
use of the term “fresh or fpozen” in the 5 123.11), the term is no longer used in 

_, proposed definition:bf ,‘$Iolluscan 
*‘"*_a*'+ " ~i~r.rr-iirr-~^r*uh-,^i these regu~~tions:'~oriSequ~ntly, FDA 

“‘““shellfish.” The comments were -- ‘*- ‘- .I ‘- has eliminated the definition. . ,. 3, . - ,,-z.**, 
coni%rned because this r&utron 

““,~“‘“~m#~~~“’ f’ .._‘h ‘h-j_ ” ictil None&eless, a significant’ number of 
- . ,- .,_ ““-~“.-“-a” %s 

‘Gould have the effect of exemptmg 
r= _I c~.--~.~~om~~nts questioned when it would be 

* . -^l.-~~I -* 
canned and any other heat-processed necessary for processing water to meet 
molluscan shellfish.,rom the source the definition of “potable water.” 
control, recordkeeping, and tagging 1_ ‘i-: “.‘.,‘~r’~-,. _) -,:.i’~ Because it‘is l ikely that both terms (i.e., 

Provisions of proposed subpart C of part processing water and potable water) will 
“e;‘123 and proposed 5 1240’@(b). be used in the first edition of the Guide, .~ ,.-. ..” 4,-r. i”..~l”-x.. 

The comments stated that limiting FDA will consider !h&ecomments &&be f;,sv~~i~~~“~~~~.~~~~~~~would -.1. “I II .) /_ _ ._. “._‘” . 
during the redrafting of the Guide. 

for such products. 
FDA recognizes that the U.S. ower, or 

consignee of the product, or the U.S. 
representative of the foreign owner or 
consignee, at the time of entry into the 
United States may also serve other. 
functions.. For ex,ample, it may also be 
a food broker for, or warehouser or 
processor of, the product. It may, in 
some instances, also be the freight 
forwarder, customhouse broker, or 
carrier for the,product. These other 
functions will not_m,atter, however, if 
the person is the U.SY.+$ier,$r,~,.~ : ,. ‘,‘I” 
consignee of the product, or-the U.S. 
representative of de foreign owner or 
consignee, at the time of,entry into the 
United States. From FDA’s experience, 

“U.,, while certainly not impossible, it is at 
1 least unlikely that this qualification will ‘1 be met by the customhouse broker, the 
‘\ freight forwarder, the carrier, or the 

steamship representative. 
The agency has attempted to clarify 

this definition by including a sentence 
that reads, “For the purposes of this 
definition, ordinarily the importer is not 
the custom house broker, the freight 
forwarder, the’cs&i~r’;“or~tlie steamship 
representative.‘,’ Further, FDA does not 
intend to rely exclusively upon the 

allow foreign firms to c&inu.e to heat: 
treat or can molluscan shellfish that are 13. Preventive Meap~ce,d ‘. -,,+=> /. ,.^_, ,_ ” p+: ,: ‘I- :,,>i:,;:LrL<, *. .a< 1” .A,. (., 
harvested f&m”forergn waters that do, 

“.. , 

not ‘meet National ‘Shellfish Sanitation 
FDA has added a,definition for the 

Program.(~Sg$) ;t&&mds’ a;;;ti*~c-~A& 8 term “preveiitive measure” at 5 123.3(i). 
Although the term was not used in the 

them to the United States.,The ,,_ com&ents stat;2[Egi.$~; q$&& ,.$...$ ,r proposal, the concept of preventive LX” _.‘, “,* *. ., 
” .u e.i*. u-.4, *L* ,-.X, -*. measuresWas% fundamental part of the .^.., “2 (... ( 

not in the best’interest of the pubEc 
_~ ” ._L hazmd malysis that was, implicit in 

health because of the potential for de i. 00,+& -.r*_ +,:*<* 1 .qibi *,a‘,. Mb.** 
presence o%eattstable natural toxins, 

proposed S 123.6(b). “Preventive 
measure” is used irr the final regulations 

such as paralytic shellfish poison or in 8 123.6(a) in the~descriptibln of a 
‘&&%& shellfish poison, as well as hazard analysis. ’ 
chemical conta%%mts. The comments , 
also complained that, because State 

FDA proposed to require that all .m, x1* ” .k . . \.%/ ,**‘csI, .&w I ‘a,i~~~*~,.~“:c.~~.,;~~~~~,~~~~~~ j”, 
processoi%‘&ite ‘e HAACP plan. Based 

laws and regulations require that all on comments received, however, as _ . _, a**,.-, 
molluscan shellfish harvested in the ‘“xm,sir 1-/j, **,&s‘~* ,+ *.o*,: Jr 
Unit&l Stat; c”ome from waters 

explained below, FDA has decided to 
~*~~~*s.hw u-ui*c .&sd*w&w~l,+‘j- 

ap@&kih”*& a shell&h control” 
/ ” ‘I”’ ~“‘“Wquire that processors conduct hazard _*, ,& ,. x , ,>./ w. I 

authority regardless of whether they are’ 
analyses to determine whether they 

“need to develop a HACCP plan. This 
to be consumed raw or _1 <,. co&etl;~~ontin&~‘io g&w f&$g ‘. decision necessitates that FDA define 

“preventive measure.” In accordance 
processors who export cooked shellfish with the recommendations ofthe ~-- 
to the United States to’uXYWmlluscan shellfish from undip;~vkaHe4~f~i 

rjxmF-(s&6*ff:“;34, p. &), ahazard 

““‘“‘.&ralysis mustidentify both the food 
waters places the domestic shellfish safety hazards that.are reasonably likely 
indust 

FDA~~: 1’ 
at a competitive’&&%ntage. “tooccur and the preveutivem~sures 
e leves that these comments are that are available to the processor to .~“,. ” li,k ,_” -.,A> ,/,, -<;,.+, .$,F.i. \** ) 1 

generaily‘6aiid’~~~~~eb~~~~~ the scope 
.*i-” -‘,-l. F_ *II, (‘I S”,<. 

control such~hazards. 



Identifying the preventive measures is 
necessary in order to determine whether 

2 
a processing step is ti CCP fb;r-that 
hazard. A proces&ing step canhot be a 
CCP for a hazard if no preventive 
measure is available at that step to -- control the hazard; ‘I% d&nition of 
“preventive measur&“in these 
regulations is essentially the same as 
that recommended by the NACMCF. 
14. Process Monitoring IrisWetif - 

The term “process control 
instrument” was used in the proposal 
for consistency with the phrase ‘(the 
procedures * * * that will be-used to 
control and monitor each df the critical 
control poinis.” Foi’consisieGy “%th 1 
the NACMCF @&i&$&bf W%C@, 
FDA has modified the language of 
5 123.6(c)(4) to eliminate the word 
“control.” In order to achieve 
consistency within these regulatio&; 
the agency has concluded that, the 
appropriate term for such instruments 
is, therefore, a “process monitoring 
instrument.” 
15. Processing and Proceisor 

Along with the term “importers;” the 
terms “processor” and “processing” 
collectively define tiho is subject to 
these regulations. 

FDA proposed to define “$tic&sing” as: 
[Wlith respect to fish or fishery products, 

handling, storing, preparing, heading, 
gutting, shucking, freezing, changing into 
different market forms, manufacturing, 
preserving, packilig, labelifig, bi holding. 
Practices such as heading or guttine inYCnded 
solely to prepa~~a fish for holding on board 
a harvest vessel are excluded. This regulation 
does not cover the operatioii of a retail 
establi&m&t: 

FDA pfopiised to de&e “pro&s&” iis: ’ 
[Alny person engaged in commercial, 

custom, or in&utional processing of fish or 
fishery products, either in the United States 
or in a fore@ country. ‘P&&ns etigiged in ‘. 
the production of foods that are to be used 
in market or consumer tests are also 
included. Persons who only harvest or 
transport seafood, without otherwise 
engaging in processing, are not covered by 
these regulations. 

a. Vessels, carriers, and retail. As 
explained in the preamble to &he 
proposed regulations, the definitions of 
“proc&sor”ahd “processing” e&luded 
fishing vessels that essentially only 
harvest, transportation companies that 
carry but do not otherwise process fish 
and fishery products, and retail 
establishments.‘FDA invited comment ’ 
on these exclusions. 

In the preamble, FDA acknrjwledged 
that’ food safety hazard& can be 
introduced at these three points in the 
commercial distribution Chain. 
However, FDA tentatively d6cided to 

exclude fishing vessels, car&r$“&d ‘” 
retailers from the definition ‘of “~~o~essd3’~a‘~~~~~~~~ .&i”Pe;if ., 1 ._ 

coy?rage under these regul&ns- 
because of practicil considerations, 
such as the fact that the largb size ,of the 
U.S. fishing fleet and ihe large numbers 
of carriers and retailers would 
bi+tihelm any ~a&ii&FGdkral . ’ 
insptiction system, and because the 
agdncy believed that the public h‘ealth 
goals of the regulati%s”could still be 
met. 

FDA expressed its tentative vi&w t&t 
th~$&X,ZJ regulations would affect 
fishing vessels tid carriers’“$d@,$ly 
though the controls that processtsrs ” 
imfiose to m6& their obligaiiOris tinder 
HACCP. As for retail ksiablishments, the 
preamble explained that, historically, 
they have been the regulatory 
responsibility of Stafe and local 
gbTterntiu@ts. J?DA tiadition&lly has 
pkotided support through Gdtiing, 
technical assistam%, and the 
development of mod&r cod&L Si~tieYlG 
issgance of the proposal; FDA ha8 
published iti retail and institutional “Food Code,,’ i;riib: .the recG2.~giis& 

that it be adopted by Si&!‘Xd l&al 
jur+dictions. Tli$ Food Code covers, j 
handling and receiving p&8&% Bt’ 

,. 

retail, and its most recent version includ~~~~~~.~~~n;e~~s:’ : : i I 

FDA’s approach to these issues is 
based on agency dis&Gn aiid does not 
derive from a lack of statutoi; authGi@ 
FDA has broad authority to Yeregulate 
Food that is shipped in inte&tate 
comniercd. While carriers a$3 exem@t 
from nldst direct’ F’DB f&gul&n in acco~d~~~~“~i~.~~~~o~ ,03’ of *e act 

(21 U.S.C.‘373), tpq fo~d~$dii~ 
traI?spijrfed is not exempt. Moreover, 
FDA has authority under the Public 
Health Service Act (the PHS ‘Act) (42 .- _ I II _j<, _ . 
U.S.C. 264)‘to iake such measures as-it 
deems necessary to prevent the 
int$oduction, transmission, or spread of 
)cotimunicable disease from foreign .^I ,_.. ,?**. **__(d”.~” 1 I, ,._ 
countiiei @j tjhe,“StatFs or from one 
State or possession into any other&ate 
or ossession. 

IsI v 4 received a significant volume of ” 
comment on the question of c&e&g6 by 
these regulations of fishing vessels, 
carriers, an$~ret@l es$ab!jshments, The 
majority of comments strong& fG+oGd’: 
inclusion of these entities withip the scope: of the *es; %-&*~.&L&. . 

35. The arguments relating to vessels 
and carriers tended to overlap. Those 
who fkvored in&si@h&d that hazar;ls--p&f6ui-“&&~~e e;$s;c.cied 

with ii&e-temperature .abuse: and 
insanitation-can originate with fishing 
vessels and Carriers. The comments 
arg6ed thai not Cdxitibllili~ ilie’ 
conditions tider which seafood is 

i 

: 

“&$&&ed and &nspbried would 
,~gx@k&&ing CCP’s u=cqla~ed. 
One comment observed that carriers , _ . -, ‘~, 
ha+< & in&r&Se to turn off 
r&$$ration units io b&G g&3. 

Several comments expressed the view 
that exclusion ofvesi;els and carriers 
,f??W t+e coverage of these regulations 
unfairly maEes processors responsible 
fqr these aspects of seafood production. 
One c&nmatit pointed but that vessels, 
especially t&ose that harvest scombroid 
tqxin-forming s@cie& 6houId be legally 
responsible for any safety hazards that 
they cause through improper handling. 
Some comments asserted that HACCP 
‘Wli‘ be practiced on fishing ve&%&id 
by&&riers, at least with regard to 
temperktii contiols. 

One State agency expressed the view 
that holding $rocessqrs responsible for 
the behavior of fishing vessels has, in its 
ex@Gi6nc&tiot worked, nor has 
education of fishing vessel owners or 
voluntary compliance by owners. The 
“c$?i&ent did not document the basis for 
tl+ese conclusions, however. Some 
cqnnrnents argued that, while it’ would 
be d@&ult~to include all vessels and 
&i?r@s, dose involvkd with Egh-risk 
products should be’iricluded. 

Comments in favor of excluding 
vessels and carriers Tom these HACCP sla&.n8 ;ioiea-&if &yp,,4;&&~n,“nl;le 

Ifor exclusion was prudent given the 
nrimber, location, and diversity of the 
U.S. fishing fleet and the complexity of 
tr@sport tiang&r%ts. For carriers, one 
&i+nt noted that partial loads that 
a& dropped off ii; different locations 
would be especially difficult to control. 
Some comments asserted that direct, 
regulation of these e&i& was not 
necessary because processors could ” 
estal#sh minimum requirements as a 
dtifid<tioti of purchase, as part of their 
WCW Sjkifem’si Some comments urged, 
however. that fishifig,vessels be subject 
to HACCP requiremebts when they 
deliver di%ctly to an entity that is not 
subject to these regulations (e.g., a 
restaurant). One comment argued that 
-~%$$ng firms should require that 
product be in the sanie condition that it 
was in when it left ti previous 
processor. 

Some comments questioned the ‘;.A .~ IX 
&Ei~‘6f’fishmg vessels and carriers to 
cqplply with HACCP requirements. A 
number of comments favored 
alternatives to HACC?, such as 
guidelines and sttid?d operating 
procedures (SOP’s). 

FI?A is impressed by the strong 
support for inclusion, of fishing vessels 
and carriers in the coterage of these 
regulations. Some of @is support was 
based on concern over the loss of 
quality because df pobr handling _ .‘ : 
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practices (e.g., the effect of time-,. Lo, 
temperature abuse on shelf life and 

_ 

spoilage unrelated to safety)%l?%‘than 
on food safety considerations. 

commmn$,~such establiihments should, 
not be exempt‘from HACCP 
re uirements. 

8 ther comments took the view that Nonetheless, members of these two to issue 
industriesshould be aware that ^.’ ‘” 

_I the, time being, 
i” 

good handling 
p?aEtice@idelines. To that end, the ^ “” l”V” -V-^PIR, -biw*l”i \**s ,: ur&“>;i,, ,%m”“sli ,.xl~._ * 

significant concerns have been ageticy is studying those i&&by the ’ 
these regulations sho<ldnoGpply to 
retail establishments, primarily for the 

expressed with regard ~o~e~@r~ctices,““* State of Alaska and bv the Codex 
]For some snecies and Droducts. the 

practices of f&hing vessils and . 
transporters can have significant public 
health consequences. These. practices 
can put pressure on a processor who-is 
receiving these products to carefully 
scrutinize the condition of incoming materials. The pra~ices can S.m;but 

pressure on a processor to dete,yiqs, ~“-. ,_ 
whether carriers are suitable to transport -, 1 -P~“,.~iiii;r)‘̂ i#,- 
their finished products [e.g., thzt *“I A 
carriers have proper refrigeration). 

Alimentarius Commission of the Food and Ag;lcultu;; a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~“..,~, 

I%$~ Organization, among other such 
available guidance. FDA will~evaluate 
the effect of these guidelines, in xir . i” ;,“;*“,x+‘, ,&l$~ac~*~~~$‘ __ ,( 
addition to any requirements that, States 
have or may adopt regarding fiihing 
vessel practices, and reassess at a later 

reasons provided‘& the prean?ble to the 
proposal. Some recommended that retail 
establishments should n’ot be”.subject’to i. ~ ,~~ _,.I.* ,,,, ‘,,, +pr *a -* jr” 
the. regulations so long as the Food Code 
applies to them. 0,thers suggested that 
HACCP should apply-if the retail 
establishment buys directly from a 8 41-.11 :,b, a, / .*.l,““*““aUJ 
fishrng vessel or from sport fishermen. - _ 

date whether there is a need for 
,so<mz suggested better consumer 

,“,.xI~.” .c.-.,, x/p* “iii. “,b-< r?h~, “Le.” : 15;*,--*.--*.* _ ,.,^ education and voluntary HACCP-type _. I’ 1. e-w_ ,e.* +., >:.ws*;,;..“~.~~. ,~~;.:~:~jj“~~~,~‘$-;.,,~~.~~~~~ mandatory Federal controls. The agency programs:-” _“_ ) \i , I \ j , “/ ,,,l 1 

invites continued correspondence and *e sh-&ii; o~ag.‘.~~~‘,tiis mutter. _, FDA agrees that there are hazards that ii 

The comments that recommended 
occur at the retail level that can render meaningless the controiS~~~~ ~~~- g,, 

‘a. ~*’ i’v4.*~L‘-x “-*~,~ii’*“,,‘” I >,.~. tar 1~ ,111 ‘4-c 
that vessels that?seh directly to non- ,HAccp,, &$7+&;;-&~ &, been m  place elsewhere in the chain of 
restaur~~~j '~~~~s~~~$~~~~ired to have production and d$rihution, The,NAS 

has cited retail and food service 
HACCP plans are advised that the Fqod 

1 -,..> ii-, ̂ *, 1.. estai;lPs~~~~~‘~~~~~~~~~of seafood-, 
“‘F4~g”“d&esses the subject & ;&$; ,.*.‘.~ ‘“&.“r.ul a<,> ‘j.*J e _ .* ;..* I, ,,,.. * r*r<-‘;.s.,r 

‘con@orf% reta”;res&blishments and 
‘“‘!‘&%% Illnesses (see Ref. 7, p. 27). PDA gs conv~d&.G&&e comments 

*f&” 2’ ‘.,*i‘L”,“-----~s~,*~~~,~~~ + w-4 .,_ ,*,a v \. recommeI;~;~g-$ --g;;&~-%?~ gf-jef~~,s$p ,I :=babrt--that proper conbols at the 

plans-for i&i1 establishments in some retail level are imperative to ensuring a / .flilVl > /.I. -*.*. ,A<” .*_. j,l. , ..*,~“~~~~ >* l*,Wn.cl “~-*~I1*,,+~,-‘~* 
‘circumstances. This matter relates 
principally to State and local 6~“s and 

safe product. 
, 

.l.‘:“,..‘)‘Ica> ***, I._“/,, _, _ .,“, 

The agency appreciates-the argument 
that all entities that can affect safety in .,” +- ,., .>.a- P w***eam 
the distribution chain should accept and share *is respo-“;i)~@: fh-g$oints 
notwithstanding, FDA receivedno .__ ._~ I 
comment that provided informat+ 
about ho& &e agency could operate an 
inspection program for carriers and 

concludes that such a program ii - 
impractical at this time: 

When processors accept raw‘materials 
for processing, especially from vessels, 
they assume some responsibility for the 
condition of the incoming materials, _, II _ _,” /(T)X 
regardless of how others are regulated. 
This is true under both general 
commercial law and the laws a*inistered by j-+q)K*~ isv~+& l&&@ 
have responsibilities.,If a‘carrier fails’& “̂ .*.,vA .,.+3* I”ilir;,.&, .a, *I 
exercise such controls as are necessary, 
food that it.car&smajXe r&3&ed 
adulterated and the owner of the 
product, i.e., the prod&z %uhlsuffer .~ .- 

is addressed below in the discussion‘of “’ 
Nonetheless, FDA’s observation- in. the 

. ., ,; ” .” -. s <.” ..,‘*..A.il -,,,ri”CI’r,^,i,~,“v __( pri%mbleto the proposed regulations 
retail establishments. ._ _s,. vi “I remains valid that retail establishments 

For carriers, the situation ins’ - 
.~iis8 ,~ inb~“;-IO& yq.~~~~i, $g”j;.nd 

complicated by the restriction in section 
763 of the act thatwas dksc&ed ‘**-. 

the capacity of FDA. No comments have j,l _., ““. <., . x_ 
previously~ As one c&g$ffl a” *r ” 

‘x--f- y%~P.$-~ed any basis for *e agency to 
j i%.._lAL__ 

recommended, FDA has had 
conclude otherwise or would justify the ‘. 

conversations.v&h other~l?eder,al 
si-gifi~,$if‘shift df r-&$g; aat would 

aiigGtiki ori then subject’o~;‘t~~~~~~~~~~* 
be necessary for F’DA .j-; -evk~~~~~g.~.. 4 I. 
,s-.- 

“‘of food and will continue to do so. In 
add%sGhe retail sector in a meaningful 

&.a, i<W #>,^d ,“-m -*a.A,n srw “1?;%S i<c,*l&*,;. ,>*@& / 1 .I ~~~.~~,~~~~i~~~~~D~ s;trongly 
way. ~Ae,i&;g~ yp-.~;i;;;caI 
gov’em#& p&&& ;ggi?-~ 

recpmmends that processors review t-he 
mate&il’~%he&nde on how they can 

regulation of the retail food sector. FDA ‘* ‘-A 
,kTeibise do.n~~+l‘ove~ &;Mzig&rai has committed the resources that it has , .. _. “-... ,‘.I ,ri*e..+&hrrriil .ri*r.*> > ~;*c”*-‘ ..,. . . ,, 

product loss. Food handlers generally 
*A: B‘#“*‘>“i *+, ‘4” 

should exercise suff%&%control over 
ma&ialsZ~GelYas over shrpments of 

available for addressing re%ll problems, 
.I,“, I~. “~‘“i”‘*L*. 

by protiding ~-&;y-gmd technical 

_ ‘*‘ j 1)” .““ ( ̂ ~~o~-‘lrx*iAs@* ni~~~.hbss*~~u,~,>~*~, ‘j. 
the products m  then custody to ensure 

their own products. One emerging area assistance to State and local ff-$il;e;eencv is mon~t;&g.+.d Eove&er;ts, $&?y&.;.tr., mA  

that any food safety ha&& that-are I : 
reasonablv likelv to occur during that 

processor; should consider &o--is de _.__“̂ , has provided g&lam% in the form .of ‘“<’ i .ur-~*~r~a,-r;-,“~, ;w, li,, ,, (. 
development of inexpensive time- the Food Code, which provides the 
temperature sensors that.indicate latest and best scie@fically based 
&ether proper temperatures have been 

“l’+.- .I*, , *i ” “” .I, “Xii adv’ice about ,preven&g foodbome 

maintained over a period of time. ‘.3g.‘The ....gGon of tie inclusib&$ “illness f&adoption by those 
;et-y-&~ablishments wign &-“‘““* jurisdictions thathave, regulatory 

-,. .I‘. ,:li a. ,~‘“i^*Bii,,r.*~*i”~x 
mandatory seafood HAC@ system 

responsibility for food service, retail, -a-i:,’ ‘:‘““x&d vending operations* 
inv&% some different ‘considerations, Pf4.A’~#&.~~~~ ~~i~f~&~;~w;ff ;gy It is worth noting that the Food Code 
over how their p;ggg-~analed at ” ““‘iE@Z~iS the use of,mCCP controls at ..-~~,..“1\4.,1, 

retail in some circumstances where ’ ” ” iii;il “g%&s$+iy do OVer hqw ,$;;g:’ .-. IS *I “.^,.. -% 

i;r~~~~~~,~~~~andle~.by vessel ’ 

cozw6gtg .~eea ior “vw~~.h&&ys~’ ? 

“part of these regulations. Under the 
operators or carriers. Some comments ““,I ̂ . I -..**+i*,i ~_C”, “X0* ,“,i ‘ruli3>7.. #,,’ l,.‘, regulatory controls suggested in the 
pointed out, for example, that a Food Code, a retail establishment that 
processor’s best eff$s could”be for naught if the product ii .AAy+m.&~~~is$-. %., purchases a s,combroid toxin for&$ ,I .‘gF&cies of ?..h f.--& ;-g;&-~c~-~ 

harvester, for e,~ti.~~;‘.~~~&a~~id a 
mishandled at retail. 

period ar{,beini addressed; - 
As an additional matter, FDA agrees 

with those commems’that advocated a 
step-wise regulatory approaclXii;e‘se~~~ 
ensties, 7.. *,-I :7.; . I ._ ,,, 

Mandatory HACCP for seafood is a “. “. *.,s, “I, 
pioneering venture. While, the.* t 
eroundwork has been nrenared for it’ 
&rough pilot projects *and other efforts 
over the years, there is no~substitute for ” .--. ‘: actual experience once it is operatmg. 
The agency would prefer, therefore, to 
construct the system through a series of 
manageable steps if it needs to ‘do so, 
rather than to risk overextending itself 
and the system init.&lly~~hi%‘these 
regulations exempt carriers and hqvest, 
vessels from direct coverage, experience 
with the application of a’mandatqry 

Sevei&l -‘-U-~--~@‘i;;ii;r;?d ‘o,qt -that 
c ~ ,i, a1 ,,.* L ~.**d4ii & 

many retail .estab&hments carry out 
HACCP plan relating to how it will 

activities that,meet the d&nition~ of‘ 
- ‘-ensi%gthat fish, had been handled so as 

to avoid time-tem&$~&~ ‘&il j ;G&~@d@ ,.*. 5” ‘.I,_ ‘,ZCX ,x& ’ 
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the Food Code, fish caught 
recreationally generally require the 
approval of a regulatory authority in 
order to be sold to a retail 
establishment. The States should be 
aware that the Food Code is responsive 
to concerns raised by comments in these 
respects. FDA urges the States to 
consider adopting the Food Code for 
retail and institutional operations. 

It is worth noting that the Food Code 
applies HACCP requirements to retail 
establishments as an exception for 
extreme situations, rather than as the 
rule, There is still much to be learned 
about the application of HACCP to retail 
establishments. Also, it may not be wise 
to single out seafood for the application 
of HACCP at retail. Retail operations can 
be complex and involve the handling of 
many types of foods. Trying to operate 
a HACCP system solely for seafood 
could divert attention away from 
important safety practices for high-risk 
products other than seafood. 

For all these reasons, therefore, the 
agency concludes that FDA should not 
mandate HACCP systems for the seafood 
component of retail establishments,at 
this time. Also, the agency has not been 
provided with any information on how 
an FDA inspection program for such 
establishments would be feasible.. 
Nonetheless, the agency will take all 
comments on retail establishments 
under advisement for future 
consideration as the system evolves. 

It is important to note, however, that 
where a processor engages in mixed 
operations (Le., some retail and some 
wholesale), as in the case of cash-and- 
carry warehouses noted by one of the 
comments, the wholesale portion of the 
operations will be subject to the 
provisions of these regulations. As a 
further point of clarification in response 
to one comment, FDA has traditionally, 
and will continue to, classify central 
kitchens that distribute product to retail 
outlets that are owned by the same firm 
as a retail operation. 

b. Warehouses. In the preamble to the 
proposed regulations FDA stated that 
the definition of “processor” included 
warehouses. Warehouses store, fish and 
fishery products, one of the operations 
included in the proposed definition of 
“processing.” A “processor” is simply 
an entity that engages in processing. 

There are food safety hazards that can 
be introduced while storing a product 
(e.g., in a warehouse). These hazards 
include, among other things, pathogen 
growth in cooked, ready-to-eat products 
and histamine development in 
scombroidtoxin-forming species, as a ” 
result of improper storage temperatures. 
Nonetheless, the warehouse 
environment usually has feti hazards 

I” ( .  ,  

compared to complex processing =. ’ 
operations. Consequently, the preamble 
to the proposed regulations invited 
comment on.whether. wamhouses 
should be exempted from the definition 
of “processor” and, by implication, 
whether “storing” should not be 
included in the definition of 
“processing,” as one way-of scaling the 
regulations back in terms of cost and 
burden. 

3 7. The comments split about evenly 
on this subject. Those that gave a reason 
for including warehouses cited. the need 
to monitor storage temperatures for 
species that are prone to safety hazards 
if they are temperature abused, Those 
that opposed and provided a reason 
“tended to argue that storage alone 
should not subject an establishment to 
the requirements of the regulations, A 
related concern was the vie? that 
warehouse operators do not have a 
thorough knowledge of the products 
that they handle and only store products 
that are provided to them byothers. 
This concern was expressed both by 
those Who objected to the inclusion of 
warehouses and those who simply 
asked for.clarification about the role of 
warehouses. Others who asked for 
clarification expressed the view that 
warehouses could be responsible for 
conditions during litom e. 

After consideration o ! these cdm;ints;-.mA Lai .?&$$ tbretain 
warehouses (e.g., public storage 
warehouses, foodservice distribution 
warehouses, and wholesale’grocers) 
witliiiin the defiiiition of~“processor” and 
to retain “storing” within the definition 
of “processing.” It is important to 
recognize that section 402(a)(4) of the 
act covers storage along with other 
forms of processing. It states that a 
product is adulterated if it is “prepared, 
packed, or held under unsanitary 
conditions * * * whereby it may have 
been rendered injurious to health.” 
These regulations are being issued for 
the efficient enforcement of section 
402(a)(4) of the act. Moreover, as I’ 
described above, hazards can be 
introduced as well as controlled auring 
storage. HACCP is an appropriate 
system for the control of these hazards. 

FDA believes that the burden on 
warehouses will be minimal given the 
simplicity of the operation and the fact 
that, in most cases, a warehouseman’s 
responsibility under HACK% will’only ’ 
extend to conditions within the 
warehouse that could cause9’ safety 
hazard to occur. 

For the most part, hazards deriving ,,“” *“~tX1_l. 
from the environment (pesticides, etc.) 
‘will be controlled during the initial 
processing of the product (i.e., by the 
first processor to take possession). As a 

Lie : >:,;*t “8. , ,;.;,&$J I”. , 4 IX .~_,_ 
I%$: ‘Wi 1 8-s ,, ‘. . ,j$* ;: ,!” ,_ .; 

result, subsequent processors wiil 
receive products that are generally free 
of environmental hazards and thus will 
not need to establish HACCP controls ; for them. More often than not, storing 
will not be the first processing 
operation. Thus, a warehouse will not 
usually be responsible for 
environmental hazards. The same 
principle holds true for hazards arising 
during processing operations that occur 
before storage in a warehouse. Those 
hazards mustbe controlled during the 
prior processing and generally not. 
during storage. 

There may be occasions, however, 
when storage is the first processing 
operation (e.g., when a warehouse will 
be the first processor to receive raw 
material fish from a fisheSman or 
aquacultural producer). Under these 
circurnstsnces, the warehouse, rather 
than a distant owner of the product, 
may be in the best position to obtain 
information that may be needed about 
harvest site, fishing practices, and 
transportation to the dock that would be 
germane to safety. There should be some 
arrangement between the warehouse 
and the owner on this matter to ensure 
that environmental hazards are properly 
addressed. 

.3,6. One comment objected to the 
inclusion of storage within the 
definition of processing on the grounds 
‘that PDA‘should not dictate where 
CCP’s should be. 

The agency is not attempting to do so. 
PDA acknowledges that whether storage 
is a CCP will depend on the 
circumstances. For example, refrigerated 
storage of a scombroid species will 
likely be designated as a CCP, whereas 
drv storaee of canned fish will not likelv 
bedconsidered as such. 

, 
39. Another comment obiected to 

including “airline &&housing” within 
these regulations. 

If airlines” hold product as part of their 
usual course of business as carriers, they 
are exempt from having HACCP plans in 
acccrdance with section 783 of the act. 

c. Other processin~$j operations. 40. A 
few comments requested clarification on 
whether waterfront facilities that unload 
vessels and pack the catch for shipment 
to buyers are engaging in processing and 
thus meet the definition of “processor.” 

These firms perform activities such as 
handling and storing that are included 
in the definition of processing and fall 
within the purview of the “prepared, 
packed, or held” clause of section 
402(a)(4) of the act. Additionally, these 
activities warrant coverage under these 
regulations because of their relationship 
to reasonably likely hazards. For 
example, these firms are, by design, 
usually the first processors to receive 
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the product from the fisherman or 
aquacultural producer. As such, they are 
often in the best position to control 
environmental hazards, as was 
previously discussed. They also -often 
store the product, at least for short 
periods of time. In thiscapacity, they 
may be responsible for ensuring that the 
product is not exposed to time:” 
temperature abuse, a phenomenon that 
critically affects the safety of some 

performed by custom packers, it ‘is.not 
the intent of these regulations to address 
arrangements between a recreational 
fisherman and a custom packer for the .~ ,. 
processing of fish for the personal use 
of the fisherman. The regulations only 
cover custom packing’~that is performed 
on behalf of an owner who intends to 

fish on harvest vessels,in the list of 
exempted operations. .’ 

does not believe that clarifica~on to the 
regulations is needed on ihrs point;’ 

FDA agrees that freezing is an 
operation that is routinely used onboard 
a harvest vessel in order to preserve the .,., 
quality of the fish u&it is landed for 
further processing (e.g., freezing 
performed onboard tuna harvesting 
i&se&s). For this reason, the agency has ~~~~~ed the defiliition bf “p recess ing” to 
i.nc1ud.e an exemption for onboard 

products. ,” 
For these reasons, FDA has chirified 

the definition of “processing” at 
proposed 8 123.3(m) (redesignated as 
5 123.3(k)) to specifically include 
dockside unloading. 

41. One comment took the view that 
only processors who own the products 
that they are processing should be 
subject to these regulations and 
suggested that the term “processor- 
owner” be substituted for “processor.‘” 
Several other comnrents questioned 
whether custom processors that do not 
own the product, should be subject to 
the 

R 
rovisions of these regulations. 

T e definition of “processor” does 
not hinge on ownership. As indicated 
earlier, whether a product is adulterated 
under section 402(a)(4) of the act 
depends on the condition under which 
it was “prepared, packed, or held.“’ 
Ownership is not a relevant factor. 
Consistent with this principle, these 
regulations define a processor as simply 
an entity that engages in processing. 
“Processing” is defined as including a 
number of activities, such as 
manufacturing and packing, that are 
normally performed by a custom acker. 

Like warehouses that @ore pro B ucts 
for distant owners, custom packers are 
often in the best position to exercise 
HACCP controls for the products that 
they process. Because of the real-time 
nature of HACCP (i.e., because 
monitoring provides immediate 
feedback as to whether a hazard is being 
controlled), the processor can most 
effectively apply HACCP monitoring 
controls to a food being processed, 
regardless of whether the processor is 
the actual owner of the food. FDA 
recognizes that it will often,be beneficial 
for the custom processor and the owner 
of the product to fully discuss and agree 
upon the HACCP controls,that will be I_ 
effected by the custom processor while 
the product is in its possession. 

42. One comment argued that custom 
packers should be included within the 
scope of these regulations because these 
processors often can or smoke,, 
recreationally caught products and are’ 
often the only commercial.entity that 
can assure the safety of such products. 
While the definition, of ,‘ ‘processing” 
clearly covers the kinds of activities 

43. One comment urged ihat 
aquacultural producers that also 
eviscerate the fish before’ delivery to a 
processing plant be required to comply 
with the requirements of these 
re ulations; 

i DA agrees with the comment and 
further states that the process of 1 -. .h,,,.” ,_._, 
eviscerating is Y$%fically included in 
the definition of “processing.” 
Eviscerating is excluded fromthe 
definition .only when it occurs on a 
harvest vessel for the purpose of 
preparing the fishfor holding en route 
to the processor. 

44. A few comxnentq objected to F’DA 
including labeling in the definition of 
‘Lprocessing,” The comments argued 
that labeling operations are unlikely to 
introduce hiz&ds to the’product. FDA .has ,~~~;~~~~~~“‘~ti;Qs6cbmments but 
finds that there is potential during some 
labeling oper%ns for the development 
of hazards. For example,’ improperly 
controlled labeling operations for 
scombroid species could result in time:, 
temperature abuse of the product, 
increasing the risk of histamine. 
contamination. Cooked, ready-to-eat ‘ ” 
products could similarly be subjected to 
time-temperature abuse, resulting in the 
potential for pathogen growth. The 
inclusion of labeling in the list of 
processingoperations is. not intended to 
imply that this step should always, or 
even frequently, be considered a CCP. 
That can only be determined through 
the conduct of a hazard, analysis. 

FDA proposed to exempt “heading or 
gutting intended solely to prep’Ge a fish 
for holding on board. a harvest vessel”. 
from the definition.of ‘jprocessing.” In .&“&~~g”?.$6”“~-.d regulations, F*A 
‘was concerned that, in the absence of 
c&h’ an,e‘;;errrption, harvest vessels that 

_ are, presently heading or gutting fish 
would stop the practice to avoid being 
subject to the requirements of these 
regulations. FDA .did nok_wax$ an __ 
inadvertent consequence of these 
regulations to be a reduction in product 
quality. In addition, FDA tentatively 
concluded that safety hazards 

’ introduced by these operations are 
generally minimal. 

45. One comment noted that FDA. 
.shoul,d include the practice of freezing I “._a,# ._ 

freezing. ‘” 
46. One comment suggested that FDA 

also exempt onboard scallop shucking 
operations. 

Unlike shucking other molluscan 
shellfish, shucking scallops involves 
eviscerating;a procedure that falls 
within the exemption in 5 123.3(k). 
Consequently, onboard shucking of 
scallops does not constitute processing 
for purposes of these regulations. The 
agency does not believe that a change in 
the definition is necessary in this 
regard. 

47. One comment suggested that, with 
respect to molluscan shellfish, 
“processors” should include shellfish 
shippers, reshippers, shucker-packers, 
repackers, and depurators. 

The persons that perform all of these 
types of operations are “processors” 
under 5 123,3(k)(l) and subject to the 
provisions of these regulations. Thus, 
the agency has concluded that no 
change in the definition is necessary. 
16. Scombroid Toxin-Forming Species 

The term “scombroid toxin-forming 
species”’ appears in 8 123.6(c)(l)(vi) of 
this final rule. While FDA did not 
propose to define this term in. the 
codified portion of the proposed 
regulations, it did propose to define it 
in part 123 appendix B as: 

[Tluna, blue@, mahi mahi, mackerel, 
sardines, herring, kahawai,.anchovies, 
marlin, and other species, whether or not of 
the family Scombridae, in which significant 
levels of histamine may be produced in the 
fish flesh by decarboxylation of free histidine 
as a result of exposure of the fish after 
capture to temperatures that permit the 
grcith of mesophilic bacteria. 
Appendix B of part 123 is no longer 
included in these regulations, as is 
discussed elsewhere in this preamble. 
Consequently, FDA is transferring the 
definition from part 123 appendix B to 
5 123.3(m) to clarify the meaning of 
5 123.6(c)(l)(vi). 

48. A~number.pf comments, objected 
to the inclusion ofher&ng in the list of 
scombroid toxin-forming species, 
arguing that there has been no 
association between herring and cases of ^ “, ,,.,. ,‘ 
histamine ,poisoning. 

In response to the comments, FDA has 
modified the definition of scombroid 



toxin forming species to make specific 
reference to only tuna, bluefish, and 
mahi mahi, since the overwhelming 
majority of scombroid poisonings are 
associated with these types of fish. 
Processors should assess the potential of 
other species to product histamine. The 
key to the definition is whether, 
significant levels of histamine may be ~ 
produced in the flesh of the&h. 
17. Shellfish Control Authority 

.___ .,: 

FDA proposed to define “shellfish, . 
control authority” as “a Federal or State 
health authority, or foreign government 
health authority, legally responsible for 
the administration of a progrti that 
includes classification “of mollus$,~ ,,( 
shellfish growing areas, enforcement of 
harvesting controls, and certification of 
molluscan shellfish processors.” 

49. A. few comments pointed out that 
the definition should not require that a 
shellfish control authority be a State 
“health’‘-authority because in some, 
States the responsibility is vested in 
other than a health agency, such as a 
resource management a ency. 

FDA recognizes that tfl ese ~orn,$nents_~ 
are correct. For t&s mason, the ,agency 
has modified the language in § 123.3(o) 
to read, in part, “State agency.” FDA 
believes that this term is suff;Qently 
broad to encompass any of the present 
State arrangements. FDA has.made a 
parallel change with respect to’foreign ” 
govermnent authorities, in order to 
accommodate the same kind of ” variations is regul~~~;;.~~~~~~~~~~, ‘“. 

These final regulations similarly refer to 
a “foreign agency.” 

50. One comment, fro,m a State 
regulatory agency, stated that wibin~the 
United States, FDA should be the”,, 
responsible shellfish controlauthority ‘.’ I( ,. - %,._I .l,, *,.**i; 
and should mandate that processors 
register with FDA, much as it has done , 
with low-acid canned foods,arnlX ,, 
medical devices. The comment further ._ 
stated that a requirement’in’Federa1. 
regulations that State agencies perform 
this function may be unconstitutional. 

The Eo”inment misconstrued the- ’ 
provision, The provision isintended "fo" 
define the term “shellfish confiol 
authority” rather than to ‘provide 
substantive requirements. Furthermore, 
these regulations at no point mandate 
that States perform certain funsfions, 

5 1. Some domments” expressed 
concern that the proposed definition of 
“shellfish control authority” was too 
narrow in that it did not include any 
entities that could serve &?fun&ion.of a shellfish control au&;-iip- fh&y&-=--j’ 

waters. The effect of the proposal, the 
comments pointed out, would be to 
close unnecessarily all molluscan 
shellfish harvesting in Federal waters. 

It was never FDA’s intent to close ” Fehe~~i ‘~~l,b”~ai-~~~~~~~~~ : “: 

harvesting.‘These waters are beyond the 
jurisdiction of State shellfish control 
authorities, and no Federal agency 
clisil&S them in the’ s&G way that 
States classify their ownwat&. PDA is 
,se$ng”a’m&tns to classify Federal 
waters. An agreement with NMFS _ 
relating to the classification- of Federal 
waters is one possible solution. For this 
reason, FDA has modified proposed 
5 123.3(o) to state that a shellfish control 
authority may be % ‘Federal agency.” 
This subject is also discussed in the _ 
“Molluscan Shellfish” section~eftl$s .- 
preamble. 

52.. c)ne comment urged that FDA 
provide for the possibility of sovereign 
tribal governments serving as shellfish 
control authorities. _,iI.*( 

FDA recognizes that the proposed 
definition was deficientbecause it failed 
to include tribal governments’~~i’~~~~.- 
of possible shellfish control authorities. _ 
The agency, the State of Washington, 
and 19 Indian tribes have recently 
entered into-a settl,ement t.l$$will &ely 
result in suchan arrangement in the 
State of Washington (Ref. 202). When 
such governments meet the .ne$es.sary 
criteria, it is the intent o”f.the agency to 
formally recognize them for purposes of 
classifying shellfish growing watsm and 
certifying shellfish processing plants for 
inclusion on the InterstatG&e,i$ied 
Shellfish Shippers List. To provide for 
tbissituation~ FDA has modified the d~gg.“$&~.%~ ‘.‘ix%‘l~~s~~io~ _ “. 

authority” to include %&&ei~ tribal 
governments.” 

FDA has-also recognized thatin ‘many 
cases the function’~of “classification of ,. (I_ ..$wt”,~ > .\<“U r*,.*.* fli” 1. 
mollusceri‘ &idi~i~~,‘“~owl~g areas, e;if;;r~e~~~~‘~~,~~esting con~ols, md 
c&&i&&& df*$%&n shellfish,” as 
listed-in the proposed regulagonsi are .. 
not carriellout by a single agency. To 

$&%e for .suczh a&u$ori, FDA has 
modified the proposedlanguage ar _ ” 
S 123.3(o) to read, “program that 
includes activities such as,” rather than I. I, _*. “.. simply ‘i~i~w~gd&iilydes. ,, ^ ” 

18. Smoked and Smoke-flavored 
-‘.Fishery Products 

._.,._, *..c.bd ILL ,= (, 

The terms such as ‘%m.oked fishery 
nroducts.” “stioked fish?%moked and c- ~I 

smoke-flavored fishery products” were’ 1 Ii & “_u 1 p‘*w *a ~rii;L-i*law**smha 
used m the proposed regulations and 
throughout appendix 1 io the proposal. 
As a result of decisions,dis$ussed 
elsewhere in, .this preamble, referentie to 
“smoked and smoke-flavored fishery ?( ti ‘~4b~: B”“--“‘“q”. 

^‘p;r~~~~~~“~~~~~~unmated +n,tbese 
regulations except in part r23’; “subpart ’ 
B. _. _‘>_ 

While no, definition of “smoked and ‘i ;“~ ,,(,r +:?a “zB”;$v* ,d.?&*. 4a - 0 /* sm~k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.products was 
.a.. _,- . .~. weI , / 3 /. 3 .._ 

kkiuded iti the definitions section of I,,__,_ )I >,.>l _I*, “> - *.p”“‘-- ‘I,. i 
tl;;k”YGoposed regulations, the t&i& 
“&&ok&flavored fish” and “smoked 
fish” were,separately defined in’” ansv. 
appendix 1 to the proposal as: 
“Smoked-flavoredfish means fish that 
is’ prepared by treating it with salt 
[sodium chloride) and then imparting to 
it the flavor of smoke by other than the &.&& i.&g&y v&w& such as 

imrnersing’it in a soIuiion of liquid 
smoke;” and “Smqked fish means fish 
t&$iS prepared by treating it with salt 
(sodium chloride) and then subjecting it 

&%ri&” FDA solicited comment on 
the materials in appendix 1. Be&u&?.he 
term is used in. these, final~regulations 
and FDA is concerned that theremsy be 
confusion abqutits application, the 
agency has determined that a ~definition 
of “smoked and smoke-flavored fishery 
products” is neededin,tl% eodi%ed 
portion of these regulations. FDA has 
included one at S 123.3(s) that is 
consistent withthose proposed in the 
appendix 1 to the proposal. Section 
$123.3(s) reads: : 

Smoked or spoke-flavored fishery products 
means the finished foz$“prepsred by: (1) 
Treating fish with salt (sodium chloride), and 
(2) subjecting it to the ‘direct action of smoke 
from burning wood, sawdust, or similar 
m+er’i$%llor imparting to it the flavor of 
smoke by a mian’i such + immersing it in 
ti’Yolution of wood smpke. 
FDA redeived numerous comments on = *a, l-* xii,**‘“‘ .-..*lI-,w *” L4,vII11. . 1 
tk’e‘ regulatory treatment orsmoked and 
sn%ke-flavored fishery products, but 
nqne, t&t.would af& this ,,defmition. ‘ em.:, .I ,x i __ : “. _)) .i )“A .’ 
E. The HACCP Play 
” ~‘Apprdxiinately 166’tiomments .. - 
addressed one or m’ore ‘of the provisions 
of proposed 6 i?&.$‘-Tliis Section “of the 
Proposed regulations set out who must 
write and impleme@t a HACCP plan, 
and whattl+ HACCP plan must 
include: 
1. Preliminary Steps 

,FDA proposed in 8 123.6 to require 
that all processors of fish and fishery 
products prepare and implement a 
HACCP plan that identifies the .hazards 
that are reasonably’likely to occur and 
thus that must be controlledfor that 
prod&t.“In the proposal, FDA 
acknowlsdged the process \& 
recommended~by the NACMCF for 
developing a HACCP plan but did not 
p&pose “to require that processors .L 
follow it. The process recommended by 
de NACMCF includes; Assembling a g)qccp f&w.& ~eg$;~&g tie food and 
its distribution, identifying de intended 
‘@!sf? @d consumers‘of the feqd, ,develo’pi~~~~~~~~~~~~~; ve~fying *e 

,: ;_ /- ,- i 



flow diagram, and performing a hazard 
analysis (Ref. 34, pp. 187A188). All but 
the last of these have been identified by I 
NACMCF as the, ‘,‘five 

_,a, -,; . . .““;* _** ,,A”. y 
prehmmary 

steps” of HACCP. 
It was, and still is, the agency’s belief 

that processors wo.uld.ben&t from a . ‘_ .**.- ,w *,“F’--- * 
process that included”these five steps as 
well as a hazard ‘anal&s’ in%%& to ., 
successfully arrive at*an appropriate 
HACCP plan. Nonetheless, the agency 
did not propose to require a&“eren& to -- _I .< 
the “five preliminary steps,” or 
explicitly proposeto require that a 
hazard analysis be performed,,.So long 
as the processor had, in the en& a 
I-IACCP system that was appropriate for 
species and process, and was.being 
implemented effe#vely, the agency 
tentatively concluded that these 
regulations did not need to manageiiie ” / I. -- -.a--.S”.. -._a.. .” 
process any further. 

53. A numberof,he comments contended that FDA &-j*+;;--f+$-~ 
firms amhere:~~~~es~‘i;~oc~~es in 

preparing aHA@%I+ri. Specifically, a 
few comments argued that the proposed 
rule significantly diminishe$ the ,~ 
potential effectiveness of HACCP by not . . ., . .,, ‘la- ,I I l.l,“x.. -. ~“+*,‘,” .I 

either case, m)A is convinced”that~a ‘_ ^ .” t 
processor’s decisio.n to develop ‘&not to’ I ., I _*,a. + i ) 
develou a flow diasram willbe. and 
should&be, driven bvy its perception of 
.the benefits of doing so. The comments 
received on*tl&%ubject were not 
suf%&ntly persuasive for the agency to 
conclude that. a fl‘o~U~,diagram should be 
made mandatory. The comments 
provided no basis to find that in the absence of a flow “;ii;y-,*.;$g&g;iir. ._. 

coulfl not properly d&elop aI-IACCP 
plan, or that a plan, so developed, 
would likely cause the HAtZCp program 
to fail. 

As some of the comments pointed out, 
there msy be some benefit to the 
regulator to have access to a flow ,.,. .,,s. “A:‘ ,,>.^ i. \_,* ,. ” 
diagram during an inspection, but th!s ^- 

2. Conducting a Hazard Analysis 
54. A number of comments from trade LLI 1- i”S”“. .“y‘“a+““‘ ,*i”i~.**A,‘-, .,__ 

associations and processors obJected to 
, 

the requirement in the proposal that 
every processor have and implement a 
written HACCP plan. These comments 
contended that FDA,should revise this - ;a”.“.A” ” ee “a.. ,. c._/_ _ 

“provision to require that a processor 
first con+.rct a hazard-analysis to ,I ” convenience is not a sutticient reason to GGdate $* m* in~~s-i~~~t,,.~~~l~~~~~~ -+ 

develop the&-o%?@% ,diagrams during 
their,in-plant inspections and compare 

’ th$&&h the decisions reached by the processor in &- ;ie<;~$;;;;~3&)e 
HACCP plan (e.g., the identification~of, 
hazards and .CCp’s). While: it may be 

.,_ benefi’dial.for the investigator to be able, _I i ” ,n^T.->r- i-, rX1 A2c’*~*r,*~i”~ .*&ii 
to compare his or her iJovv;,hagram with 
that of the processor, it is not essential 

“five preliminary steps.” The comments. _ to the,conduct,~of t.&&ispection. comments, urges consistency with the 
argued that inclusion of the preliminary ’ NACMCF retiommendations in this steps would faciJitate international trad.e FDA agrees with the ,comments that stated that the o*er fo* ‘&----;~g;~.*&- “‘.y~w-&M a. *+.r^--” x ~~.~~-‘,&.\~:r-, ‘..&.z”‘. sm”Y:R:UX.:* ‘), ),, 
and reduce confusion ,.“&gef&.4h$~- ii- /z, :.‘.pm” ‘I,%**-b rc~~C,~~)~~i~~,*~~~~~~~~~~ 9” -/ II^ iz* , I , I 

five prehmmary steps are desirable 
:-,.s I>” 

seafood importers~‘~~ &%ters through 
FDA agrees with ,the approach 

attributes of the HACCP development “,ln”l(,*., il,~i_~.,,+~*.I ‘suggested by the comments aucl believes 
consistency with an interna.$iinally process. However, the agency has not that it is essentially consistent ,tit.h 
recognized standard. for HAC,CP. 

Several other comments “urg&l”that 
_ . been persuaded that, in the absence of What the agency proposed. Although 

. I II “iA L,;*.;w? .; /. >.*. 
the NACM& recommendation for the 

a regulatory requirement that they be .^ FDA did not explicitly propose to 

development ,of a ~~i%;s”~“fI~,w &gram. 
followed, the HACCP program is >4.*a*- ++v.-,e%w*,-r,i -da. im. a‘* in__.i “~‘i_r 

in particular, by a processor be ma& 
u&kely to succeed,‘In order to write an 

,require that ‘every processor conduct a 

signifi&nt’burden for the, many small 
businesses~ operating in the seafood 
industry. For these reasons, the final 

‘regulations do not rns,date any 
preliminary steps that processors must 
perform as a prerequisite to conducting 
a hazard analysis or drafting a HACCP $-* 

deterjmhie whether any food safety 
hazards exist that can be controlled through HACB tid~~~h>.,$.i;G~;~~&d 

implement a HACCP plan only when 
the hazard analysis identifies at least 
one such food safety hazard. One 
comment stated that conhrcting a 
hazard analysis is the~first step in a two- 
stepprocess, with developing a HACCP 
plan being the second step. The ._ _ 

mandatory. These comments identified 1 
appropriate plan some or all ofhe& 

hazard analysis, completion of such an 
-4 *” $&iij.&s by every processor was implicit 

*.. “Y /n+*r( bi_.jj_>, _, .,,. _., - “in the requirement, in proposed 
several benefits, from such a 

steps will likely have to, be p%o&ed,’ 
. ..“.S 

requirement: To .f&i~~%%iiployee 
even without a regulatory requirement .-*, ,,,‘” ” ~J_L.,‘~~ i... xv, ,“i*i,*-*~&n 

implementation of t&e“&nl to facilitate j 
to do so. %%%?er, if a processor &n 

5 123.6(b)(l) and (b)(2) that processors 
identify both the hazards tha_tps “. 

prOcessor verifi&ion &ti,vi+, to 
write aplan without these steps, the ,reasonably likely to occur and the CC& 

reduce the time need& for?$$ilatom fo 
goals of the regulations @l.still have _ I _,, .fqr ea+ gf @:e)laz=ds. ” -l”,“.._~, -_, .,. . - 

review the I,&~I$&$@~~~ “process, and 
been met. For FDA to, require them to In’ response to the, co-orm+ts, FDA has 

decided to cl-arify its regulations to 
to enable the regulator to determine ,, ,x_ 

be performed and documented in every caSe would add burde”& ~-‘a~*$$;;; 

whether the processor properly 
-3, ,a “’ u”: ~&*~<~~*,~* &,Q* .-.vw- .;* “*“>“,,~ced.-~~. 3 ,,1 ,*i;“;“*~ 
flexrbhty unnecessarily. Moreover, 

make the requirement that a hazard 
&alysis be condu@d,explicit rather ’ 

considered the entire mauufa@u@ng 
process. One comment st~e;i”‘%at FDA’s 

FDA is un$onvinced that any inhibition 
to foreign trade is @kiy%‘occu.r if 

than implicit in order to ,cl@y the steps 
. . . x - *.A.- .‘16^i’ -“E”“h”~‘.~r~,,~~~,:~~ *a* 

assumption that fJoy. diagrams are 
.~ 1)( 

adherence, to. these=steps is not required. 
that,,are required as part of a I-IACQ’ 
system. Moreover, this change allows 

FDA believes that foreign trading I” ,...,. ““.‘e,-.“.es.. the agency to make clear that 
partners will be sat&&l by the .conducting the analysis may or may not 
presence of a. success&l,,~$XP system lead tp the preparation of a HACCP 

burdensome or unnecess&ry is contrary ., / e,” .A,“< a. 
to the 1992 NACMGF Report which 
notes thatflow.#agrams could be, 
simple representations that.aq+rately 
depict the steps in a process, rather than 
detailed, technical drav&gs. 

--ru .A, FDA acknowledges that, for the 
‘i reasons st$ed.in the comments, many . -.+ ., 1 ij j “0 ‘Irrr”.~“e+*ryl*“- ” 

processors will find that the 
,jx, .~ 

.,“,“.” 3 “,‘““~‘i.““l.*“‘-*.~.T” ~ 
development of a flow diagram is a 

.‘,,I **. ” 

useful preliminary step to the 
preparation of a HACCP plan. Other 
processors may find, however, that, 
because of the simplicity of their 
o”pei%tions, de preparation of a writt@ 
flow diagram is an unnecessary step. In 

requirmg mat processorsSengage in me 

andOwill,not reject U.S. exports because plan. 
steps prelimin.sry to HACCP were not Thus, FDA is providing in 5 123.6(a) 
documented,. 

Even without, a requirement 
’ ‘that prtiessors shall couduct a hazard I ~ ,_. ., 

mandating specific preliminary steps, 
analysis or have one conducted on their .I .- .s,;“*“’ ,I 
behalf. It is +.e agency’s expectation that 

FDA believes that mpst;processors will 
foll~~,t.$e spiS,lif not the exact letter, 

. most seafood processors will, after 

of the recommended procedures:.These 
performing a hazard analysis, find it 
necessary to control for at least one I” *- -e”‘̂ _, *.~ ^ ,*. . * 

proced;ire~‘prc&lethe, processor vvlth a -hazard and, therefore, be obligated to 
recognized method of plan development prepare a HACCP plan. However, when 
that till&-+ lead ts,asucces&! . no hazard is reasonably likely to occur, 
outcome. FDA is primarily interested^in‘:“’ is‘&‘reisSiitb prepare a HACCP ~-$$““;wThe NACMCF 

^~- j _ I.*>* . . . . . ~I.y”_j,_.~~I,,~\;c”, “_. II~_ ( _ 
I gi;lan* k&-~~~f;;gy~~3*6@) stafes, in 



part, “(b) The HACCP plan. Every 
processor shall have and implement a 
written HACCP plan whenever a hazard 
analysis reveals one or more food safety 
hazards that are reasonably likely to 

The agency does not believe that the 
methodology of conducting hazard 

occur, as described-in paragraph (a) of 

analyses is sufficiently* standardized at 
this time to justify mandating what the 
analysis must include: FDA encourages 

this section:” 

processors to utilize the NACMCF 
document as guidance in performing 
this activity. In addition, the agency 
recognizes that the best way for it to 
verify a processor’s hazard analysis is 
indirectly, through its own evaluations 
of whether a processor ought to have a 
HACCP plan, and whether a HACCP 
plan appropriately‘identifea the”food 
safety hazards and CCP’s that are 
reasonably likely to occur. In other 
words, it is the end product of the 
hazard analysis, the HACCP plan and its 
implementation, that should be judged 
by the regulator. For this reason, .the 
agency is not requiring ‘that hazard 
analyses be performed according to a 
standardized regimen, or-that they be 
documented in writing for FDA review. 

Even though FDA% not.requiring that 
the hazard analysis be available to the 
agency, there may be cases in which ‘it 
would be to the processor’s advantage to 
have a carefully documented written 
hazard analysis to show to FDA. Such 
documentation may prove useful in 
resolving differences between the 
processor and the agency about whether 
a HACCP plan is needed and about the 
selection of hazards, CCP’s, and CL’s 
Written hazard analyses may alsobe~ 
useful to processors in that they may 
help provide the rationale foi the 
establishment of critical l&its and other 
plan components. Having the basis for 
these decisions available may be helpful 
when processors experience changes in 
personnel, especially those associated 
with the HACCP process, and in 
responding to unanticipated CL 
deviations. 
3. Types of Hazards 

_, . .,* 
* 

FDA received a number of comments 
on the types of hazards that a mandatory 
HACCP system should control, ‘&id that 
the hazard analysis should exa&ne. 
The proposed regulations did not 
distinguish among hazards but proposed 
to require that HACCP plans identify all 
food safety hazards that are reasonably 
likely to occur. The comments thet 
addressed the question of what types of 
hazards mandatory HACCP should 
address generally preferred that its focus 
be on some subset of hazards,*rather 
than on the entire spectrum that could 

cause.seafood. to be adulterated. The 
comments argued that the hazards that 
weti rXihe focus of theH.ACCP regime 

‘$5. Several comments, from’ 

established by the regulations ‘could be 

processors and trade associati,ons, statedr 
that the hazard analysis should only be 
used to identi~?hose food safety 

covered by more traditional food Safety 

haztids’thathave the potential to cause 

mechanisms. A review of these 

“serious adversehealth consequences.” 
These comments stated that such 

comments follows. 

consequences included those that 
would trigger a “Class I” recall as 
defined by FDA, particularly those “that- 
involve cpntarnination of the food with 
pathogenic microorganisms. A Class’1 
recall involves a situation in which ~~~,~~~a”r~~~~~i~~r~~~hisity~~h~~ *e 
use of, or exposure to, a violative 
product will cause serious adverse 
health consequences or death and 
would not be used to respond to 
situations in which the health 
csr,npeq~~~~~~~l-temporary, medic&y 
reversible, or remote (21 CFR 7:3(m)(l) 
and (m)(Z)). Other processor comments 
suggested the use of the phrase 
“significant food safety hazard” to limit 
the scope of the’HAICCP regime without 
proposing a definition for the phrase. 

One comment stated that focus&rg on truiy serious~izard~~~~~‘~~s~ way to 
keep the number of CCP’s‘to a 
minimurn, so that a HACCPplan can 
realistically be implemented. The _,.. “. 
comment also.stated that having too 
many CCP’s, or Ccp”s that are not .- 
reS&ed to serious health risks, wpuld”so” b;;d~n~f~~qp~~~~~~~.~~~~o~el that 
effective compliance with the HACCP 
plan would be undermined, and it 
would,be~significantly more dif&%tG” 
cont%l%Gl critical processes. . 

Several o P these comments argued that 
hazards should h&e immediate, as well 
as serious, health cons&$ences before +” 
being required to‘be ydentified in a 
HACCP plan. These and several other 
processor.comments generally 
expressed the’view that hazards that can .~ I ̂ *. ,._“_ . 
cause a food to be adulterated under the 
act, but that do not h&e the pa&i 
to cause acute illness, should not be . (, 
required to be included in a HACK ’ -,” 
plan. For example, two of the comments 
stated that FDA.should not use the 
HACCP regulations to ensure 
conformity with food additive 
regu&ions, pesticide residue 
tolerances, or action levels for 
environmental contaminants, One Ij,. a$ <**u”,.c. %.,“* r, 
comment stated that&h&gh process 
controls that are sir&r io HACCP . ‘, “,/,_ ..^(, ai_,, - 
controls are often used by food ’ 
m&nufacturers to monitor these kinds of 
contaminants, the controls should not 

be regarded as part of HACCP because 
Jbeydo not address acute health 
hazards. A few comments suggested that 
existing regulatory programs are 
*&equate to address these types of 
hazards. 

On the other hand, comments from 
one trade association and a number of iq.c?,yi,d<~~$ ~~~b~~e~~~~gi,wg~~ 
residues and pesticide residues should 
be addressed by HACCP plans: where 
they are likely to occur at levels over 
tolerance. Comments from’s number of 
processors of aquaculture-raised finfish 
acknowledged that drug and pesticide 

comments questioned the 
appropriateness of the control 
mechanisms provided in FDA’s draft 

‘CU&Y%inally, comments from several 
consumer advocacy groups expressed 
continued concern for the hazards 
posed by environmental contaminants. 

Having considered these’comments, 
FDA confirms its tentative view, 
reflected in the proposal, that HACCP 
should be the norm, rather than the 
exception, for controlling safety related 
hazards in the se{food industry. 
Fxisting standards for such 
contaminants as drug residues, 
pesticides,‘and industrial contaminants, 
are established to ‘ensure th%t ‘&th”k”ir- 
presence in foods does not render the. 
food unsafe. ProcesBors~qf fiFh’iir;d 
fishery products are obliged to produce 
foods that meet these standards. 

Processors a% obSfged& exercise ” 
- cor$$ over alI”o;Od safety hazards that 
are reasonably hkely’to occur. A failure ._a., ..),” 
todo so would mean that the food was 
prepared under insa&ar$“cdndition~ 
whereby it may have been rendered 
*inj%ous to health or is otherwise 
adulterated; The criteria for fnclud@g a -‘- 
food’safety hazard% a’prbcessor’s 
HACCP plan should be the degree to 

YJ%h the hazard is hkel’y to develop in 
that product (e.g., based on the 
processing technique, the harvest 
location, the species) and not the nature 
or immediacy-of the illness or injury ,a * -3 .,,,. ,?‘ *~ i. < 1 
that rt is likelv to cause. 

.‘FDA viewsaas highly speculative the 
concerns, expressed by a few comments 
fibm‘fie food industry, that inclusion in 
‘HACCp of thosehazards that generally 
require chronic exposure to produce 
disease, will dilute HACCP systems to & -~~~‘,.&.-~p--q y&g-;try resources 
away from acute toxicity hazards. No 
evidence was submitted to support such 
claims. The pilot”HACCP program 
conducted jointly by FDA and NMFS, 
the current N&lFS vo&ntary HACCP 
program, and the NMFS Model Seafood 
Safety-Program all includea controls for 
food additives, primarily a nonacute 
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food safety hazard, a& there has been 
no diminution of control ‘Gf‘adute 
hazards as a result. Moreover, the 
agency is convinced ~that when 
determining, in accordance with 
S 123.6(i), what contaminant hazards 
are “reasonably likely” to occur in a 
particular type of product, most 
processors ~11 have very few, if any, of 
these chronic exposure-type hazards to 
manage through HACCP as opposed to 
through some other-me-hod of control. 

FDA intends to monitor the progress 
of the seafood HAC%P.program to judge, 
among other things, whether the 
application of HACCP to food. safety 
hazards generally, rather than to ths 
most extreme a&e hazards, overloads: : 
the HACCp system and dilutes its 
effectiveness for all hazards’ihitil such 
an effect is actually found to occur, FDA 
is persuaded that the systematic 
application of preventive controls to 
food safety hazards generally will 
provide the American consumers with 
the most effective and efficient food 
safety system that has been dkvise‘d*tb 
date, If FDA were to determinethat I, E( S_l.“<. 
HACCP needs-to be scaled back in order 
to make it work, the agency will take 
appropriate steps to make such a 
change. 

One other factor bears mention in this 
regard. FDA has long been aware of 
consumer coneern’about environmental 
contaminants in fish and” fishery 
products. As previously mentioned, this 
concernwas-expressed in the comments 
to the proposed regulations. The chance 
that these regulations will increase, 
consumer confidence in the safety of 
seafood products would be greatly 
diminished ifthese regulations did not 
require processors to consider the risks 
from these contaminants as part of their 
hazard analysis. 

56. A comment from a trade li 
association stated that, while there is 

I 

potential for an unapproved direct or 
indirect food or color additive to be a, j 
health hazard: the ‘use of an addfiive 
that has not been l%edf<r use in fish’ 
but is routinely used throughout the 
food industry would not necessarily be 
likely to cause harm to human health. 
The comment said that a-control for use 
of the additive should not be required 
to be included in a HACCP plan. 

Under the act, certain products, such 
as food additives, new animal drugs, 
including new animal drugs intended 
for use in aquaculture, and pesticides, 
require premarket approval before they 
may be legally used. Moreover, this 
approval can be limited so that the 
product may only be used legally on or 
with specific foods, or for. specific 
purposes, for which approval has been 
obtained. This limitation reflects a 

longstanding realization that the. safety 
of these types of products is variable 
and must be established ,on a use-by-use 
basis. Whether an additive, drug, or 
pesticide is safe. for a partmular use, in 
a.particular food, at a particular level, 
depends on factors such as the amount 
of the food that is consumed and, if the 
additive, drug, or pesticide is ingested 
in a living animal before capture, how 
the product is metabolized in that 
animal. 

Therefore, a food additive that has 
been approved for use in some foods, 
but not fish and fisheryproauz< is 
deemed by the act to be unsafe for use 
with fish and fishery products. FDA is 
not in a position to change this aspect 
of t&law through regulations. 

’ Consequently, the agency has not 
created an exemption from the 
requirement for HACCP, controls for 
safety hazards caused by the presence of 
unapproved additives or other products 
that lack premarket approval for fish or 
fishery products. 

The agency is aware that it is possible 
that some of these products may pose no 
meaningful risk in fish and fishery 
products at levels approved or allowed . 
in other foods. It is the obligation of the 
proponent of the use of the substance to 
follow applicable statutory procedure to 
establish this fact to FDA’s @isfaction. 

5 7. In the preamble to the proposed 
regulation, FDA specifically invited 
comment on whether, in order to reduce 
the burden of HACCP on the ind%@,- 
as. in the Canadian fishery products 
HACCP’regul&on~‘~&e agency should 
limit its I-IACCP approach to cover only 
those,hazards that are introduced within 
the confines of the processing plant. 
This type~ofl%n’ltation would eliminate 
mandatory control of environmental 
hazards such as pesticides, n~atural 
toxins, industrial contaminants, sr~d 
aquaculture drugs through the HACCP 
system. 

One,comment contended that a 
processor of fishery products would be .x.l”L. _“. ~-, 
in a-difficult position attempting to 
exercise control over problems that 
occur ‘dGKg harvesting. The comment ,, i”‘i.,“’ (_ 
stated .that ‘the purpose of HACCP rs to 
require that each processor be 
responsible for minimizing those 
serious hazards that it is in the best 
position to control, but that then 
proposed regulations would force the 
processor to take responsibility for 
hazards.that it may be poorly suited to 
control. The commen&rgued that %ps @b.~~--.;to deploy HAC~p’ .” 

solely as a way of reducing the agency’s 
inspectional burden. The comment 
further stated that the focus sho~8dbe~ 
on finding those few-‘CCP’s within a 
specific processwhere a serious hazard 

can best be controlled. Several other 
comments expressed confusion about 
the application of HACCP to 
environmental hazards. 

The preamble to the proposed 
regulations described the link between 
envir,onmental hazards, such as natural 
toxins (e.g., ciguatera toxin, domoic 
acid, and saxitoxin), histamine, and 
varioy’s viral and bacterial pathogens, 
and humian disease. The NAS’ “Seafood 
Safety” report (Ref. 7, p. 1) suggested 
that the most significant reduction in 
illness from seafood would come from 
the contrd of environmental hazards. 
To eliminate coverage of such hazards 
from thesk’regulations would be to 
eliminate the greatest share of 
anticipated benefits. 

The preamble to the proposed 
mgulations provided a number of ways 
in which the processor can exercise 
control over environmental hazards. 
This control derives from the fact that 
responsible processors already exercise 
discretion in obtaining their raw 
materials. Control is achieved by 
checking tags on containers of 
molluscan shellfish to ensure that they 
are harvested only from approved 
waters, checking with fishermen to 
ensure that finfish do not originate from 
harvest areas that are closed due to the 
presem%*of excessive agricultural or 
industrial contaminants, and physically 
examining incoming histamine-forming 
species for evidence of decomposition 
and insisting that harvest vessels 
exercise control over the time and 
temperature of storage for these species. 
Similarly, processors of aquaculture- 
raised species can audit or otherwise 
insist on a producer controls over the 
use of animal drugs or other hazards 
resulting from inappropriate husbandry 
practices. In a ,HACCP system, these are 
examples of controls that can be applied 
at the first CCP, Le., at the receipt of raw 
materials. 

IDA concludes that the measures that 
a processor takes to ensure that its” raw 
materials are free of environmental 
hazards are a r$tical part of a seafood 
HACCP program. Responsible 
processors already exercise the kind of 
control necessary to ensure that their 
raw materials do not present such a 
hazard. If a likely’hazard exists, it 
would not be sufficient to use the price 
offered for-raw materials to be the only 
measure to protect against the hazard. 

For these reasons, FDA has retained 
environmental hazards in the list of ‘r‘,%$ ,._ir ri““d. ..“_ > ..?&, 
00 sa e v azar s that urocessors 

should consider in 5 123:6(c)(l). To 
clarify that there are hazards that occur .” __I,,, 
before receipt of raw materials that can 
be controlled nonetheless by 
examination or discretion at the 



rece i t ing  ccp ,  F D A  K a s  mgiff.y&“‘ +-“l-- ‘-I *’ 

5  1 2 3 .6  by  inc lud ing  th e  fo l l ow+g  
sen te n c e  in  S  1 2 3 & ( a ) , “S u .&  fo o d  safety 
haza rds  can  b e  in t roduced  b o th  wit&i 
a n d  o u tsid e  th e  p rocess ing  p Ia &  
e n v i r o n m e n t, inc lud ing  fo o d  safety 
haza rds  th a t can  occur  b e fo r e , du r i ng , 
a n d  a fte r  harvest .” 

Fo r  consistency, 5  1 2 3 .6(c) (Z)  n e e d s  a . 
space  h e r e  p rov ides  fo r  b o a  types  o f 
CCl%  tid  n o w  reads : 

(2)  List the crit ical contrq l  points for each  
of the ident i f ied fooa safety hazards,  _ _  
inc luding,  as’ appropr ia te :  (i) Crit ical cox&l  
points des igned  to contrpl . fc+d safety 
hazards  that cou ld  b e  in t roduced in the 
process ing p lant  env i ronment ,  a n d  (ii) 
Crit ical contro l  points des igned  to contro l  
food  safety hazards  in t roduced outs ide the 
process ing p lant  env i ronment ,  inc lud ing 
food safety hazards  that occur  before,  dur ing,  
a n d  after harvest.  

B e c a u s e  m o s t o f th e  & v i r o n m e n ta l  
haza rds  to  wh ich  Fsh  p - e x p o s e d  wil l 
b e  con tro l led’by  th e  first p rpcessor  ,to  
take  possess ion  o f th e  fish  f rom th e  
fish e r m a n  o r  a q tiacul tura l  p r o d u c e r , 
w h e th e r  th a t p rocessor  is located. in  th e  
Un i ted  S ta tes  o r  in  a n o th e r  coUn try, 
s u b s e q u e n t p rocessors  n e e d  n o t focus  
o n  th e s e  haza rds  in  the i r  H A C C P  plans.  
Fo r  e x a m p l e , pes t icide con ta m inat ion o f i n land  a n d  N e d  sho re”d i ;g ;E-&& x 
e ffect ively con trp l led by  th e  f& t 
processof  by  pu rchas ing  f rom fish e r m e n  
w h o  d o  n o t harvest  in  a reas  th a t h a v e  
b e e n  c losed by  regu la tory  a u thori t ies, 
a n d  d r u g  res idue  c o n $ m i n a tio n  can  b e . 
e ffect ively con tro l led by  th e  f& t 
p rocessor  by  pu rchas ing  f rom 
aquacu l tu r e  p roduce rs  w h o  use  an ima l  
d rugs  proper ly .  
4. W h e n  Is a  H a + r d  Reasonab l y  L ikeiy 
T o  O ccur?  

In  th e  p roposa l , F D A  i den tifie d  h e  
ca tegor ies  o f safety li& & & ‘tliZ & n ight  
occur  in  fishe ry  p r o d u c ts. T h e  agency  
te n ta tively conc luded  th a t a  p roc&sor  
m u s t establ ish H A C C P  con trols w h e n  
o n e  o i~WYi i f  th e  l isted haza rds  is 
reasonab ly  l ikely to  occur;  

5 8 . A  n u m b e r  o f c o m m e n ts, f rom 
process6rs”tia  a  & %  &&oc ia tio n , 
q u e s tio n e d  w h e th e r  cer ta in  o f & e s e  
n i ne  h a z a r d  ca tegor ies  by  themse lves  
justify a  H A C C P  p lan . T h e  c o m m e n ts 
cha l l enged  th e  l i ke l ihood th a t s o m e  o f 
th e s e  haza rds  w o u l d  cause  h a r m  a n d  
asked  fo r  clar i f icat ion o n  h o w  a  
process‘o r  is to  d e te r m i n e  w h e th e r  a  
h a z a r d  is “reasonab ly  l ikhly to  occur.” 
O n e  c o m m e n t he l d  th a t, if th e  te r m  
“reasonab ly  l ikeI) ‘to  occu?  is l inked to  
actual  inc idents o f i l lnkss~‘& ti& ~ ;z’~ ~ > ~  I’-  
g i ven  h a z a r d , it w o u l d  b e  i napp rop r i a te  
to  d e fin e  s o m e  o f th e  l isted h a z a r d  
ca tegor ies  as  reasonab ly  l ikely i<  & C u r . 
This  c o m m e n t a lso  r e q u e s te d  th a t F D A  

spec ies  a n d  p rocess ing  m e th o d s . Th i  
c o m m e n t fu r th e r  n o te d  th a t res idues  o f 
industr ia l  o r  agr icu l tura l  chemica ls  
pres l?nt  in  sea fo o d  a r e  usual ly  n o t 
p r e s e n t a t levels th a t a r e  reasogab ly  
l ikely to  b e  a  safety h a z a r d , t& e n  in  
m a n y  o f th o s e  spec ies  th a t & e  l isfed in  
th e  G u ide  as  p r e s e n tin g  th a t h a z a r d . 

As  d iscussed in  th e  p r e a m b l e  to  th e  
p r o ,p ”t& d  regu la tions , F D A  recogn izes  
th d  H X C P  n e e d  n o t b e  u s e d  to  con trol 
every  th e o r e tica l  h a z & d , n o  m a tte r  h o w  
r e m o te  tie ”& % & % %  o f i&  oct ience.  
Moreover ;  “as’discussed ear l ie r  in  th is 
p r e a m b l e , case  law in terpret ing sect ion 
402 (a ) (4 )  o f th e  act has  he l d  th a t 
condi t ions m u s t b e  such  as  to  c reate  a  
r e a s o n a b l e  possibi l i ty th a t a  h a z a r d  wil l 
o ~ c u t in  o r d e r  fo r  p r o d u c t to  b e  
adu l te r a te d  u n d e r  th a t sect ion o f th e  _  _i l~, l_*‘*.lyl *“, ““1* ...- _  
law. ( S e e  Uni t&d S tates v. 2 ,200  Cans,  
Pasteur ized W h o &  &gs,  E tc., 3 3 9  F. 
s u p p . 140-141 . )  

U n a u e s tionab l y , histor ical  b & & e n &  
o f r e p o r te d  i l lness is a n  a p p r o p r i a te  
sta r tin g  p lace  fo r  th e  i den tifica tio n  o f 
fo o d  safety haza rds  th a t a r e  reasonab ly  
l ikely to  occur  in  t& e  a b s e n c e  o f 
con trols. Fo r  e x a m p l e , i l lness f rom 
scombro tox in  in  th o s e  spec ies  th a t, fq r m  
th e  tox in  ‘if sub jec ted  to  t ime a n d  
te m p e r a tu r e  a b u s e  a fte r  harvest  is o n e  o f 
th e  m o s t f r equen tly r e p o r te d  i l lnesses 
f rom sea fo o d . M o r e o v e r , th e  
re la t i&&ip be tween  a b u s e  a & & r  harvest  
a n d  th e  fo r m a tio n  o f th e  tox in  is wel l  ,, ‘“.+ & - ‘i’. _ ,_ “~ . ^ ./ II* .I 
estab l ished!  ,@ & “E $  say wrth c o m fo r t, 
th e r $ o r e , th a t scpn$ ro t+ ~ ,pc i ison ing 
is a  h a z a r d th a t is r e + o p a b l y  l ikely to  
occur  in  th e  a b s e n c e  o f a p p r o p r i a te  
cdn trols fo r  ,Fom.brqtox in- formi t ig  
species-bf  fish . 

Fo r  s o m e  h a + r d s , h o w & & & e  
inc idence’ o f r e p o r te d  i l lness is very 
low. A  g o o d  e x a m p l e  is i l lnes~‘$ ~ m  th e  
consump i i on  o f r aw  fish  spec ies  th a t & e  
p r o n e  to  parasi tes.  T h e  low n u m b e r  o f 
r e p o r te d  i lh?sses is p robab l y  
a ttrib u tab l e  to  u n d e r r e p o r tin g  a n d  to  th e  
fact th a t con trols f? r ,th is h - d  (e .g ., 
commerc ia l  b last  & e @ ing  th a t kills 
paras i tes)  genera l l y  exist. H o w e & r , “if& ‘” 
wel l  es tab l ished th a t in  th e  a b s & e  “o f 
con trols, infect ion f rom paras i tes  is a  
h a z a r d  th a t is reasonab ly  l ikely% 0  occur  
w h e n  a  spec ies  th a t is p r o n e  to  paras i tes  
is c o n s u m e d  raw . 

T h e  i i i i j ide&e,of r e p o r te d  ill&s  *at 
is l inked to ‘s specif ic fo o d  is virtu@ ly 
nonex is tent  w h e n  th e  i l lne&s’t;ii‘k 
resul t  o f chronic  exposure  to a  chemica l  ., _ “. 
con ta i n a n t. It is ex t remely  ‘diffi& lt, 
fo r  e x a m p l e , to  1 F n .k a  specif ic c & e  q f 
ctie e r  tb  & k p e tiific Co la ta m inan t in  fo o d . 
H o w e v e f; w h e r e  pub l ic  h e & I&  ‘% % i& ? . 

h & e  d e te r m i n e d  th a t a  con ta m inan t 
tip r e s e n ts ‘a  &Ton ic  hea l th  h a z a r d , th e  
sta n d a r d  con trol strategy to  b e  
e m p loyed  by  processors  fo r  such  
c o n + u n i n a n ts is to  e n s u r e  th a t the i r  
p resence  in  fo o d  rema ins  b e l o w  specif ic 
levels. 

Processors  a r e ”adv ised  o f such  
&ron i i’h e $ th  h a z a r d  d e te r m i n a tions  
t$ o u g h  I@ A  act ion le?els,  pub l icat ions 
(e .g ., Fede ra l  Regis ters  at 5 5  FR l - 3359 , 
Apr i l  1 ? ,1 9 9 0 ; 5 8  FR  1 1 6 9 9 , Feb rua ry  
2 6 ,1 9 9 3 ; a n d  5 8  % ‘R  4 8 3 6 8 ; S e c te m b e r ’ 
1 5 ,1 9 9 3 ) , o r  o th e r  sim i la rgu idance  
docunii j i i ts. If th e  & o l;ta m inan t is 
p r e s e n t in  fo o d  in  a n  a m o u n t th a t is 
& b o v e  th a t level,  th e  fo o d  represents  a  
h a z a r d  t?  hea l@  th a t i he  ev idence  f rom 
th e  chron ic  stud ies  shows  is reasonab ly  
l ikely to  occur.  T h e  q u e s tio n , th e n , is 
w h e th e r  th e  l i ke l ihood o f fin d i n g  a  fish  
in  wh ich  th e  con ta m inan t is a t a  h i ghe r  
th a n  accep tab le  level,  is a n  e v e n t th a t is 
reasonab ly  l ikely to  occur.  Fo r  o p e n  
o q e g  spec ies  o f fish , fo r  e x a m p l e , a  
fin d i n g  o f pes tid i de  res idues  & Q V ~  ,.““_  ,~  
n a tiona l ly  es tab l ished to le rances  can  b e  
a  ver j r  r a r & V & % . Fo r  n e a r  sho re  spec ies  
in  cer ta in  locat ions, h o w e v e r , a  fin d i n g  
a b o v e  to l e rance  can  occur  ‘o fte n  e n o u g h  
so  as  to  w a r r a n t con trbl l ing fo r  it as  a  
m a tte r  o f r e a s o n a b l e  p r u d e n c e . 

T h e  inc idence  o f r e p o r te d  i l lness fo r  
a  p a & c & r  h a z e d  m a y  a lso  b e  
nonex is tent  o r  very low b e c a u s e  th e  
h a z a r d  r n g f 6 ;; i oo  n e w  to  h a v e  
ge i i e r&ed  r e p o r te d  i l lnesses. T h e  
e m e r g e n c e  o f n a tu ra l  tox ins h a r m fu l  to  
h u m a n s  in  spec ies  o r  in  loca les w h e r e  
the toxin has  not  b e e n  ‘fO i i jn ; i l~eE& is 
a  wel l  k n o w q p h e n o m e n o n  in  sea fo o d . 
W h ile* & % l”d o e s  n o t expec t th a t H A C C P  
con trols shou ld  b e ‘ ii; i lace to  con trol 
fo r  th e  possibi l i ty o f such  hazards - the  
h a z a r d  m a y  o r  m a y  n o t eve r  occur - the  
-agency  st rongly be l ieves  th a t o n c e  a  
h a z a r d  d o e s  e m e r g e  m d  is i den tifie d , 
H A C C P  ~ o $ .rt$ < ~ e  h igh ly  a p p r o p r i a te  
to  k e e p  i l lnesses f rom occurr ing.  Fo r  th e  
d u r a tio n  o f th e  a  h a z a r d , it m u s t b e  
t reated as  o n e  th a t is reasonab ly  l ikely 
to  occur.  . . . _  ,“...^  .1 .. “,(  

T o  p rov ide  clar i f i&@ o  o n  th e  a b o v e  
po in ts’, FD ,$  h & ‘% & fie d  §  123 .6  by  
inc lud ing  th e  fo l lowit ig sen te n c e  in  n e w  
8  1 2 3 .6 (a ) : 

A  food safety haza rd  that is reasonab ly  
l ikely to occur  is o n e  for wh ich  a  p ruden t  
processor  wou ld  establ ish controls because  
exper ience.  iil& S ’& & ;’ Bcienti f ic renorts,  o r  
o ther  info&.at ion; p rov ide  a  basis  to’ 
conc lude  that there is a  reasonab le  possibi l i ty 

1  
P  

that it wil l  occur  in  the part icular  type of f ish 
or  f ishery product  be ing  p rocessed  in the 
absence  of those controls. -_ ,__ ,, _ _  j* I, . . . j l__ .*.,. **,1_ . **’ i;- ‘. ‘. -I. 

T o  re in force th a t it was  n o t F D A ’s 
intent to suggest  that 9 1 1  of t&e n ine  
haza rd  categor ies & a t it l isted in 
§  123:6(c)( l )  a r e  reasonab ly  l ikely to . 



occur in all circumstumes, the agency 
has modified the language in this 
provision to read in part, 
“Consideration should be given to 
whether any food safety hazards are 
reasonably likely to occur as a result of 
the following:” (the list of nine 
categories follows in the text). 

The Guide is not intended as a 
definitive list of the hazards that are 
reasonably likely to occur, under all 
conditions, for those species and 
processing methods listed,. 

HACCP is a operation-specific 
I 

process. For this reason, the processor _ 
must decide on a case-by-case basis 
what hazards it needs to address; that is; 
what hazards are reasonably likely to 
occur. The purpose of the hazards 
portion of the Guide is to provide a 
listing of hazards, by fish species and by 
finished product type, that FDA knows 
to have a reasonable potential for 
occurrence in the product. FDA encourages p~b~~~s(.~~20’~&-&~ 
Guide, as well as any other available 
information, to decide what hazards 
need to be addressed in any particular 
plan, Processors need to recognize that 
they need to use judgment in applying 
the Guide to their own particular 
circumstances. For example, a processor 
of one species of fish may find-that 
pesticide contamination is listed as a 
hazard for the species, but may be aware 
of credible data that demonstrate that 
the water from which it obtains its fish 
is free of such contamination. In that 
case, the processor is free to de-&ate, I 
from the guidance. FDA intends to , 
clarify the Guide on this point by 
distinguishing between hazards that are 
reasonably likely to occur all of the time 
(e.g., histam.& in species that are prone 
to it) and hazards that are reasonably 
likely to occur under certain 
circumstances (e.g., certain toxins when 
a “bloom” is occurring). 
5. The Plan: Specific Considerations 

59. FDA proposed that HACCP plans 
be specific to each processing location 
and to each kind of fish and fishery 
product processed by a processor, 
except that the plan may group kinds of 
fish and fishery products together if the 
hazards, CC&, CL’s, and procedures 
required to be included in the plan are 
identical. A few comments from 
processors a+ trade associafipns 
suggested that production methods 
should also be. allowed to be grouped 
together so long as the hazards and the 
control procedures for the production 
methods are identical. The comments 
suggested that grouping would reduce 
the paperwork burden on some. ” )i 
processor%Mthout altering the benefits 
attainable through HACCP. 

FDA’agrees’with the suggestion for 
the reason pmsinted by the-comments 
and has modified 8 123,616) accordingly, 
to read, in part: 

4 HACCP plan’shall be specific to: (1) Each 
loca& where fi&&d fishery products sre 
processed by that processor; and (2) Each 
kind of fish and fishery product processed by 
the processor. The plan may group kinds of 
fish and fishery products together, or group 
kinds of production methods together, if the 
food safety hazards, critical control points, 
critical limits, and procedures required to be 
identified and performed in paragraph (c) of 
this section are identical for all fish and 
fishery products so grouped or for all 
production methods so grouped. 

60. In the proposal, FDA specified -’ 
that a HACCP plan must identify: The 
applicable,fqod safety hazards; the 
CCl%;‘~the’~L’s; the control and 
monitoring procedures; and the 
recordkeeping procedures. A few 
comments suggested that FDA use the 
&&d’ “list” or “include” rather than 
“identify” to describe a requirement for 
an item to appear in the mccF&& 
Tire comments suggested that it is not 
clear from the word “identify” whether 
the regulations are intended to require 
that the plan contain or include the 
actual values (e.g., the temperature of a 
refrigerator) or a description of the 
procedures, or whether it is permissible 
simply to make reference to their 
existence in a guideline or other source. 

FDA’s intent is that a HACCP plan 
explicitly include the value or a 
description of the procedures for each of 
the required HACCP elements. FDA 
agrees that a word such as “list” would 
be less ambiguous. Therefore, FDA has 
revised 0 123.6 (c)(l), (c)(2), (c)(3), and 
(c)(4) by substituting the word “list” 
,where the word “identify” appeared in 
the”@ osed regulations. 

FDA !i as also revised 8 123.6(c) by 
making another clarifying change: The 
agency has added the phrase “at a 
minimum” to the introductory 
statement to make clear that the 
required plan contents do not”res-trict a 
processor from including additional 
inform&on in the plan, where it may be 
appropriate. 

61. Two comments requested that 
FDA specify that decomposition, listed 
as one of the hazard categories in the 
proposal, is a hazard only in scombroid 
toxin-forming species. 

These comments~stited that 
decomposition in other species is not a 
safety hazard but is aneconomic and 
aesthetic.problem. 

.FDA agrees with the comments in 
part. FDA’s intent was tom require control 
of decomposition in a HACCP plan only 
when it represents a food safety hazard.. 
As described in the preamble to the 

proposed regulations, histamine 
(scombroid toxin) development as a 
result of microbiological decomposition 
in certain species of fish is a well 
recognized food safety hazard (Ref. 6, p, 
24). There are some early indications, 
however, that the development of 
putrescine and cadaverine, also 
byproducts of decomposition of fish, 
under certain circumstances, may also 
represent food safety hazards (Ref. 203, 
p. 240). For this reason, FDA is hesitant 
to limit the safety concern associated 
with decomposition to the production of 
histamine. Accordingly, FDA has 
modified 5 123.6(c)(l)(vi) to read, 
“Decomposition in scombroid toxin- 
forming species or in any bther species 
where a food safety hazard has been 
ass-ociated with decomposition.” 

62. Comments from tvyo State 
government agencies and a trade 
association stated that FDA should 
eliminate parasites as a safety hazard 
that must be considered for inclusion in 
a processor’s HACCP pIan. The 
comments notedthat, with respect to 
gathogens, FDA makes the assumption 
that raw fish will be further processed 
by cooking, and that, therefore, that the 
pathogens will be destroyed and not 
pose a health hazard. The comments 
urged that the same rationale be applied 
to raw fish that may contain parasites. 
The comments further suggested that 
the retail level is appropriate point of 
control for parasites, and tl-mt the 
provisions of the Food Code are 
adequate to address this issue. 

The comments further argued that 
parasites pose a hazard only in certain 
species that are consumed raw, and that 
mandatory control procedures for all 
fish &at are consumed raw would create 
an enormous,econ~n~c.l;;u’ifship for some; *egnie4&-&y’j-dustry. h 
particular, one of the comments 
contended that parasites have never 
been a problem in the large tunas that 
are eaten raw, and, that it should not be 
neces@i!ji to f&sze such fish before they 
are sold for raw consumption. 

FDA’s intent is to require control of 
parasites in a IIACCp plan only in those 
instances when parasites are reasonably 
likely to occur in the portion of the flesh 
that is consumed, and-the presence of 
the parasites will present a food safety 
hazard (e.g., where the fish is offered for raw*e@js~@&g~~~; Clarify eis intent, 
l%A-hti modified 8 123.6(c)(l)(vii) to 
read: 

Parasites, where the processor has 
knowledge or has reason to know that the 
parasite-containing fish or fishery product 
will be consumed without a nmcess” : 
sufficient to remove the h&&d, or where the 
processor repre%%nts, labels, or intends for 
the product to be so consumed. 
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With regard to the comparison made 
by comments that FDA is requiring 
control of parasites in raw fish but not 
pathogens in raw fish, the 
characterization of FDA’s policy 
towards pathogens is inaccurate. The 
sanitation provisions of these 
regulations are designed, in large part, 
to minimize the presence of pathogens 
in fish and fishery products, whether 
they are raw or further processed. The 
major opportunity for the introduction 
of enteric pathogens to processed fish 
and fishery products is from the 
processing environment as a result of 
insanitary practices rather than by the 
carcass of the animal (Refs. 3, p. 267; 
and 7, p. 33). For this reason, sanitation 
controls designed to prevent 
contamination of fish flesh are 
important to minimize the levels of 
enteric pathogens found on processed 
fish (Refs. 3, p. 10; 7, p. 27; 204; and 
205). The agency is convinced that, if 
followed, these controls will be effective 
in minimizing the presence of such 
pathogens. Moreover, FDA has long 
enforced a zero tolerance for the 
presence of Salmonella on raw fish, 
based, in part, on the avoidability of 
such contamination throueh the 

when they occur. For this reason, FDA 
has modified 5 123.6(c)(4) to read, “(4) 
List the procedures, and frequency 
thereof, that will be used to monitor 
each of the critical control points to 
ensure compliance with the critical 

ensure that the raw materials are free 
from these hazards! 

limits.” - 
FDA has also elirninated’the reference 

in S 123.6(c)(4) to consumer complaints 
as a monitoring tool. As explafned in 
more.detail in the “Cons,mner ’ 
Complaints” section of this preamble,’ 
FDA has concluded in response to 
c&ment‘s‘tIiat consumer complaints ._/ .A_* l__.l* .,. -_, a. / ..i” _, 
generally do not provide ‘&&processor 
with the kind of immediate feedback 
about whether the process is under 
control that monitoring should provide 
in a HACCP system. Consumer 
complaints may provide the processor 
with information that. w.ou!d be usefu? 
for verification purposes, however. 
These regulations therefore require 
processors to take consumer complaints 

the calibration of process mon@ing 
instruments to the new “Verification” 
section of these regulations ‘(§i’ixT.cj), 
and it has eliminated the specific 
reference to computer software 
vaiidat&:‘Ai”explained in more detail 
in the “Verification” sectipn of this 
preamble,FDA has concluded&i* ” 
response to comments that calibration is- 
a verification function that provides the 
processor with information about 
whether its monitoring equipment is 
functioning’properly. Computer 
software validation is a form of 
calibration and need not be addressed 
separate1 

x 
in these regulations. 

64. In , e preamble to the proposed 
regulations, FDA asked for comment on 
whether guarantees from suppliers 
shot@ be considered as an acceptable 
way of.m&&g the proposedmonitorining 
requirement. Comments from a number 
of processors responded that a 
certificate from a producer that a lot of ri~-;;;%“~~~-Jyh is free from 

unacceptable levels of pesticide and 
drug residues should be*,an acceptable 
means of monitoring the hazards of 
animal drug and pesticide residues in 
‘aquaculture-raised fish..The comment 
held that reliance on suppliers’ 
certificates may be necessary because of 
the logistical problems that could be 
associated with analyzing raw materials 
for pesticides and drug residues. Of 
particular concern, the comments said, 
is de tim-e. necessary to analyze the 
samples: The comments further stated 
thgtt the certificates, should be based on 
partidipation in an industry-wide 
quality assurance program designed to 

PDA believes that caution is 
warranted on the s,uhject of supplier 
guarantees. Where more direct controls 
are available, they should be used. In 
the case of aquaculture-raised fish, more 
def@&e controls than the. acceptance 
of acertificate attesting to the absence 
of unapproved drug residues alone are 
available to a processor, and these 
controls are not unduly burdensome. 
They include the review of the 
supplier’s animal drug control records 
when the lot is offered for sale and a 
system’of onsite audits of the supplier, 
either by the processor or by a third 
party. Such alternatives are also 
available for most raw material hazards 
(e.g., checking container tags and 
harvester licenses as a means of- ~~~~~~~~ng.mic~o~~o~~~~~~~.” 

contamination in molluscan shellfish, 
and checking vessel storage records as a 
means of controlling histcmine d”;;e”t~~~~~~~~~~combroid species,. 

HoweGer, the agency recognilzes that 
there may be some instances in which 
-such controls are not possible, and 
supplier%’ certificates or guarantees are 
the only available monitoring tool. In 
those cases, verification of the 
effectiveness of the certificates may be 
critical. T”hus,“thkeJ&nt to which 
suppliers’ guarantees can be relied upon 
will have to be considered on a case-by- 
case basis. Howe”vkr,‘FDA has made no 
change in 8 123.6(c)(p) in response to 
the comments. 

” application of CGMP’s. 
63. One comment stated that the term 

“physical hazards” in the proposal - . 
could be interpreted to include 
nonsafety related hazards. 

In 5 123.6(c), physical hazards are one 
of nine listed causes of “food safety 
hazards” that processors should 
consider for listing in their HACCP 
plans (S 123,6(c)(l)(ix)). Thus, the” 
agency believes that the language of this 
section clearly applies to food safety 
hazards only, and no modification of the 
provision is necessary in response to 
this comment. 

FDA proposed that HACCP plans 
include the CL’s that must be met at 
each CCP. ‘FDA received no stgni‘f&nt 
comment on this section (S 123.6(c)(3)) 
and has made no substantive*changes to 
it. 

FDA proposed to require that HACCP 
plans include the procedures for both 
“monitoring” and”controlling” the 
CCP’s. FDA recognizes that monitoring 
and controlling serve different purposes, 
and that the appropriate HACCP 
principle is the monitoring of CCP’s to’ 
ensure conformance with the CL (Ref. 
34, p. 197). How a processor exercises 
control is not critical to product safety 
so long as the CL is not exceeded. There 
are many ways to maintain control. -No 
one way or list of ways needs to be 
stated in the plan so long as monitoring 
is taking place at an appropriate 
frequency to ensure that control is ,__ 
occurring and to detect CL deviations, 

FDA has added 8 $23.6(c)(5) that 
describes requirements of the HACCP 
plan with regard to corrective actions. 
As explained in more detail in the 
“Corrective Actions’T section of this 
preamble, FDA has concluded in 
mspblise to comments that these 
regulations should provide the 
processorwith the option of 
predetermining corrective actions. 
Predetermined corrective action 
procedures have the-potential to enable 
a processor to take faster action when a 
deviation occurs than would be possible 
in the absence of such procedures, and 
to make a more timely response to the 
deviation when trained or otherwise 
qualified‘individuals are notreadily 
available. 

PDA has also added 5 123:6(c)(6), 
which describes the requirements of-the 

,HAC,CP plan with reg&d to verification. 
As explained in more detail in the 
“Verification” section of this preamble, 
FDA has concluded in response to 
comments ‘that a pro’cessor needs to 
specifically include in its HACCP plan 
the verification procedures that it will 
use and the frequency with which it 
will use those procedures. FDA finds 



that inclusion of this information in the 
plan is necessary to underscore that a 

control if not caught in time and to 

processor has an ongoing obligation’to’ 
docnment’compliance with, or 
deviations from, CL’s. Comments from a 

be sure that the verification steps that it 
has determined are necessary are readily 

large processor and a trade association 
stated that, based on their extensive 

ascertainable by the processor and its 
employees as well as by regulatory 

experience with HACCP, positive’ 
monitoring records provide a pattern of 

0 f&ials. 
FDA proposed to require that HACCP. 

plans provide for a recordkeeping 
system that documents the monitoring 
of CCP’s. The proposed regulations also 
provided that the records must include 
the actual values obtained during 
monitoring and any consumer 
complaints that relate to the operation 
of CCP’s’or possible CL deviations. FDA 
has removed the latter provision, 
relating to consumer complaints, from 
5 123.6(c)(7). As explained above, these 
final regulations treat consumer ,.I ., 
complaints as verification tools rather 
than monitoring tools. Consequently, 
consumer complaints need not be 
included in a recordkeeping system that 
documents the monitoring of CCP’s. A 
full discussion of issues relating to 
consumer complaints is presented in the 
“Consumer Complaint” section of this 
preamble. 
6. Positive Versus Negative 
Recordkeeping 

The preamble to the proposed 
regulations invited comment on 
whether it was necessary for the results 
of monitoring [i.e., the actual values) to 
be recorded regardless of whether a CL 
was met (positive recordkeeping), or 
whether it was only necessary to record 
information when a CL was not m,et 
(negative recordkeeping). The agency 
noted that negative recor,dkeeping is 
presumably less expensive than positive 
recordkee ing. 

Tl 6.6. A su stantial number of 
comments addressed this issue. 
Approximately two-thirds of these 
comments, including those from trade 
associations, processors, Federal, State, 
and foreign government agencies, 
consumer advocacy groups, and a 
professional society, supported 
requiring positive records. The 
remaining one-third of the comments 
that addressed this issue, from trade 
associations, processors, and Federal 
and State government agencies, argued 
that records should only be required 
when a CL deviation occurs, or that 
positiverecords should be required or 
encouraged, but that FDA should be 
granted access to only the negative * 
records. 

In general, the comments supporting 
the need for positive records recognized 
that monitoring records serve two major 
purposes: To facilitate the identification 
of trends that would lead to a loss of 

results and values that is much more mea;linrrfijil ~&~&‘s6dri;dic .-.-ati;; t ., . 

records>lone. Several comm&ts stated 
that positive recordkeeping fticilitates 
the taking of corrective action before the 
CL’s are exceeded. 

Several comments stated that a 
provision that required only negative 
records would penalize the firms that 
already maintain records of all CCP 
observations. A few comments 
suggested that neither firm management 
nor FDA could verify that the 
monitoring procedures specified in a 
processor’s HACCP plan are being 
carried out if only records of deviations 
from CL’S-Ge kept, because there would 
be no records to indicate that the other 
checks were actually being made. A 
comment from-a consumer group further 
argued that allowing the use of negative 
records alone could create the 
opportunity for processors to limit their 
monitoring, because no records would 
be needed to demonstrate that~such 
monitoring was performed. - 

Most comments that supported the 
use of negative records alone stated that 
positive recordkeeping and the review 
of positive records was ove”rly 
burdensome for both the industry and 
the regulator. A few comments‘stated 
that positive records generate massive 
databases that disguise CL deviations, 
rather than illuminate them. No 
exgmples of this phenomenon were 
provided, however. One comment 
suggested that since PDA inspects most 
processors once a year or less, it is 
questionable whether the agency would 
be in a position to pick up trends in the 
data from a review of all the positive 
records that wouldbe retained. Another 
comment stated that it is ‘just ai ’ ’ ” - 
unrealistic to expect FDA investigators. 
to review all positive records as it is for 
FDA to inspect all fish: A few comments 
argued that the sheer volume of the 
paperwork produced with positive 
recordkeeping would result in technical 
or clerical errors by processors that 
could result in products being deemed 
bv FDA to be adulterated. 

J Several comments suggested that a ‘. .- ^_I I .~~“. 
svstem where CL deviations trieeer 
remedial actions, which are prG;erly 
documented, should be, sufficient for 
FDA’s verification purposes. One 
comment suggested that because 
processors can falsify positive records as 
well as negative records, FDA was 
mistaken if its motive for proposing to 

re’quire positive records over negative 
records was to help prevent 
unscrupulous processors from 
circumventing the system. An 
additional comment supported limiting 
mandatory HACCP.recordkeeping to 
negative records because FDA could not 
rule out the i ;_.. ‘““,;.?>;.~.*a, <.%e .,, possibility that future court 
decrsrons or changes in FDA policy 
might permit the disclosure of HACCP 
records in FDA’s possession, and 
negative recordkeeping would reduce a 
company’s potential exposure, 

FDA’s reasons for proposing positive 
records match those in the comments 
that support these kinds of records. As 
the preamble to the proposed 
regulations noted, recordkeeping is the 
key to HACCP, enabling the processor 
and the regulator to see the operation 
through time. Negative records alone do 
not allow this assessment over time and 
do not provide assurance that the 
appropriate monitoring was even 
performed. 

FDA cannot conclude from the 
comments that supported negative 
records that the burden of positive 
recordkeeping is excessive or otherwise 
outweighs the benefits. The agency 
acknowledges that a requirement for 
positive records may be more 
burdensome than one that only requires 
negative records. However, FDA 
received no new data on this issue. 
Positive recordkeeping can be extremely 
simple and need not take much longer 
to perform than the monitoring 
necessary to determine whether the 
process is in control (e.g., noting the 
temperature of a refrigerator in a 
logbook located next to the refrigerator). 
The agency is convinced that this 
minimal additional effort greatly 
increase-u the chances that a processor’s 
HACCP 

Based P 
rogram will be successful. 
argely on FDA’s experience 

with the positive recordkeeping 
requirements in the low-acid canned 
food,and the acidified food industries, d‘,..? S.“, i.\ 
FDA does not’a@e~t.hat the volume of 
positive records that a system will 
generate will defeat the system by 
hiding CL deviations or trends toward 
such deviations. FDA’s regulations at 
parts 113’and 114 require that these 
industries perform positive 
recordkeeping at identified CCP’s. The 
industry itself requested this 
requirement. 

FDA has found that these processors 
have no trouble making positive 
records, and that both the processors 
themselves and the regulators become 
adept at reviewing them and deriving 
benefits from them that would not have 
been available from negative records. 
These benefits have included being able 
to pinpoint with confidence when a 



deviation began and ended, being able 
to react to trends toward a loss of 
control, and being able to prove that 
CCP’s were actually being monitored as 
often as necessary to ensure control. The 
relative volume of records has not 
served as a roadblock in this regard. 

It is unlikely that FDA investigators 
will review all monitoring records 
during routine inspections, except in 
highly unusual circumstances. As has 
been the case with FDA inspections of 
low-acid canned foods and acidified 
foods, the agency will, in most cases; 
select records to represent the 
production since the last inspection. 
This technique has proven to be both 
effective and efficient. 

As for,the concern that the agency 
will declare product adulterated onthe 
basis of technical or clerical errors in 
positive-type records, the,agency 
advises that it is not its intentto pursue 
regulatory action against product solely 
because of clerical or related errors in 
mandatory records. FDA does not take 
such actions against processors of low- 
acid canned foods or acidified foods, 
and it will not do so against seafood 
processors. FDA will consider the entire 
situation, and its potential for impact on 
human health, in formulating a response 
to deviations fro-m these regulations. 

As for the comment that FDA might 
as well mandate negative retiords 
because positive records can be 
successfully falsified, FDA advises that 
the possibility that records will be 
falsified-and that falsifiers will get 
away with it-is an issue that involves 
the fundamental credibility of the 
system. From FDA’s standpoint, the 
agency’s decades-long experience 
reviewing positive records on low-acid 
canned foods and acidified foods gives 
it confidence that its investigators can 
detect falsifications. EIowever,‘FDA did 
not propose positive records for the 
purpose of catching falsifiers. FDA 
proposed positive records because this, 
approach confers benefits on both the 
industry and the regulator that outweigh 
the additional work of maintaining 
them. Aside from the view, to which 
FDA strongly adheres, that most 
processors are honest and will not 
falsify records, the agency strongly 
believes that most processors will 
quickly see the benefits to themselves of 
a properly operating HACCP system 
based on positive records and will insist 
that their records be accurately 
completed. 

One such benefit shouldbe a more 
motivated workforce. HACCP 
monitoring and recordkeeping can and 
should be done by the workers who 
operate the system at the CCP’s, not by 
quality control personnel. To the extent 

that these workers experience a sense of 
responsibility and pride associated with 
making accurate daily notations, the 
processor can e 

“p 
ect to benefit. 

Reeiirdine nub ic disclosure of records 
as &ntion~d by one of the comments, 
FDA’~oI%&s to believe that 
possession of monitoring records by the 
agency Will be more the exception than 
the rule, and that these kinds of records 
are protected from public disclosure in 
any event. The protection of records is 
addressed in detail in the “Records” 
section of this preamble. 

FDA has therefore not modified the ._/,‘_ 
requirement that processors)’ monitoring 
~cords.&We the. actual .values -. jl.. 
obtained during the monitoring. 
7.’ Signing the Plan 

66: In the preamble to the proposed 
regulations, FDA specifically invited 
comment on whether HACCP plans 
should be required to be signed by a 
representative of the firm and, if so, by 
whom. Approximately 30 comments 
responded to the inquiry. About two- 
thirds of these comments, from 
processors, trade associations, 
professional associations, and Federal, 
State, and foreign national governmental 
age&es, supported the need for a 
signature. The remaining comments, 
mostly from processors and trade 
associations, argued that a signature was 
unnecessary. 1 

Tlidsk that favored a requirement for - _,, 
a signature on HACCPplans stated that 
the signature does the following: ” 
Demonstrates formal adoption of the 
HACCP plan, solidifies responsibility 
for adherence to the plan, and fosters a 
sense of m@iagement ownership. The 
comments inade the following su~~~~~~;;swii~r~~~~~~who should 

be the signatory (in order of preference): 
@site manager, most’responsible 
indiTi,d-ual of.the*,%m, any senior ’ 
manager, HACCP coordinator, and all 
$IACCPtearn me,mbers. Those comments that mgu;a aigi;~-lt:‘r;;” /” --(i- “I 

mandatory signature on the plan stated 
that the existence of a’I-IACCP plan itself 
constitutes management support for the 
plan. 

PDA, agrees with the comments -@at, 
recommended a requirement-for HACCP 
plans to be signed by a representative of 
the,f@m,As,suggested by the comments, 
such a signature Will provide direct 
evidence of management’s acceptance of 
thepl&‘ for implementation. FDA 
cannot stress, enough that for HACCP to 
sudC&%~ thefe‘must be a clear 

strong example in-this regard. A 
signature requirement will remind 
management of this important 

responsibility and will signal to all 
employees that the firm regards the 
HACCP plan as a document to be taken 
seriously. Additionally, the 
representative’s signature, along with 
the date of signing, would serve to 
minimize potential confusion over the 
authenticity of any differing versions or 
editions of the document that might 
exist. FDA has concluded that the 
burden of such a requirement would be 
minimal, and has added a new 
paragraph at 5 123.6(d), that reads: 

(d) Signing and dating the HACCP plan. (1) 
The IL&CP plan shall be liigned and dated, 
either by the most responsible individual 
onsite.at.the processing facility or by a higher 
level ofticiaI~qf the processor. This signature 
shaIl’$&ify that the plan has been accepted 
fer, GriPlementation by the firm. (2) The 
HACCP plan shall be dated and signed: (i) 
Upon initial acceptance; (ii) Upon any 
,modification; and (iii) upon verification of 
the plan * * *.” 

As will be discussed fully in the 
“Verification” se&ioii’of-this preamble, __x ,. .,. 
the adequacy of Ihe‘HACCP plan must 
be reassessed, and modified as needed, 
whenever significant changes in the 
firm’s operations occur, but no less than 
once per year. These reassessments and 
modifications are nedessaj to ensure 
that the plan remains current and is 
responsive to emerging problems. The 
signature of the firm representative will 
be valuable in documenting that these 
reassessments and modifications are 
performed as required. Particularly if no 
modification of the plan is needed, 
reassessment can be verified by-FDA 
only if documentation, such as a 
signature, is maintained by the firm. 
8. Relationship to Parts 113 and 114 

67. A few comments urged that the 
final regulations provide that if a 
processor of low-acid canned fishery 
products is in compliance with FDA’s 
regulations for these products under 
part 113, it would also be in compliance 
with these HACCP regulations with 
respect to the control of the hazard of 
C. botulinum toxin production. The 
regulations at part 113 establish 
~HACCPItype controls for this hazard. 

FDA agrees that there is no need for 
a protiessor to restate in its HACCP plan 
the requirements of part 113 or 114. It 
is also not necessary for such a 
processor to institute controls in 
addition to those specified in parts 113 
and ii4 in order to control the hazard 
of C. botulinum toxin production. 
Consequently, processors who must 
comply with the requirements of part 
113 or 114 need not address. this hazard 
at all in their HACCP plans. However, 
it is important to note that other hazards 
may be reasonably likely to occur in an “.I , 

,l_,“l*l ‘ %., pi,,>, ,.),“_/ .I ,* I .I .‘_. * 
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acidified or low-acid canned fishery product. These haz~~%-.v~;i ~~“‘ . . recognizes that sanitation controls may 
-” _ i .r-^ ,*_,- a. _,-*> __ I be difficult to fit in HA~~$!%%%th 

addressed in the HACCP plan, as 
IIj, ,‘- g@$ggF~4{&“pJL.,k ?A.~ .;;?dtive actiona 

some$mes being elusive. Por’th$: *. appropriate. For example, processors of 
canned tuna will likely need to identify 
in their HACCP plans how ,they will 
control the development of histamine _ 
before the canning process. 
Accordingly, to clarify what is required 
of processors -of acidified and low-acid canned fishery products, gj~y.;” *--.% *II ,“>b 

added 5 123.6(e), which reads: 

reason, some processors mayalect to 
rely exclusively on sanitation controls, 
that are not part of the HACCP plan. 
P?A?%ns?ders either approach to be acc+~a~f;; &Is;@ whatever . x 
approach is chosen is fully 
implemented and followed.. ” . 
10. Nonsafety Issues . 

68. FDA proposed in 5 123:6(c) to 
re&kkierid, but not to require, that 
EIX~~$&IS Snolude,controJs for su& 
non%fety hazards as econom$ 
a&&r&on and decomposit ion that are 
not related tq safety. Additionally, FDA 
proposed to append to the regulations at 
Appendix D guidance on how .a, 
processor can. uee a HACCP-based L I.~~y,m,v>.s r /““(Z, 111-‘.1111 .,._ .“,w,,.A*L.~ 
approach to egsure that fish and fishery products & in cpmpy&+&~~~g- 
economic adulteration and misbranding. e,s / ̂ I <*as ‘u”ya” by,. ** x 
provisionsof the act. ,Approxrmately 75 
Co-mments addressed these proposed 
provisions. The.va$tmsj&%y of these 
Comments urged that proposed 
S 123:6(c) aud proposed Appendix D of 
p&t”E$ be elimineted fr~+m,,&?,,~ “_ _ __ 
regulations. Some of these comments ‘~~~g~~ted that it n;^i~i‘ia;e ~~~~~~~~i~’ ~~,~ 

for the contents” .of proposed Appendix 
D to be includeclm ,the Guide. I j : ““‘,@~h ceh,*;. I . ,__ -2 i ,/) * 

Those that argued for removal of the 
recommend&on that I-IAC’CP:i;el;;Gd%o 
control nonsafety hazard%<m~&<~‘““““~ . _ _X”” in. w::*“r‘$ ,<-: : 
regul%ons stated that: (1) HACCP for 
safety purposes will be a big enough 
challenge for both the ,mdustry+ and 
regulators, and that in~&.ksjon,& ,_ _, 
nonsafety hazards might be 
overwhelming; (2) nonsafety hazards, su;~-ig.&Aa~omic fraud and 
I. ,.” L XL-1 “‘.-“-‘“-“*,“‘“-~,~~,~.~~,~~~~‘~,~.~,~~,~~ 4,. 
deqomposluon, are covered adequately a 
by existing FDA regulations and 
standards and.by industry quality 
control programs; (3) inclusion of 
nonsdety hazards deviates from. the. 
internationally recognized NACMCF 

~~~~$~~~n~ations; and (4) inclusiop:of 
s j_‘ .q ,.,, ,I .‘,a,,‘, . .n~dd~f”&gw”;w”~~; even, ils a 

recommendation, would dihrte and . . ,_^~,_ 
jedpar?lize a desirab1.e industry focus on 
safety. One comment stat@l&et~..VV_ ,_ II 
~processing plant personnel I;,d- 
supervisors should be trained to expect I ̂ . *. 6 en,-,* I,.“..?. /. i 
serious consequences when CL 
deviationsVoc&r because thi&ightens i ir~,~~~~~~~,,~~~,~~~~~,*~ 

‘~~~~~t~~~o momtormg and ‘, ***,* u;*c,~,rii~~ii~..r~~. .- i-‘W M W  ,L., 
ct+rol. However, the comment further ar*ed,~.&-$~-&~;&4~~~“~ .bf violating a 

nonsafety CL is likely to be relatively 
minor. The comment argued that, as a . Z^ “.-y- ,. -.*-*_.ea,. c,v,.,#.~ . 

For fish and fishery products that,Ee 
subject to the requirements of part 113 or li4: 
of this chapter, the HACCP plan need not list 
the food safety hazard associated with the 
formation of Closfridium b&&;i;“i~~nin _  ’ *e finished, he&ei;-&i ; .-w~~;~~~~~~~~ r: ‘%  

nor list the controls te prevent that food 
safety hazard. AJIA$ZP plan for such,@ _ 
and fishery products shall ad,@,??, any other 

,~ 

food safety hazards that are. reasonably likely 
to occur. 
9. Sanitation in the Plan ““~ ,, ,_ 

The question of the role of processing 
plant hygiene (i.e., traditmnal sanitation 
controls) in HACCP is ad&G&l’at -” ““* 
length in the “Sanitation” section Xthis~~ -wp,*<.. r.,. 
preamble. As explained in ‘th&&~on, 
FDA is requiring that processors address 
plant sanitation by monitoring for 
certain key sanitation conditionz*e,d 
practices apart from critical oontrol 

__ 
“,_ *I*^, .,. 

point monitoring activities, or by 
includi,ng sanitation controls as part of . .“‘“-‘..“; 
the HACCP plan, or by adopting some 
combination of these two approaches, at 
the option of the’proo&s”or. To reflect” 
this approach, in paragraph (f) in 5 1236 
on the inclusion of sanitation controls - .- 1.” IX, a-.+?,*:? .a”“Jx*r.~~~(*x .a.*t 
in the HA~~P plan FDA has stat~ed:. 

.,,:r 
(‘!$ 

Sanitation controls m”ay be includecl in 
the HACCP plan. However, to the extent 
that they are monitoring in accordance 
with 5 lPS.fl(b), they need not be 
included in the HACCP plan and vice. 
versa. ” 

FDA recognizes that, in many 
processing operations (e.g., cooked, 
ready-to-eat fishery products, smoked 
fishery products, and molluscan 
shellfish) sanitation controls, <u$$s ’ _ -, 
hand and equipment washing and 
sanitizing, are critical to the safety of the ,‘.I_, “̂  “x; I , 
food because, ,@ey serve to minnmze the I _,# I) I _ 
risk of pathogen introduction into , 
finished products that may not be 
further cooked before consumption (Ref. _ W^/ ma*. /“. S,“, 
3. D. 2671. For this reason, some 
$tkesso’is may elect to inc!ude &be, 
control of sanitetiqn condctions and ^’ ~ practices in.theiF ~cy$&%~y-~.~‘ r . * ,... > 

addition to, or in place of, monitoring 
for such conditions and practices apart 
from Qie’~~CCP plan. Based in-part on 

A significant minority of the 
cornmerits favored the treatment of nonsafetv ‘h&&J;- i-6 as econ~sid” 

f%%“aird decomposit ion in ihe same bwu-&*&bh safety hazards are 

treated in ‘the, regulations, with man.&c-@qxcc controls~ These 

comments argued that: the same 
conditGis of processing that affect the 
occui%nG*of safety hazards affect the 
occurrence of such nonsafety hazards as 
decomposit ion ande$&& fraud, 
making the two control systems 
compatible; an improvement in 
con&mer.confideirce in seafood cannot be a*ieved .&i&“.$i’itii;-&-~g~~‘ . . 

relative to econom,&d&eption and 
decomposition; decomposit ion is the 
number one cause of FDA-legal action 
with respect to seafood; decomposit ion 
is a good indication of time, and 
temperature abuse, which has a 

““tignificant impact on the growth’of 
pathogens; the seafood industry 
considers economic fraud to be the most - _I.. ” .I L * ,/_ j. - I _ ,.x x, > 
significant hazard affecting de 

A... I_ uir 
^._ - 

mkketing of its products; species 
substitution can be safety related, as in ‘.+“’ a the case of the substitution of a 
scombroid species f& “ii”%ns~ombroid 
species; HACCP con@ols would likely 
enhance compliance Gxe&‘iing 
nonsafetv standards; and mnclusion of 
controls for economic fraud and decomposit ion w;;ui~---&p”~ntly 

increask the costs to indust+. - 
FDA conclude&h%the HACCP 

system will have to .&an&e, and ‘much 
will have to be-learned, before it can be 
determined whethera m@datiny .x 
HACCP program shouid &%de 
nonsafety matters. Because these 
regulations reflect a first step in terms .‘ 3. d..“. _>___/~ 
of mandating HACCP, the agency is 
comfortable as a matter. of policy that 
they should initiete a ‘system that 
focuses on food safety. Additionally, the 
statutory provisions.that form the b.as@ 
for these regulations are safety 
provisions. FDA’s application of HACCP 
is intended for the effective enforcement_ of sections 4a2(;;)“iijc~;l”~~~~~~~~~* 

act, which apply to products that 
‘% itaii; substances that may render the 
product inju&%s”to’heelth and to 
processing conditions that,are,.i~n<&&@ 

.-and that could render a product .,,- _“ “,*vuA *i xi. * ..* 
injurious to heal& Thy?, the only real 
issue is whether the final regulations _>_ ,“# 

I should retain the, recommendations wi* “&$i, *e ~“ii;lijiii;@ .yw~f~$&~ 

to nonsafety matters. . 
,FDA is persuaded by the comments 

thaithe’proposed reco,mmend@qns for 
HACCP c.ontrols, of nonsafety matters, ,/*.* .,x.d.m 
coupled with the presence of proposed 
Appendix D of part 123, have the experience gamed from the- seafood result, plant peESOM~1 ,and supervisors 

I-IA&P pilot project operated lomtly by j ” *;- j”-‘. I’ --.-~l~‘b~~ome Confused about *e 
significance of tii de;riaji@is: 

_( 
FDA and DOC, however, FDA also 

__ I_ potential for cauaing confusion about 
the”agency’s expectations and _ ,,_ 



enforcement policies. FDA recog&&’ 
the point raised by a number of 
comments that advisory provisions are 
often confused with or misapplied as 
requirements. Given this fact and the 
emerging nature of HACCP, IDA has 
decided to eliminate proposed 5 123.6(c) 
and Appendix D of part 123. FDA will 
consider including the concepts that 
underlay’these-provisions in the.first 
edition of the.Guide; however, because- 
the Guide is understood as being the 
repository for recommendations relating 
to seafood HACCP. 

The agency’s decision to eliminate 
reference to nonsafety hazards from 
these regulations notwithstanding, such 
hazards as economic adulteration, 
decomposition not normally associated 
with human illness, general unfitness 
for food, and misbranding constitute 
violations of the act and are subject to 
regulatory action by FDA (see sections 
402(a)(3) and 403 of the act (21 U.&C. 
343)). When inspections by FDA 
investigators reveal violations of these 
provisions of the act, FDA will take 
enforcement action as it deems _I 
appropriate. Processors who are able to 
accommodate a HACCP system that’ 
covers both safety and nonsafety 
hazards may find advantage in doing so, 
in order to better ensure c,ompliance 
with existing nonsafety regulations and 
standards, 
11. “Shall Render Adulterated” ” “.” ” 

FDA prob&ed to provide that: Failuie of 
a processor’o?‘importer to have and 
implement an HACCP plan that compiies 
with this section or to operate in accordance 
with the requirements of this part, shall‘ ‘. 
render the products of that processor-or 
importer adulterated under section 40Z(a)[4) 
of the act. 

The preamble to the proposed 
regulations explained that the proposed 
regulations set out those requirements 
that the age+ hadtentatively 
concluded are the minimum necess,ary 
to ensure that the processing of fish and 
fishery products,will not result-in 
product that is injurious to health. FDA 
tentatively determined that such 
minimum requirements inc’lude the 
establishment of HACCP prevemive- 
controls. The preamble further 
explained that section 402(a)(4) of the 
act, among other things, deems a food to 
be adulterated if it is prepared, packed, 
or held under insanitary conditions 
whereby it may have been rendered 
injurious to health. 

69. A significant number of 
comments, primarily from processors 
and trade associations, opposed the 
proposed language of this provision. 
The comments urged that the word 
“may” replace the word “shall” in order 

to establish that instances of 
noncompliance with the regulations do 
not automatically constitute 
adulteration. They contended that, 
because FDA will not be preapproving 
HXCP plans, a negative finding on the 
first FDA inspection could, under the 
language that was proposed, cause the 
agency to consider all product produced 
to that point to be adulterated. The __ .,_. 
comments stated that each case of 
noncompliance‘should be evaluated on 
its own merits. 

FDA fully agrees that each case 
should be judged on its merits but does 
not agree that it is necessary to change 
the regulationsin order to establish this 
principle. The purpose of $j 123.6(g), 
which sets out this language, is not to 
create a legal presu~mp~on~that food is 
adulterated if there isnot perfect 
adherence to these regulations but to 
make clear that certain types of 
preventive controlsare so fundamental 
to ensuring the safety of sesfood thaiif”‘ 
there is not adherence to them,.t.he food can.h%& 5-6 ;-&f~&re~ f.‘hive been’ 
produced iu acCord&&e with ‘se&on 
402(a)(4) of the&%. 

As a practical matter, FDA expects to’ 
exercise broad regulatory disc?etion in 
deciding when violationslof these 
regulations warrant regulatory action, 
just as it does now for other situations. 
The agency will anarj;ze’eacli:~ase‘;;nTts 
merits, based at least in part on the 
potential for harm that exists. 

The agency’s primary concern is that 
processo%%evelop HACCP plans that ‘” 
address thehamrds,that are reasonably 
likely to OCCUT. When deficiencies K 
HACCP plans are detected during FDA ’ 
inspections, the agency usually will first 
attempt to seek voluntary correction of 
the situation. Only when such voluntary 
correction is not forthcoming is it likely 
that FDA will ele&t to pursue regulatory 
action. It must benoted however, that, 
where HACCP plan de&en&s result 
in significant potential for consumer” .’ 
harm, the agency will evaluate the need 
for~corrective action with respect to-the 
product that has been produced as well 
as to the HACCP plau itself,” 

In this regard, FDA notes that a 
change from “shall” to ‘.;may”‘in ‘the 
provision would:be,,mom compatible’ 
with guidelines than with regulations. 
Consequently, the agency has retained 
the.term “shall” in 5 123.6(g). However, 
to clarify that a decision on whether to 
take regulatory action will involve 
discretion based on’the public 6eal’t.h”‘ 
significance of the violation, a sentence 
has been added to indicate’that when a 
violation occurs, FDA will evaluate the 
processors-overall implementation of its 
HACCP plan in deciding how best to ,.- ~_. 
remedy the violation. 

Consistent with’the revisions to the 
requirements for imported products 
contained in 8 123’.12-,“‘&e word 
“importers” has been eliminated from 
8 123.6. As described in the “Imported 
Products” section of this preamble, the 
proposed requirement that an importer 
.develop a HACCP plan (S 123.11) has 
been eliminated in favor of a 
requirement for iniporter verification 
procedures. This change eliminated the 
relevance of S 123.6 to importers, 

Consistent with the revision to 
S 123.6(a) and (b) that processors have 
HACCP plans only’ when a hazard 
analysis reveals one .or more food safety 
hazards that are reasonably likely to 
occur, S 123.6(g) has been amended to 
state that a processor’s failure to have a 
HACCP plan shall render the fish or 
fishery products adulterated only when 
a HACCP plan is necessary. 
l? Corrective Actions 

” The fifth HACCPprinciple; as 
articulated by the NACMCF, is that 
processors-establish the corrective 
act’ioristhat they will take should 
monitoring show that a CL has been 
ex&e&d. The NACMCF’s expectation 
is that these corrective actions should be 
predetermined and written into the 
processor’s HACCP ‘plan. 

In the proposed regulations, FDA 
tema%ely chose to incorporate the 
principle of corrective action without 
requiring predetermined corrective 
ac.tion plans in the processor’s HACCP 
plan. Instead, FDA proposed minimum, 
generic corrective”a@ion procedures for 
processors to follow. In so doing, FDA 
was trying to minimize the burden of 
the mandatory requirements of HACCP, 
especially for small processors. FDA 
tentatively concluded that the 
procedures set out in proposed S 123.7 
represented the minimum requirements 
necessary to ensure that processors 
respond effectively to deviations that 
could affect safety, and that if those 
procedures were followed, sdecific 
corrective action pi&, although 
desirable, would’not’be necessarv. 

FDA proposed in $123.7 to require 
that deviations from CL’s trigger a series 
of a&on-s, including: Segregating and 
holding the product, making a 
determination of the acceptability of the 
product for dist&ution, taking 
appropriate remedial% action with 
respect to the product and the cause of 
thedeviation, and documenting the 
actions taken. In the preamble to the 
proposed regulations, FDA invited 
comment on the wisdom of this 
approach as opposed to requiring that 
predetermined corrective a&ion plans 
be made part of the HACCP plan. A 
large number of comments responded to 



that request. Additional‘comments ., 
addressed the specifics of,the proposed 
generic-type requirements in !j 123.7. ‘ 
1. Should Corrective Actiens Be 
Predetermined? 

70. Approximately half ofthe 
comments supported the corrective 
action system prop&&d by the agency or 
a variation of it, and the other half 

x. called for mandatory predetermined 
corrective action plans. Many of those 
that supported mandatory corrective 
action plans urged consistency with the 
HACCP recommendations of the 
NACMCF. These comments noted that 
the NACMCF recommendations are 
consistent with Codex Alimentarius 
Conimission standards. They predicted 
that compatibility of the final 
regulations with such international 
standards would minimize confusion 
for processors and importers, smooth 
international adoption of HACCP 
principles, and facilitate trade. The 
comments stressed that predetermining 
corrective action is an essential 
component of a processor’s HACCP 
program, with the seven principles 
being so closely intertwined that overall 
success is probable only if all are intact. 

A number of comments argued that a 
processor’s implementstion of a 
corrective action plan would eliminate 
indecision and confusion about what 
corrective action should be taken in the 
event of a deviation from a CL. For i 
example, one comment pbintiid out that 
corrective actions written into the 
HACCP plan would eliminate the need 
for employees to substantiate to 
management the correctness of their 
response to a deviation, because the 
corrective action plan would provide 
the right actions to be taken for each 
particular deviation. A few comments 
stated that, if the appropriate corrective 
actions are detailed in the HACCP plan, 
responses by employees to CL failures 
are more likely to be immediate 
(reducing product losses) and effective 
(reducing wasted effort). These 
comments further noted that corrective 
action plans are particularly necessary 
when individuals qualified to make 
product safety evaluations are not 
readily available. 

One comment asserted thst the 
strength of the HACCP system is that it 
is preventive, and that corrective action 
plans are fundamental in preventing a -. product, for which there is a safety 
concern, from reaching the consumet. 
The comment further stated that written 
corrective action plans should provide 
for the documentation of the following: 
(1) The cause of the deviation, (2) the 
action taken to ensure that t&deviation 
does not reoccur, (3) the results of the 

risk evaluation, and (4) product 
disposition, 

,Many comments did not agree that 
corrective action plans should be 
required. A few comments argued that 
developing a corrective a&on plan is 
impractical and can be unduly 
restrictive because of the diversity and 
complexity of seafood products and of 
seafood processing operations.,One 
comment noted that many situations 
exist in which the appropriate response 
to a CL failure is not apparent until the 
details of the particular situation are 
known. Several stated that a corrective 
action plan is less preferable than 
having rosPbnsible and knowledgeable 
personnel, adequately trained in 
I-IACCP, available to evaluate a 
deviation from a CL. If such ‘personnel 
are available, one comment noted, 
deviations can be handled on a case-by- 
case basis, with appropriate 
documentation of the disposition of the 
affected roduct. 

Severa comments argued‘that the f 
lack of a corrective action plan is not 
sufficient evidence to demonstmte that 
a product is adulterated. The comments 
argued that the praposed requirement 
that a processor-establish CL’s and 
perform and record appropriate 
corrective actions when these limits are 
exceeded, provides sufficient 
demonstration of hazard control. 

A number of comments that 
advocated the concept of predetermined 
corrective action plans urged that 
processors be given the option of 
writing such plans ,or of following a 
series of minimum mandatory actions, 
like those proposed by FDA, when CL 
failures occur. In the preamble to the 
proposed regulations the agency did, in 
fact, encourage pro&&XVs to 
predetermine corrective actions ,as part 
of the 

On % 
reparation of a HACCP plan. 
is issue, the merits of the 

various apprflaches tend to balance. 
Consequently, FDA agrees with those 
comments,Jhat urged that the 
regulations provide processors with the 
option of developing their own 
corrective action plans as part of their 
HACCP plans or of following a generic 
model corrective action plan, provided 
in the regulations, should a deviation 
occur. 

The agency accepts the view that. 
predetermined plans have the potential 
to provide processors‘with benefits, as 
pointed out by the cornmants, such as 
faster action when a deviation occurs, 
less need to justify to management the 
appropriateness of the corrective action 
after it has‘been taken, and a more 
timely response to the deviation when 
trained or otherwise qualified 
individuals are not readily available to, 

make determinati.on,s. On the other 
hand, FDA has not been provided with 
information on which it can conclude 
that these benefits-as desirable as they 
may be-need to be mandated in order 
to protect the public health. Processors 
can build them into their HACCP 
systems if they so choose, but the public 
health will be protected so long as 
shipment of the affected product into 
commerce does not ocrnu- until the 
significance of the‘deviation has been 
assessed and appropriate1 resolved. 

This outcome is assure B both with 
specific predetermined corrective action 
plans and with the ,minimum generic 
model that FDA is requiring as an 
alternative. Without additional evidence 
from actual experience, which was not 
provided by the comments, FDA cannot 
conclude that the overall success of 
HACCP depends on whether processors 
have snecific oredetermined plans for 

I  

events that ml 
Conseauent k 

ht not necess&ily occur. 
v. FDA has revised 

5 223.7 t6 permit, but not to require, 
processors to include in their HACCP 
plans any written corrective action 
plans that they develop; When a 
deviation from a CL occurs, § 123.7(a) 
requires that processors either: (1) 
Follow a corrective action plan that is 
appropriate for the particular deviation, 
or (2) follow the series of actions 
provided in 5 123.7(c). The steps in 
$5 123.7(c) constitute a minimum generic 
model for corrective actions and, as will 
be explained below, closely match those 
that were contained in the proposed 
regulations. 

The final regulations at 8 123.7(b) 
define an appropriate corrective action 
plan as one that addresses both the 
safety of the product that was being 
processed when the CL failure occurred 
and the cause of the deviation. In this 
respect, the contents of the corrective 
action plan are consistent with the 
views of the NACMCF’(Kef:‘b4, pp. 199- 
200). The corrective action must ensure 
that any unsafe product is not 
distributed. - 

Fijk advises that action necessary to 
correct the product may involve any one 
or mare of the following steps: 
Immediately reprocessing the product; 
diverting the product to another use 
where it can be used sa%ly; segregating 
the product, holding it, and having it 
evaluated by a competent expert; or 
destroying the product. In order to 
ensure that subsequent product is not 
subjected to the same deviation, the 
corrective action must be sufficient to 
bring the process back under control 
(Ref. 34, pp. 199-200). FDA advises that 
such action may involve, where 
appropriate: adjustments to those 
process parameters that have an effect 



on the relevant CL (e.g., flow rate, 
temperature, source of raw materials); 
temporarily ‘di&rting product around a 
point in the process at which problems 
are being encountered; or temporarily 
stopping production until the problem 
can be corrected. 

Section 123.7(c) describes the steps 
that a processor must take whenever 
there is a deviation from a CL but no 
corrective action plan to follow. As 
stated above, these steps constitute a 
minimum generic-type corrective action 
plan. The objectives of these steps are 
the same as those of a preconceived 
plan: To ensure that adulterated product 
does not enter commerce and to’correct 
the cause of the deviation. Because it is 
a generic-type plan that is intended to 
be applicable to any situation, some of 
the steps, such as,segregating and 
holding the affected uroduct 
(5 123.%$(l)), mightnot be necessary if 
the corrective action had be%‘. 
predetermined. This aspect of the 
generic-type plan may provide 
processors with an incentive to 
predetermine corrective actions 
whenever practical. 

Another such incentive is the 
requirement, at 9 123.7(c)(5), that the 
processor reassessthe adequacy of its 
HACCP plan when a deviation occurs. 
This requirement does not exist where 
a corrective action plan exists. The 
reason for the,distinction is that, on one 
hand, if a processor has assessed its 
process and decided that CL*failiires are 
likely to occur fFom time to time at 
particular points, those failures, when 
they occur, do not represent a failure of 
the plan but a foreseeable occurrence. . 
On the other hand, if ‘the processor has 
not made such an assessment, and a 
failure occurs, it is not possible to say 
what the failure means. The processor- 
must assess whether the deviation”is the 
result of a system-wide problem that is 
not being properly addressed by the 
plan or simply a failure that could be 
expected to occur in the normal course 
of things. The failure must befully ‘_ 
assessed, and if it represents a failure of 
the plan, the plan must be modifiedto 
reduce the risk of reoccurrence. ” 

The agency is convinced that the 
corrective action approach contained in 
the final regulations (i.e., predetermined 
corrective action plans at the option of 
the processor), adheres.to, the principles 
of HACCP as recommended by 
NACMCF (I&f. 

_ . . ,- ., . . 
34, pp. 199-200) and 

will not result in undue burden, 
confusion, or trade difficulties. At the 
same time, these regulations will 
provide the flexibility needed to. 
accommodate the varying levels of: : i : 
I-IACCP sophistication within the 1 
industry. FDA is s$is’f&d’&t;;jmployee 

indecision in responding to CL 
deviatiqns will not result in a public’ ” 
health problem in the absence of 
corrective action plans because the final 
regulations contain a set of well defined 
actions that are to be followed if a 
deviation occurs ‘and no predetermined 
plan exists. The actions outiined in “- 
§ 123.7(d) ensure that no unsafe product 
will enter commerce, and that a 
normalizations of processing cdmlitions 
will be effected as quickly as possible, , _‘ .,_‘,. 
While the agency seesmerit in the 
argument that predetermined corrective 
action plans-will, in,.m,any cases, be 
economically beneficial to a processor 
(e.g., minimize product loss and wasted 
effort), such economic factors will, in 
and of themselves, motivate processors 
to predetermine appropriate corrective 
actions, but they do not m.ean that.the 
agency needs to require the adoption o{ 
predetermined plans-, 

71. A few comments recommended 
that FDA review corrective ‘action plans 
for adequacy during, or in ad&me of, 
the first regulatory visit. This~review, 
the comments asserted, wouldhelp to 
avoid a situation in which‘the processor 
takes a corrective action in,conformance with its HAccp ..lan;git’.4;;g;~i~ 
later determines that the action was 
inadequate. 

FDA agrees that ‘these comments’ ’ 
reflect a desirableideal but must. “. 

1 

acknowledge that such a review 
ordinarily will not be-feasible. If 
processors complete their HAECP plans, 
includingany corrective action plans 
that they choose to develop,‘before the 
effective date of &GGegulations, they 
may be able to obtain a review of those 
plans as part of a routine FDA 
inspection. 

In any event, the agency intends to 
review corIec,tive action plans that a 
processor includes as part of its ISAC@ “* 
plan during routine regulatory 
inspections. Wherethe investigator 
finds a shortcoming in the corrective _ ,.“,.lll ,../, ..l -1 . . /-c-m ‘ 
action plan, the mvestigator iyili discuss 
it with the processor. As with a failure 
to m,eet -Giy other provision’ef~these 
regulations, in determining its response 
to such a shortcoming, the agencywill 
consider the totality of the situation and 
the likelihood that the shortcoming will 
have an adverse impact on the safety of 
the product. If a corrective action plan 
.has not actually been used as of the time I. .,,~,, __.,~. I., ‘” c .-.e.**, .s* (d_ of the investigator s review,.and.as a 
coneequence’bf its review the agency 
advises the processor that the corrective 
action plan needs to be i;r;proved, it is 
likely that FDA will advise the 
processor to follow theXter&ive 
procedure in these,regulations until the 
upgrade occurs. 

); $,,“;:;;~+~;~” .\ . I/ , <I . I,. iI +~ ,L + I. 

~2. Assessing the Product for Safety 

72: FDb. received comments’on 
specific aspects of the generic-type 
‘c&ective action’plan provided in 
proposed 5 123.7(a). A significant 
number of comments, opposed the 
provision that would have required an 
“immediately safety assessment when a 
CL deviation occurs. One comment 
stated that, because an appropriately 
trained individual may not be 
immediately available to make a 
determination of the acceptability of the 
lot, the provision should be modified to 
require segregation and holding of the 
affected product until either a timely 
safety review by a properly trained 
individual has been; completed, or a 
determination has been made that the 
‘appiop?iate predete*&ined corrective 
action plan has been followed. A 
number of other comments also 
suggested that t.he’pj&a&~“&mediate 
review” be revised to “timely review.” 
One comment recommended that FDA 
specify a maximum ;amount of time in 
which to evaluate the product, for 
example within 24 hours. Another 
comment advised that FDA permit 
processors’to cook or freeze fresh 
product involved in a CL deviation, 
until” an evaluation can be completed. \ :, ‘p$ :; ‘J”;: )* -i. ,” , 

I%A’agrees that immediate review is 
not.necessary. As long as the review 
occurs before the‘product is distributed, 
the? public health will be sufficiently 
protected. Consequently, while 
8 123.7(c)(i)requires a review to 
determine the acceptability of the 
affected product for distribution, it does 
not require that the review be 
immediate, nor does it otherwise specify 
a timeframe for review. If there is a 
chance that the product is still fit for 
coiiiGerce,‘*PDA, expects that economic 
considerations,will dictate-the timing of 
the review. FDA agrees that, in many 
cases, it would be advantageous for a 
processor‘to,cook orfreeze a product 
p&ding results of a safety evaluation. 
The agency has no objection to such an 
action as long as the processor 
maintains the identity of, and its control 
ovef, the lot. 

FDA has also modified Q 123.7(c)(2) 
born the proposal to require that the 
review of the product be conducted by 
someone with adequate training or 
experience, although FDA is not tying 
adequate training to training in HACCP 
(see Ej 123.10) as it did in the proposal. _.“,“.-.r___, FDA, made this change because, as 
comments pointed out, a 3-day course 
in HACCP would not necessarily qualify 
someone to make many public health 
determinations of this nature. The basis 
for this modification is more fully ~ ..r*s,p:~a”., y;~. .; _: iI* ~“‘$I’̂ -‘,>> * I, ., v -:” -’ ” .< 



described in the “Training” section of 
this preamble. 
3. Documenting Corrective Actions 

In S 123.7(d), FDA is retaining the 
proposed requirement that records of 
corrective actions be kept. As with the 
proposal, such records are subject to the 
general recordkeeping requirements of 
8 123.9. The records must document the 
actions taken in folloti-ng either a 
predetermined corrective action plan or 
the corrective action procedures 
specified in $123.7(c). 

73. One comment suggested that the 
absence of written corrective action 
plans would make it more difficult to 
document a response to a ~deviation. It 
went on to explain that, with a plan, the 
processor could simply note, for 
example, that “the product was 
recooked in accordance with ‘Section El 
of the Plan,“” It pointed out that‘more 
extensive documentation would be, 
necessary if a processor did not have a 
predetermined plan. 

PDA does not agree with this 
comment. Section 5 123.7(d) requires 
that the corrective action taken by a 
processor be fully documented. It is the 
agency’s intent that such documentation 
provide the specifics about the actions 
that were taken and not simply refer to 
a written procedure. In the example 
given, records of the recooking 
operation, equivalent to monitoring 
records for such an operation, ie., 
cooking, would be necessary to 
document that the operation was 
performed in a manner that would 
render the product safe. Thus, similar 
documentation would be necessary 
whether a plan exists or not. 

It is worth noting that § 123.$d) now 
states that corrective action records zi.G 
subject to verification in accordance‘ “ 
with S 123.8(a)(3)(ii). This requirement’ ’ 
is not new but reflects the fact that 
record review is deemed to be a 
verification activity in the final 
regulations but was not classified as 
such in the prcposal.‘ A further 
discussion of this matter can be found 
in the section of this preamble that 
follows. 
G. Verification 
1. Overview 

Verification is one of the seven 
commonly recognized principles of 
HACCP. In the preamble to the 
proposed regulations, FDA 
acknowledged and discussed the 
recommendations of the NAC&fCF as ’ 
they relate to verification. According to 
the NACMCF, verification essentially 
involves: (1) Verifying that the ‘CL% are 
adequate to control the hazards; (2) 

working properly, e.g., that it is being 
followed, and that appropriate decisions 
are being made about corrective actions; 
and (3) ensuring that there is 
documented, periodic revalidation of 
the plan to make sure that it is still 
relevant to raw materials as well as to 
conditions and processes in the plant. 
2. Need for Verification Reqiiimmeiit in 
Regulations 

In the preamble to the proposed .’ I 
regulations, FDA encouraged processors 
to,adopt verification practices but did 
not propose to require that a processor’s 
HA&P plan specify the verification 
procedures. Rather, the agency 
tentatively concluded that verification 
of a HACCP plan would effectively 
occur through: (1) Comparison of the 
plan to guidance documents such as 
FDA’s draft Cuidei (2) technical _ _ 
assistance provided through trade 

_, 

associations, universities, and 
government agencies; (3) mandatory 
review of monitoring and corrective 
action records by trained individuals 
before product distribution; (4) 
mandatory reassessment of the 
adequacy of the HACCP plan as a 
consequence of CL deviations; (5) 
reliance on the recommendations in 
FDA guidelines that processors of 
cooked, ready-to-eat seafood products 
use the expertise of “processing 
authorities,” i.e., third-party experts; (6) 
mandatory training; and (7) investigator 
review of the entire HACCP system 
during routine agency inspections. FDA 
requested comment on whether tl+ 
approach is adequate to ensure that the 
verification principle was being 
properly addressed. 

?4. A large number of comments 
responded to this request. 
Approximately one-third of these 
comments stated that FDA’S’proposed 
approach to HACCP verification was 
adequate. The other comments’argued 
that verification should be specifically 
mandated as a part of a firm’s HACCP 
program. 

A few of the comments Ifavoring the 
proposed approach contended that a 
HACCP plan lacking verification 
procedures should not be grounds for 
FDA to consider a product to be 
aclulterated~‘Skveral comments stated 
that processors will engage’in 
verification activities without a _. 
requirement; as a natural outgrowth of 
a HACCP program, because” without 

‘such activities, HACCP’till not work.‘ _ XI i , 
For this reason, theyargued, It IS not 
necessary to mandate thatverification 
procedures be included in processor’s 
HACCP plans. ” ;, \: IL ‘. 

need for specifically-mandL;ed 
verification ac;ti.vities, a significant 
,number urged the agency to adopt such 
a requirement to be consistent with the 
HACCP recommendations of the ~~cM~. “. /” ..,,,. >*,. ” 

These comments noted that 
the NACfvfCF*recommendations are 
consistent’wrth CodexAlimentarius 
Cdmmission ,,tana;l~~s~‘~~~~ pr~diidted 
that compatibility of the final 
regulations with such international 
standards would minimize confusion 
for processomand importers, smooth 
international adoption of HACCP 
p&ciples,“aGl facilitate trade. The 
comments stressed that verification is 
en essential component of a processor’s 
HACCP program, and that the seven 
principles are so closely intertwined 
that overall success is probable only if 
ill firi him&~ -* 

One of the comments stated that 
verification should involve a continual 
review and improvement of the HACCP 
system. The comment added that 
ve@ication.is a primary responsibility 
of processors, one,that is equivalent in 
importance to plan development. 
Several comments stated that the 
benefits of HACCP verification include: 
Assurance that all~C@Ys are identified, 
~fzyy that theyJan is being 
o owe , a mechanism for thud party 

oversight of the plan development 
process, a means of measuring the 
st@cess of a.@CCP system, and 
information on trends in the frequency m,d ~~aso.n~~~i~~~.~~~~g~,~;;,~.o,e 

comment suggested’that firms should be 
required to perform verification 
activities at least armually. 

A few commend stated that although 
the proposed regulations included some 
required practices that could be deemed 
to be verification, such as the calibration 
of process-monitoring instruments and 
plan reassessment,and modification in 
response to a CL failure, the entire 
concept of verification should be 
addressed more fully in a separate 
section‘of the final regulations. One of 
these comments suggested that the 
folloting’verification activities be 
specifically mandated: Calibration of 
process control instruments, validation 
of software for computer control 
systems, anid daily review of monitoring 
records. 

‘“tine comment stated that, without a 
requirement for specific verificaiion 
activities, processors would rely strictly 
on end-product testing to evaluate the 
success of the HACCP plan, and that 
such an approach would diminish the 
effectiveness of the entire HACCP 
system. Several comments stated that 
HACCP plan verification procedures 



should include detailed government and 
industry audits and product analyses. 

One comment, from a consumer _v. _“%a * ̂ \ + 
advocacy organization, challenged 
whether effective verification ,yould:_ 
really occur through the mea@+ cite&, 
in the preamble. The coinment stated .T.%*“’ -* ?,- ;,*.,; ..* 
that “third-party technical assistance 1s “. ,. ,.* ~~~ . 
not a mandatory part of the HACCP 
program and, therefore, can not be 
counted on as a verii&cn procedure. 
It added that such technical assistance would tend to be ,;i~;.~d~yGi4m$--~i-& 

development, and that verification must 
be an ongoing procedure, T&e comment 
stated that a “review of all HACCPf i monitoring recor”~~~~wh&d”“‘” ,a”**,%, ,T,,<“i\.‘ 

individualsbefom. distribution of y .~.“i”‘“‘>~ w ,> _t ,,a. _“,/< ,,,* I 
product” is not verrfial$ by the agency 
because a firm can cut corners by having 
their employees Signthe records. 
without reviewing them. The comment _. 
argued that FDA auditing of consumer 
complaints and mandatory in-process 
and end-product testing are,important 
verification procedures. . _ 

A few comments suggested that WA 
should include a requirement that 
written verification procedures be &, 
place, but that the agency need not 
prescribe specific verification activities, 
or should do so,.only sparinglf:’ ” 

, ,,_ ,,. 

FDA notes that the proposed 
regulations containe,d specific 
provisions iden@iid by many of the 
comments as appropriate verification 
steps. For example, the proposed 
requirement that the HACcP$ plan 
adequately address the?ood safety 
hazards t&at are reasonably likely to 
occur (8 123.6(c) in this final rule) iS a 
continuing, rather than a one:$me __x _, . _‘_. 
requirement. ~bus, to contmuaKly be in 
compliance with it, a responsible 
proceeqr 5+2 k+xg$eww in some. 
form of reassessment. Other, provisions 
in the proposal that cornme-nts 
identified as verification steps included: 
The required c&bra&n of process 
monitoring instruments; the required 
validation of computer software; the 
requirement that cons.umer ,complaints 
be reviewed to assess whether *&ey 
indicate a problem at a ‘c”w-and the 
requirement that HAXP~m~o&o~ng 
and corrective actionrecq&$J?e 1 =,_j , . , . ,” 
reviewed before distribution of!&e~,~~ .,.l,Ji,-rr* 
product. FDA-now‘~~a~~~~~i;bweyer, 
that by not specifically’requiring 
verification as-such, the proposal 
generated considerable confusion about ,- -/ .*. ri’?*l “g .rrr *,A “*Lir’i.b* saflivl 
whether FDA intended to mclude or j ““:“‘ u <‘,s~.j “‘“,+aa s?#&~hx*~.l)~ .d& 
exclude t&e princnple of venficatrm 
from processors’ HACCP programs. FDA 
has concluded, therefore, that 
verification is important enough to be 
an explicit part of the regulations. FDA 
has made it such in the fi@,@gt __, _, ,. 

;er~fic&Ln, $‘.i23*8* _ . ,“.: reassessment of th&$$P plan occur 
Section”123.6(~)(6) requires that whenever there are any changes of the 

processom include &their H,AqqP ._ type ii&d in theseregulations that 
plans a list of the verificaBJton_ Ih I , ,) *, ,*“.hiil”* ” *> “. “.,,‘lrrrrr.iia*, “ihrn”E G& , ‘1 ,: 
procedures that,@ey will use and the 

*” could alter the plan, or at least annually. 
’ The NACMCF takes the view that 

frequency of those procedures. ,Tl$s” 
.*a *.;;,~.~-b~ii”~~~~~~;~ i. 5 verific~‘&; ii;i;r;% -;g& on a perlo&c, 

provision is consistent with the view of 
I.,.. .s-._* ;i- .,._* “,~~4**c,i. ,:,. _ 

regular basis (Ref. 34, p. ZOZ), although x/P” .-a ” “h?< swl. i.e,lre‘ s‘ ,,&x :*ln,:eb _, 
the NACMCP that” a processor s 
verification procedures shouldbe,, __i_ _,(, I: ._ 

no specific timeframes are suggested. 

addressed in the HACCP plan (Ref. 34, 
PI% agrees with the,NACMCF and the 
‘c;jnEients that verification of the 

pp. 200-202). 
_ ,” (, rsr,,I**bs 
FDA does not expect that 

this requirement will be particularly 

adequacy of the’~Ay$pg&;~~-.-ia be 

conducted on a regular basis, even in 
burdensome. for the processor for two. 
reasons. First, the requirement that 

the absence -ofWarrcognized change, to 

verification procedures be listed in the 
ensure ii;at~the plan continues to 
address all of the reasonably likely food .--, -...‘?**p”.*‘+.* ,/ ;.,. (I. I ,“,<,,, *r.-; 

HA&P plans is really only a variation 
.r.Bn ““‘,-*“.~ .^ q’i 4x.3 i 

of the proposal in that FDA proposed.to 
safety hazards urlth appropriate CL’s 
and monitoring procedures. It is 

require a number of.tbe-activities that,it ,,” j 
is now designating as verii%$t%n 

essential that processors-verify the 
~adkquacy of their plans and that thi.s 

activities i.n 5 123.6(b)(4) (e.g., 
calibration of mo~&qring instruments 

verification oc~,~~,,~~~,aperiodic basis. 
Processors should conduct the review at --i,x.*.Jb*.*.‘.;li&..- A.--‘, * *I .,‘w~*-” j.;xA~ 

and review of consumner complaints). Second, a l$ ;rg&; ;g-pygat a intervals’ ii;& a5 appropnate for then 

processor determines are appropriately 
processes. FDA, agrees with one of the 

a part of the amGaGG&essment of the, 
comments, however, that this interval 

HACCP plan need not “be”e~e%ve or 
be. no more than a year in order to ‘,.~‘.~“““*~“““‘“‘“i’~~~~~“~~~~~~l~ remains adequate to 

detailed. PDA ~~~ognize~~~~~~~~~~~~” * *** ~‘$ld&$s &e hizards associated* with the 
initially, much of the annual 1. a.*..> ..“.,~C,. ._ 
verification procedure could take the 

,I 
species and p-~esi;s~~K.&~ ay&fyp:“‘ _. ,” .‘,._ 

form of meetings and discussion, and 
,, 1984). 

may not lend itself well to a detailed ,_ _;j_ 
The.-regulations at 5 123.8(a)(l) 

listing of steps. l?DA%e&?ves~%$~,$e~ 
provide examples of changes that could 

annual verification procedure should be. 
trigger a reassessment. These include 
dknges in raw materials; product “. _‘ 

allowed to evolve, and that a 
requirem&t”tKaXe listing “of steps in 

formulation, processing methods or 

the plan be detsiledb&fore an annual 
systems, finished product distribution, 

verification ever “~~~~~:‘~;“~~~~~~~~~~~~ systems, or the intended use or 

affect that’evolution;‘ - 
*, .la’“*44& ,-i’C*: , consumers oft@ fiini~bed product. 

the ~~~~~~~i~~ ~~~~~~~~~tilti6n, These examples are derived from.tbe 
/ f, . . .-, ,+” “p-a “,&~.,au%,*mv*~7me,*~ ise.ur-w,rwr” * x 

NACMCF materials on *e “five 
I 

5 123.8, descrrbes &e mmlmum 
_/*_ _ i ._ “-i- _y;.,, */L :.‘-‘.;, II -A^“#. -. . . 

cbmponenis of .a proc~,or~~~~~~~~~~~~ “ prelrmmarv steps that form the basis 
, .X<..jr . . 

program. Among-other things, the 
agency has consolidated them t,bq,se+ ,_ ,_ 
aspects of the proposal that, accord;ng 
to comments, should be designiifed as 
verification activities. Section 5 123.8 
contains little-in th~~+ayYXd&il that 
was notincluded in the proposed 
-regulations. In‘addi$on,it is designed to 
be generally consistent with the 
verification concepts expressed by ‘the*’ -‘ 
NACMdFi’as r=eqi&sted by comments, 
and at the.same time, not und~ul,y 
-burdensome. ‘. I)~‘X,i\.<. x ” _( ” , i/ , I. , m”_, 
3. Verifying the HACCP PIen. _ , _ 

for the HA&P plan (Ref. 34, pp. 188 c _ j * ; \d,S, ,a, a&?.;i..xl 
and 203). A change in any of these areas 
could necessitate a, change in the plan i. ;;;~g;‘tgy-bz+f6 i;ly new hazards 

that may have been introduced.,pr to ~ 
maintain preventive control over 
e$istiiig’ones. It is important to 

recognize that this list is not all 
inclusive. 

’ ” ‘Section-123,.6(a) requires that 
~“~~~~~~~~~~~‘~~~,~~~.~~*~ plans verify 

WZJ aspects of then HA~$I? systems: (1) 
That their HACCP plans are adequate to 
control food safety hazards that are ;. &wB&~&*,&.’ *I I+.. **a-* . 
reasonably likely to occur, and (2) that 

“‘%efr’plans are being effectively 
implemented. Verifying these two 
aspects is, essentially, what the 
NACMCF refers to as the first and, secona ~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~*.I - , I 

,,‘&if$ZiZ‘@Gf. 34, p. 201). 
/ ~;>-~*~“,i..‘% ‘. ,,. C,,, .~,C,,.\/“_ ‘.“.._ 

Section 123$(a)(l) requires that the 
‘plan reassessmentbe performed by an 
individual that has been trained in. HAccp in acco~d~~~~~~“.~,i..~~~~, ” _) 

This requirement’isalogical outgrowth 
of the proposed requirement in S 123.9 
that a HACCP-trained individuedbe 
responsible for the+initial~development 
of, and subsequent modif%i&s to, the 
HACCP plan. These kinds of, activities 
require an underst~andlng of the 
principles of HACCP and plan 
development as obtained through 
training that is at least equivalent to the 
course required in 5 123.10. 

Section 123.8(a)(l) also requires that, 
w&G’a reassessment reveals that the mcm ,i;l-&y~;id~~“m~~-~ .the 

processor shall immediately modify the 
II_ ‘_. 



plan. Failure of a processor to 
immediately modify its HAClcp plan 
after it has determined that the plan is 
inadequate would result in the 
processor dperating under a plan that is 
not in conformance with these 
regulations. 

FDA recognizes thet the methods that 
processorswiJ1 use to verify that the 
plan is still adequate will vary, based on 
individual preferences and past 
experience. FDA agrees.with comments 
that urged the agency to permit 
maximum flexibility in the development 
of verification procedures that are 
tailored to individual operations. 
Nonetheless, the agency encourages 
processors to consider the guidance in 
the March 20,1992, NACMCF 
publication, “Hazard Analysis and 
Critical Control PojntSystem.” 

Moreover, FDA believes that the best 
way for the agency to judge the merits. _ 
of a processor’s annual verification will 
be through its own continuing 
determinations of whether the 
processor’s overall HACCP system 
remains appropriate for the 
circumstances. These determinations 
will occur as a product of the agency’s 
on oing inspection 

%n this subject, F g 
rogram. 
A is sensitive to 

the comment that the absence of 
verification procedures from a HACCP “, 
plan should not, in and of itself, cause 
a food to be deemed adulterated under 
402(a)(4) of the act. Nonetheless, the 
absence of verification could jeopardize 
the likelihood’of sucrzess of the overall 
program. For example, monitoring a 
critical cooking step with a thermometer 
that has not been calibrated provides 
little assunmce that the CL is actually 
being met, and failure to review records 
may allow the-~absence of monitoring or 
improper, corrective action to go 
unnoticed for extended periods of t&e. 
Should the agency find itself in the 
position of having to react to the 
absence of adequate ver$cstion 
procedures in a processor’s HACCP 
plan, in deciding whether to bring 
regulatory action, the agency will 
consider the totality of the situation, 
and the likelihood that it would have pn 
adverse impact on the final food, as it 
would in considering a processor’s 
failure to meet any specific provision. 
4. Verifying the Implementation of the 
Plan 

The regulations at 5 123.8(a)(2) and 
(a)(3) require ongoing verificstion 
activities in addition to the annual 
reassessment. These ongoing activities 
are in keeping with de NACMCP’s view 
that verification must also take the form 
of “frequent reviews” (Ref. 34, p. 201). 
Frequent reviews relate primarily to 

whether the HACCP plan is functioning 
effectively on a day-to-day basis. It is 
important to note that, for the most part, 
the requirements in these sections were 
proposed in other parts of the 
regulations and are now being compiled 
in 5 123.8(a)(2) and (a)(3). Several 
comments ou these provisions pointed 
out that they were vWification steps and 
should be referred to as such. FDA 
agrees and has breught them together in 
this new verification section of the final 
regulations. Section 123.8(a)(2) requires 
that processor~keview.consumer “-. 
complaints (proposed at 5 1238(b)(4)), 
calibrate process munitoring 
instruments (proposed at 5 123.6(b)(4)), 
and perform periodic end-product or in- 
process testing, as appropriate, in 
accordance with written procedures.for 
these activities,& the HACCP Pliilan. 

Section II H. of this preamble 
addresses the rev&w of consumer - - 
complaints at some length. 

The provision on the calibration of 
monitoring instruments 
(5 i23,8(a)Ti2)(ii)j is brought forward” 
with no substantive chanae from&e 
proposiil. Calibration is,aG important 
activity and involves readily defined 
procedures that can easily be provided .- 
in the lan. 

Cali % ration can include de validation 
of computer hardware and software.” 
FDA proposed to require that the 1 _ 
H&XP plan detaz$ the methods of 
computer software validation to be used 
by the processor. FDA received a small 
number of comments both for and 
against computer software validation as 
a worthwhile part of verification. Two. 
comments supported the need for 
consumer sohare verification. But two 
comments suggested that computer 
software verification wo@d bean 
tmnecessary exPe&e because it would 
result in only marginally improved 
reliability. 

The agency has worked extensively 
withthe low-acid canned food industry 
to verify computer hardware and 
seft*are that the industry is now-using 
to operate or control various processing 
functions. That experience has 
demonstrated to FDA both the 
desirability and the feasibility of 
verifying computer hardware and 
software. For low-acid canned foods, the 
industry is using computers to perform 
several functions, including monitoring 
complianca with CL’s, controlling the 
procegsing operations, taking corrective 
actions, and recordkeeping (Ref. 221). 

In a HACCP system such as that being 
established for seafood by these 
regulations, FDA is interested in 
ensuring that hardware and software for 
computers that monitor compliance 
with a CL be verified. However, when 

computers are used as process- 
monitoring ‘instruments, they must be 
calibrated in accordance with 
S 1238(a)(2)@). The other functions that 
a computer can perform, as listed above, 
can be verified through procedures 
required elsewhere in these regulations 
(e.g., recordkeeping can be verified 
through the review of records by a 
trained individual in accordance with 
S 123.8(a)(3)). Consequently, the agency 
has concluded that it is not necessary- 
for these final regulations to include a 
specific requirement for computer 
validrition. 

Instead, the age&y acknowledges that 
the proper frequency of equipment 
calibration is entirely dependent upon 
the type of instrument and the 
conditions of its use. Therefore, PDA is 
not being prescriptive in this regard. 
FDA has, however, provided guidance 
onthe, subject in the draft Guide. 
Additional guidance should be 
obtainable from the manufacturer of the 
instrument. The nature and frequency of 
the cahbration effort should be 
determined at the time of-‘HAC*W plan 
development and shburd be included in 
de plan to ensure that it is. regularly 
and appropriately done. The agency is 
convinced that without such 
formalization, cahbmtion, which, for 
some instruments, may be done as 
ij&Z&&tly as once Per yeIrr,“iiiay be 
overlooked. : 
5. Product Testing 

75. Se&on 123(8)(a)(&rii), which 
lists the performing of end-product or 
in-process testing, is a new provision. 
FDA requested comment on What tests, 
including or in place of end-product 
testing, should be used to m,easure the 
success of the HA&P “program, both in 
terms of individual firms and the 
national program as a whole, and how 
frequently such tests should be 
administered (Ref. 208 at 4183). A large 
number of respondents addressed FDA’s 
request for comment. Approximately 
half of these comments’ supported the 
need for an end-product testing 
requirement. The other half objected to 
such a requireme$or suggested that the 
need should be determined on a case- 
by-case basis. 

A number of consumer advocacy 
organ&ations suggested that end 
product testing is essential because no 
other verification mechanism provides 
public confidence that HACCP programs 
are’actually resulting in a safer product. 
Seversi comments stated that regular 
microbiological testing would help a 
proce#or determine whether there are 
sour@%ef contamination that are not 
being controlled. 
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A few comments suggested that such 
testing should be performed more 
frequently during pian development and 
validation, and den reduced to some 
lower level as part%f a firm’s” ” “” _i 
verification efforts. Another comment 
suggested that testing shouldbe “- . 
performed quarterly by those processors 
with a poor record of compliance and 
annually by those with a good record. 

Several comments suggested that the 
need for and frequency of product 
analysis should be established as part of 
the HACCP plan development process. 
One of these comments noted that the 
frequency of testing may fluctuaie~‘~‘ ‘.. 
depending, in part, upon changes in 
personnel, raw materials, equipment, 
and product formulation. 

A number of comments stated that 
end-product testing is a ciuestic%blo’ J ‘- 
method for mea&&g the success of a 
HACCP system. One of these comments 
stated that end-product testing measures 
the effectiveness of the plan for a small, 
finite portion of production and has 
limited value in measuring the success 
of the HACCP plan overall. 

One comment stressed that finished 
product testing is contrary to the’ 

_. 

concept of HACCP;i.e., a reliance upon 
preventive controls at critical points 
throughout the system. Another 
comment contended that mandatory 
microbiological analysis of foods would 
be inappropriate because: (1) 
Statistically valid sampling programs for 
pathogens are not economically feasible 
because of the low incidence of 
pathogens in most foods; (2) the use‘of 
indicator organisms to predict de 
presence of pathogens is not always 
reliable and, where it is not, can become 
merely a test for aesthetics; and (3) 
microbiological analysis of foods is 
often costly, imprecise, and slow, and, 
therefore, not suitable for real time data 
generation. 

The agency acknowledges the 
shortcomings of product testing, 
especially microbiological testing, used 
for process control as pointed out by the 
comments. The NACMCF, in its 
comments in response to FDAs 
questions about product testing, 
reiterated its view that, while 
verification is essential to the success of 
HACCP, end-product testing has limited 
value for measuring the snccess of a 
HACCP system. ‘Comments also noted 
that in-process or finished product 
testing should not normally be a 
prerequisite for lot release under a 
HACCP program. 

However, FDA recognizes that many 
processors will find that product testing 
has a role to play in the verification of 
HACCP systems, and the agency tishes 
to encourage incorporation of testing 

into HACCPpl&is, &here appropriate. 
Consequently, the regulations at 
$ii3.8(a)(Z)(iii) list end-product and in- 
process testing as a verification activity 
at the option of the 

‘,‘$e agency prove 4 
rocessor. 
ed guidance 

concerning appropriate attributes for 
product testing in the draft Guide and 
intends to elaborate on itin the‘fimt 
edition of the Guide. : +. .:: 
6. Records Review. ; ‘̂ ~ , 

shipping products before the end of the 
shift (lot). Several comments also stated 
that holding a product until the HACCP 
records could be reviewed could result 
in a product being subjected to 
unfavorable conditions, during storage, 
zh$trld compromise both quality 

Severa I* comments urged that 
^_ processors be permitted to review the 

_4‘ HACCPrecords at the end of the day or 
-; at the end of the shift, even if this 

Section f3 12,3.8(a)(3) reotiires that a‘ 
trained individual review811 records fhat’ d6&ent ‘;;;~~...-~~~ri gf e@i, & 

taking of corrective actions, the 
calibrating of any process control ” 
instruments, and the performing of any 
end-product or in+rocess testing. The 
relview of HACCP records by a trained inci;~~d.~~r*~~s~~~s~~~~~~n the 

proposed regulations at 3 zn‘3%(b)..Tn ’ ” 
response to comments-that urged 
consistency with the recommendations 
of the NACMCF, FDA has designated*’ “*’ 
this,review a Verificati&‘f%ction for 
purposes of the final regulations and has 
included it in the section on vetific+& sl;~k~KGir~,t +sgp;jsga** 

regulations provided that a’HACCP- 
trained individual review the 
monitoring records, sanitation control 
records, and corrective action records before di?$--~fo< ‘of&G ‘p;oduyio“ 
which the records relate. Under the 
proposal, the individual’s revi&%ouid 
include records of process monitoring 
instrument calibration, because the 
agency characterized these records as 
monitoring records. 

The comments that FDA received on 
these provisions focused on the 
proposed requirement that the review 
by the trained individual o&n before 
the product could’be sliQ$?dX5&Ci ‘ 
comments objected, stating that such a 
review.before shipment was 
unnecessary, because under the 
corrective action provisions pf the 
proposed regulation, any CL deviation 
caught by the observer/operator would 
necessitate the segregation and holding 
of the affected product before shipment 
untif the safety of the product could be 
assured. One comment further stated 
that linking lot release to record &vie& 
before shipment underestimates the 
1eveI’of control attamable.throu$i the 
monitoring and corrective action 
principles of HACCP. ’ 

Comments from several processors 
and trade associations stated that, for 
some processors, ittiould bk 
impractical to withhold the ishipment of 
every lot until HACCP records could be 
verified and signed. These comments 
noted that, -9th the use of today’s high 5‘-“,k.e ,;*m”.c *. ai’; **c .A$% 
speed processmg hnes, it is normal 
practice for some processors to begin 

& i 

review occurred after distribution. 
Others suggested that record review 
should be performed within a 
“reasonable time” of production of the 
record. 

The agency remains convinced that 
the coupling of lot release with 
verification-type record review provides 
a valuable added level of safety 
assurance. This kind of record review 
before shipment is a regulatory 
mquirement for low-acid canned foods 
and acidified foods: FDA’s experience 
with these-industries is that record 
review before distribution has been 

:instrumental: in preventmg the 
introduction of potentially hazardous 
foods into commerce (Ref. 221). The 
agency encourages processors’to 
institute such a program whenever 
possible. 

However, FDA accepts from the 
comments that thg.proposed 
requirement would cause certain 
processors to delay shipping perishable 
products and thus present an 
unacceptable burden to them. The 
agency therefore is not requiring that 
record review occur before shipment. 

IJncoupling record review from lot 
release leaves as the primary purpose 
for record r&&v the periodic +&Yfi;;;;i,,~&~~ *e HACCP plan is 
appropriate and is being properly 
implemented. Record review needs to 
occur with sufficient frequency so as to 
ensure,that any problems in the design 
and implementation of the HACCP plan 
are uncovered promptly and to facilitate 
prompt xiiodifications. The concept is 
roughly that of a “feedback loop,” with 
information coming out of the record 
review process in such a timely manner 
‘thatit cm have impact on the 
production of subsequent lots of the 
product. 

FDAis convinced that a weekly 
review of HACGP *monitoring and 
corrective action records would provide 
the industry with the necessary 
fl%ibility to handle highly perishable 
commodities without interruption, 
while ~611 facilitating @e&y feedback 
of information.‘PDA is reluctant to _, allow the’rev;r~~f‘~~~~~i~~~~ro;;ed .by 

such language as “reasonable time,” out 
of concern for the confusion that it 
“~,.-.m _ 



would generate. FDA’s expeii&&‘with’ 
low-acid canned foods and acidified 
foods has demonstrated that review of *ese kinds of mcrjr;ls‘ls cti$c~gl. _ _ . 

verification tool. FDA is, therefore,’ 
adopting the proposed provision as 
S 123.,8(a)(3) with one revision.‘As‘set 
out in the final rule, it requires that the 
DACCP-trained individual review the 
monitoring records of CCP’s and the recor& aat dohent &e f”&t’-&~ ‘c;f” 
corrective actions within 1 week of the 
making of the records, rather’than before 
shipment, as a part of a processor’s ‘” 
Y,,&&ion activities (§ 123.8(a)(3) (i) 

FDA agrees, on the other hand, that 
this principle need not apply.to the 
review of records of such verification 
activities as.process,control instrument 
calibration and product testing.‘The 
frequency of these activities will be 
variable and dependent upon the 
HACCP plan development process. 
Consequently, setting a specific review 
frequency for these records is not 
warranted. Section i23.‘8(a)(3)(iii) 
reflects this conclusion. 

.^.“=n,, 
It requires that 

the HACCP+iined individual review 
the calibration records within a 
reasonable time after the records are 
made, rather than before any additiona. 
products are shipped.‘R “also app1ies.ttr.e 
same “reasonable time” standard to any 
end-product testing records that are 
made. 

The proposed regulations did not 
address de review of end-product 
testing records by a trained individual. 
The requirement in these final 
regulations for a review of such records 
reflects the principle contained in the 
proposal that there be a verification-type 
review by a trained individual of the 
HACCP records that are being&atedby 
the processor. In this respect, the 
responsibilities of the trained individual 
are unchanged from those that were 
contemplated in the proposal, although 
details relating to those responsibilities 
have been modified based on the 
comments. 

,. 

Section 5 123.8(b) requires that 
processors take appropriate corrective 
action whenever a review of a consumer 
complaint, or any other verification . 
procedure, reveals the need to do so. 
This provision is essentially a 
restatement of the proposal regarding 
consumer complaints, expanded to 
include the results of verification 
procedures for purposes of emphasis. 
Verification was not specifically 
included in the proposal. FDA is ’ 
including a reference to it here to. 
remind processors not to preclude the 
possibility that information obtained 
through verification could lead to the 
taking of a corrective action, This 

often than not, verification Lill not 
provide the kind of immediate feedback \:s ̂ _,./_ _,,“). .,- .” 
that the processor will receive from 

:, 

monitoring. Corre&ve‘a&ons‘base’d on 
information received through ” -’ . 
verification will be exceptions to the 
rule. However, processors should be 
mindful of the possibility. 

.__._ “‘?: v-&&-;.the “tiii,d .!&aiysis 

Section 123.8(c) requires that, 
whenever a processor does not have .a HAc.~p $‘& beGause a f;aztii&rtnali;fg 

-has got revealed any __ .,_a .._u(, food safetyhazards 
that are reasonably likely to occur and 
that ca”n. be,.,controlled-~Tough HXXP,“~ 
the grocessor must reassess the hazard 
analysis whenever a*change oC&irs‘ that” 
could reasonably affect whether such a. 
hazard exists. FDA has included 
examples of such changes in 5 123.8(&):” 
The list is ident& to that provided in 
S 123.8(a)(l), for when aplanmust be - 
reassessed. Consequently, any change in 
these factors should warrant a 
reassessment to be certain that a plan is 
stillnot needed. 

.F’bx Lfps %gm;*ti~b&d$;<,J&a;i 2.I .a 2 
,. __._“.. .., mtidat,ory HACCP syst& se ‘;$&;g; 

of verification applies equally to a 
decision that a HACCP, plan is not 
necessary ,& it does to a decision that - 1 6.. ,” 
the plan continues‘to be adequate:-‘ ’ 
Circumstances change, and processors 
must be alert to whether the exemption 
from the requirement to havea plan 
continues to apply to them. 

Section 123.8(d) requires that 
processors document calibration and 
product testing in records that are 
subject to’the recordkeeping 
requirements of the regulations iit 
S 123.9. The requirement’that records be 
kept of process monitoring instrument 
calibration was included ‘in the‘ 
proposed regulations at $‘f23.@bj(5*): * The requirement that records ;;f;;a;.’ ..I./ 

product testing be kept is consistent 
with the general recordkeeping 
principles of HACCP. The one exception 
is that FDA is not ieqitiring redords that 
document the review of consumer 
complaints. The agency-is satisfiedthai 
the requirement for a processor to 
review consumer complaints relating to 
potential safety concerns will be 
sufficient for this kind of verification 
activity. Moreover, as explained in the 
discussion of consumer complaints elsewi;e-“eyy.Q--; $r6Lhi6, m)A is 

persuaded that most consumer 
domplaints will involve matters 
unrelated to the mandatory HAC,CP 

,.> ; ,G 

system.- )_ \I.j j,J, ++ *il,i 31:_ ;.*.,,:.Z 

1. Background 
In the proposed regulations, FDA 

tentatively concluded that each 
processor’s HACCP system had to 
utilize any consumer complaints that 
the processor receives that allege a 
problem with product safety. Several 
provisions described how consumer 
bornplaints were to be used. In one, FDA 
proposed to require that a processor’s 
monitoring efforts include the use of 
consumer complaints, and that its 
‘l?Ae%P’pl;;li’reflect how they will be 
used. In a second provision, FDA 
proposed to require that, when a “~~~~e~~~~‘~~~~~ives a cOnSumer 
complaint that may be related to the 
‘performance of a CCP or that may reflect 
a CL deviation, de processor determine 
whether a corrective action is 
warranted, and, if so, take one in 
accordance with the specified corrective 
action procedures. FDA also proposed 
to require that the taking of such 
corrective actions be fully documented 
in records. Finally, FDA proposed to 
require that consumer complaints that 
relate to the operation of a CCP or to a 
possible?% deviation be included as 
part of the processor’s HACCP records 
and be available for agency review and 
copying. 

FDA’s rationale for proposing these 
requirements was that consumer 
complaints may be the first alert that a 
processor has that problems are 
occurring that are not being detected or 
prevented by the processor’s HACCP 
controls. While the goal of a HACCP 
system is to prevent all likely hazards 
from occurring, no system is foolproof. 
The agency tentatively 
concluded,therefore, that each HA,CCP _,,” i,‘ *“*/” I” “b”, _“._lCI”, 
system should take advantage bf 
consumer complaints as they relate to 
the operat&‘bf CCP’s. FDA also 
tentatively concluded that it might be 
IM%sF~ for the agency to review those 
Fbmplaints in order to be able to verify 
whether a processor is taking necessary 
steps to review its HACCP controls and 
take corrective actions as necessary in 
response to consumer complaints. The 
agency emphasized that it was referring 
solely to complaints relating to the 
operation of the HACCP CCP’s (i.e., 
dose that allege a problem with human 
food safety) and not to consumer 
complaints generally. 
2. Consumer Complaints as Verification 
Tools -.“’ 

76. FDA received a large number of 
qmments on the advisability of 
handling consumer complaints in the 
manner that the agency proposed. 
+~erally speaking, the comments 



addressed two broad issues: Whether 
consumer complaints are relevant to a 
HACCP system, and ‘if they are &l&G& 
how they should‘be used. The question 
of whether FDA should have access to 
consumercompli$ints was a sigr3fGn 
concern that comments found germane 
to both issues. Approximately one-fifth ,. 
of the comments supported the 
proposed system or a variant. of the, 
system (i.e., they believed that 
consumer complaints are relevant to a 
HACCP system). Some of those who 
voiced general support urged more 
comprehensive agency access to 
consumeri%mplaints, and others urged 
that some restriction on agency’acicess 
be put in place. The remaining 
approximately four-fifths of the 
comments, principallyfromseafood and 
other food processors and trade 
associations, argued that consumer 
complaints have no place in a HACCP 
system. 

Those comments that opposed the 
mandatory use of con.sumer complaints 
in a HACCP system provided.avariety 
of reasons. The comments argued that 
consumercomplaints are generally; (1) 
Unrelated to the safety of the product; 
(2) not received in a timely manner that 
would facilX& control of the process 
and are, in this way, akin to finished 
product testing; (3) erroneous and 
sometimes exaggerated or fraudulent; (4) 
vague; (5) subjective and nonscientific; 
(6) assoc@ted with hazards that develop 
during transportation, storage, and retail 
marketing, rather than processing, if 
they identify food safety hazards of any 
kind; (7) not traceable to a specific 
processing plant or lot of product; and 
(8) not readily associated with a specific 
CCP or CL failure, even where it is likely that they are .$g;ziGit”b’ri.‘* I. ‘ 

problem during processing. These 
comments asserted that, therefore, 
consumer .complaints are not an 
appropriate monitoring tool. 

A number of these comments 
suggested that, given the problems listed 
above, sorting througb the large volume 
of consumer complaints that are 
received by most large firms to identify 
those few that might be able to be‘l‘inked 
to the performance of a specific+CCP”“‘*““” 
would be a waste of both the processor’s 
and the agency’s time. These comments 
stated that such a review of consumer 
complaints would divert their efforts 
from more productive tasks. 

Several comments raised additional 
questions about consumer complaints as a HAc.cp veyitikiiro;;“f,-;~.yhey 

suggested that there are better, more 
effective means of verifying that the 
HACCP plan is working properly. These 
suggestions are covered in the, 
“Verification” section of this prearnbl‘e. 

_. 

These comments further argued that 
conswer complaints are not identified +,, L. - 
in the NACMCF recommendetions as a 
useful verification tobi. 

A relatively small, diverse group of 
comments, including tlios~from a 
seafood processor, a seafood trade 
association, a State regulatory agency, 
an individual, and a professional 
organization, supported the liaridhng of 
consumer complaints as proposed. One 
of these comments suggested that 
consumer complaints-could be useful m~~~~ff-&~~o verify s-i hroc~~~~rs, iu 

HACCP programs are “effective. 
,,-Ano.$er group of comments, from 

)_ , ,  

legitimate verification purpose in a 
HACCP system. 

While consumer complaints are not J 
specifically addressed in the NACMCF 
HACCP recommendations, the 
verification portion of that document 
states, in part, that verification 
inspections should be conducted, “when fodd$ F<gxGigJ I;i‘grbeen 

implicated as a vehicle of foodbone 
disease.” This statement is a recognition 
that information from sources outside 
the processing plant can and should be 
considered in the verification of a H~c~~~~.-i^;i~~~~,~~~iBiiijA,s 

‘experience that consumer injury or 
illness complaints to the agency consumer advocacy organizations and a 

State regulatory agency, agreed that a ~““occasionally point out nroblems 
traceable to defective c&rols at the 
food processing facility (Ref. 207). 
Where information thathas potential 
relevance to food safety is available to 
a processora~a*&#uIt of its own 
consumer complaint system, it is 
entirely appropriate for the processor to 
consider that infosat;.on in assessing 
the adequacy of its HACCP~program, 
FDA accepts the possibility that many, 
if not most, consumer Complaints that a 
processor receives will not be germane 
to safety, that many will tunout not to 
be valid, and that others will relate to 
events at retail or that are otherwise 
beyond the ability of the processor to 
control. Nonetheless, FDA strongly 
believes-and the-comments support 
this view-that a responsible processor 
will at least review consumer 
complaints to determine their potential 
value and take steps to correct the 
product or the process, when such stops 
are warranted. 

consume~otiplaints -sre &r appropriate 
part of HACCP. One of the comments 
noted that the consumer performs the 
final quality control check, and that if 
a consumer finds a problem egregious 
enough to take the time to write a letter, 
the information contained in that ietier 
should be considered in &ry evaiuation 
of the adequacy of the relevant HACCP 
plan. The comment further argued that 
consumer complaints could bring to 
light unidentified CCP’s. This benefit, 
the comment contended, would not be 
possible under the proposedregulations 
because the agency limited consumer 
complaints in a HACCP system to 8iose‘ 
that may be related to a CL deviatioh’at 
an edsting CCP. Finiilly, one of the’ 
comments noted that the inclusion of 
consumer complaint access in the 
proposed regulations is the one area in 
which the agency de&&s on its “water 
to table” commitment. 

FDA is persuaded that consumer 
complaints generally will not make an 
effective monitoring tool in a HACCP 
system, primarily because they tendnot 
to provide the kind,of immediate, 
reliable feedback expected Gf a%ACCP- 
monitoring system. FDA agrees with the 
comments that suggested that 
monti&ing procedures under HACCP r” _ 
must provide the processor witb’~ 
immediate feedback on whether the tiroc6k, is G~~PCb~~~~f .$y 

scientifically sound: 
^ “‘~A~<@ persuaded, however, that 
consumer complaints &re irrelevant td 
HACCP “systems. The agency received 
no comments that wese able to 
demonstrate that outside sources of _ 
informatJon, shquld~not, -where- .- 
appropriate, supplement a process~or’s 
own monitoring as a way of determining 
whether the process is in control. 
Moreover, a number of comments stated 
that they go to some lengths to examine 
the con.su,mer~complaints that they 
receive. The question, then, is whether 
consumer complaints can se,rve some- 

FDA has concluded, therefore, that 
processors should evaluate the 
consumercomplaints that they receive 
to determine whether,t.$e complaints 
relate to the performance of CCP’s, or 
reveal the existence of unidentified 
CCP’s, as part of their HACCP 
verification procedures. The agency 
acknowledges that the-abse’nce of 
consumer complaints does not, by itself, 
verify the adequacy of a HACCP system. 
However, after taking into account all 
the concerns raised by the comments, 
the agency is of the view that those 
consumer complaints that a processor 
does receive, and that allege a safety 
problem, can be of value as a 
verification tool and should serve that 
purpose. This conchtsion is reflected in 
the requirements of § 123.8 of these final 
regulations (see,discussion in the 
‘Verification” section of this preamble), 
which lists the review of consumer 
compl’aints as an appropriate 
verification activity (5 123.8(a)(2)(i)). 

As explained earlier in this preamble, 
because the agency regards consumer \.,,,“. “. . . 



complaints as a verification tool rather 
than a monitoring tool, FDA has 
modified § 123.6(c)(4) to eliminate the 
proposal requirement that the HACCP 
plan describe how consumer complaints . . . . ” ” b I‘ 
will be-used in the monitoring of CCP’s. 
The agency has also modified 
S 123+6(c)(7) to eliminate the proposed 
requirement-that &msymer,~omplaints 
be part of a processor’s HA@!- 
monitoring records. 

FDA has concluded that when a 
review of a consumer c,ompiaint~reveals 
a need for the processor to take 
corrective action (e.g., recall, 
destruction, or reprocessing of the 
product or modification of the process 
io reduce the risk of reocctnrerice of the , .-m*-lll. ca. “a,. .**>,“iiiv,,,~-a.-m 
nroblemI. such &ion must be taken in 
Lonfonn-ante with the. applicable ‘. 
corrective action procedures of these.. 
regul&ions. This conclusions is reflected 
in of ij 1%8(b) which states that ‘- 
processors shall immediately follow the 
procedures in S 123.7 whenever a, 
review of a consumer compl&it, or’any 
other verification procedure, reveals the 
need to take a corrective action. The comecG;e actio;n pr&~s~&g~&- “I’,’ 
discussed in the “C~~~cti_v~p$io,~sT~,, 
section of this oreamble. 

As suggested by several of the ‘,. . 
comments, records of corrective action 
relative to consurner.Fomplaints’~~~~~ 
not include the original consumer 
complaint. However, it is unlikely that 
a comprehensive record of the.. , _ 
corrective action taken coul,d be% “__ 
generated without at least “the driti~il :,, 
information contained in the complaint, 

1. 

such as the nsture of the complaint and 
identification of the prod& in 
question. 1dentificatio.n of the complainant is not ,l&el;i*fb-~; -g&&l; ‘- 

3. Agency Access to Consumer’ 
Complaints ’ 

77. Many comments questioned ’ 
whether FDA shou.1.d have. cyp+ $0 
consumer complaints. Several 
comments argued that no other food 
industry is required to provide access to 
consumer complaints. A few 
specifically cited the absence of suc.h a 
requirement in the low:aci,d .canne.d , 
foods regulations (part 113). 

One comment noted that,DA hasp. I 
methods other than access to a* ’ ” 
company’s consumer compiaint ‘file to 
obtain information about product 
defects that affect safety, including 
direct calls from consumers and health 
professionals, MedWht&~&d’~elpor&g 
to the Center for Disease Control and . ‘. .,, 
Prevention (CDC). Another comment 
suggested that it would be more $“&nt 
to devise a system whereby consumers 
are encouraged to submit complaints 
about product safety directly to FDA 

rather than to mandate access to . . . . A\ ‘) i _ hl 
corporate files. 

L . “a ,a.- ,:I _,r 1, i ,,:... I Unquestionably, FDA has an essential r e.,,--i ^, %*.l “*, 
role to play as a regulatory verifier of 

‘-HA@%. As described earlier. the agencv Several comments. suggested that coii~~~~-~~~~~~~~‘,~les should remain 
a~p%‘ate~‘&npany matter, and that open 
a03& to these files is likely to result in feguIat;G- ~.b;use.‘,~~~~~~~mment;s _ 

further argued that, by mandating 
complaint file access, the agency.would 
penalize those firms with good 
consumer ‘complaint gathering systems 
and possibly~ deter others from 

received a number pf ,~omments thgt * _I ,. _ 
raised concerns about the veracity of a 
mandatory HACCP system in the 
absentie of adequate regulatory review. 
Moreover, FDA has concluded &t-this 
role cannot be carried. out without the 
ability to review HACCP plans and a 
ntiow category of processor’s records 
(i.e., those that relate to. howa processor 
is controlling the critical safety aspects 
of its operations). The agency is not 
interested in expanding this access 
beyond those records that are the 
minimum necessary to CriiYy out this -iponsi6irii~~. dl 

de&lo 
A re P. 

ing such systems. 
atively small, diverse group of 

comments, including seafood 
processors, a seafood trsde association, 
and a Federal government agency, 
submitted that, while it is appropriate y$pf$JA~~~~Pmaaf~ -~if~rocess6rs 
;tiIi’~~~~~~~~~~~a~~~~ints in 

assessing the effectiveness of their 
We@ program, it is not necessary for ’ 
the agency to have direct accessto the 
firms’ complaint files. The comments. 

_ 

suggestedtwo alternatives to providing 
direct access to complaint files: (1) 
Allqm&g processors to prepare Notices 
of Unusual Occurrence and CornaCtive x.Kcc[~(+g,AT”&;i ~,~;&f-g $/ i 

a&%Xikeii in response to donsumer 
‘&<$%$%%atreelate to product safaty; 
or (2) allowing processors- to prepare a 
m&ix of complaints, as is cUrre;ltly ‘*.) -_w ye ,,,,_ --“x*~.?vL, 
used m the voluntarv, fee-for-service 
HA&P prog&n being operated by 
NMFS. , , , , 

Others in this group suggested that 
‘PDXKG *aCi;eSs. only to written ---61&-n{&y”~~ to consumer 

E&plaints, as opposed to trade 
co-n&aims, which the comment argued * 
are ,often submitted for commer~isl~ advanyige onlyf C6--, .-~“v-~6.f~~Gf~d y 

that it would be impossible for 
prodessiiig vessels to retain consumer 
complaints on board the,. vessel, and that 
provision should be made for these to be _ -..w* . . . . . . 
stored at the corporate office. Other 
comments urged that FDA access. to 
&nsumer tiomplaints not include the 
&iG t’Z’Gpjr them, or that, in some 

j 

other way, they be protected from 
public disclosure. 
- Another group of comments, 
comno%l of consumer advocacy 
*o$$inizations’and a Stats,regulaiory 
,agency; urged that all consumer ‘,I “,, *.- ,/ complaints, regardless of their potential 
?eT&ion,ssip to product safety, be 
included-in. a proGssoi~s H.ACCP 
records and be available for,FDA 
review. These comments suggested that “I i .e w _YSL 1 d i. > ,~*,>~~+.*“+,s$.de a*-& .‘i ,A “-*a 
the FDA mvestigator should make the 
determination of which &i$i&.& are e i~~,,,.P.“.“~~,~~~. .*x%* ,~ ,.~b%.k-i.>, ^:l_,-iuXr.“l”*l 
relevant for follow up rather than the 

/ &&ky further sugested that the 
‘investigator can ignore any complaints 
that are not relevant to safety controls at the processir;i~~.~i~~ *. _iL 

With regard to consumer complaints, 
FDA is persuaded by the comments that, 
especially when used as HACCP 
verification records rather than,HACCP- 
monitoring records as originally 
proposed, the public health benefits -that 
may accrue from agency access to these 
kinds ofrecords w>ould probably be 
minGma and are outweighed by the 
cwpxns that have been expressed. FDA’is‘-~~~s~~~~~f;“at’agency retiew of 
a processor’s overallverification 
scheme, plus access to records that 
document any corrective actions that 
were taken as a result of information 
obtained through consumer complaints, 
review of those complaints that 
consumers re~gularly send to the agency, 
the abiliy’to conduct unannounced 
inspections, and access to monitoring 
records and plans, should be enough for 
FDA to ,adequately verify processor’s 
HACCP systems. ” -- 

,FDA also accepts that the burden on 
processdrs‘ifthey had to segregate 
complaints that have a potential 
relstioLnship to product safety from 
those that relate to product quality, 
economic issues, customer satisfaction, .,..” /.- b<_ 
&d other nonsafety‘issues, wciuldbe $feat &&.i;g$w&ted by any 
potential gain in product safety. Many 
firms would have to take this step to 
make,safety-related complaints available 
to PDI3A. Similarly, the agency recognizes 
that a .&nifi&nt burden would be 
placed <pan its inspectional force if it 
had to verify that a processor had 
pro 

K ‘y 
erl categorized its complaints. 

T e s ternative ofFD.A.having access 
to all consumer complaints and making 
its own determinations about which 
relate to safety; Z s’ome~‘Gomments .,“jl_ “i” .s *. “.S.‘\ et 
suggested, IS simply not practicable. In 
addition it is not the desire of FDA to ._ ._ 9 
penalize those f?rms~.thathave large, 
expensive complaint gathering systems, 
by mandating that they provide all 
information so gathered for agency 
review, or to discourage others from 
developing such systems. 



In the preamble to the proposed 
regulations, FDA stated that, more thrr 
half of de seafood-related consumer 
complaints that it receives relate to 
product quality, filth, and economic i 
deception concerns. Access to. all 
consumer complaints is, therefore, 
unnecessary to ensure product safety. 

FDA has, therefore? removed from 
what is.now 5 123.9(c) de requirement ’ 
that consumer complaints relating to 
safety be available to the agency. The 
agency reiterates, however, that 
processors should utilize all available 
information as they evaluate the 
adequacy of their HACCP plans and. 
their implementation. Consumer 
complaints are one potential source of 
information, and a, significant group of 
comments recognized the value of 
consumer complaints in the verification 
process. 
I. Records 

FDA proposed that records required 
by the regulations: (1) Contain certain 
information, (2) be completed at the 
time of the activity, (3) be signed by the 
operator or obseFer, (4) be reviewed for 
completeness and compliance with the 
HACCP plan and signed and dated by 
de reviewer, (5) be retained for 
specified periods of time, and (6) be 
available for review and copying by __ - 
FDA. 

FDA received a~ large number of 
comments that addressed these, 
proposed recordkeeping requirements. 
These comments w.ere from a diverse 
group of commenters, including large 
and small processors, trade associations. 
individuals, Federal, State, and foreign 
government agencies, consumer 
advocacy groups, professional societies‘, 
and academics. Several comments 
provided arguments that support the‘ 
need in a mandatory HACCP program 
for records in general, and none 
specifically argued in opposition to that 
concept. Most of the comments 
addressed specific issues that relate to recor&e&ping.‘. .- -: i ’ ! - 

Those comments that supported the 
need for records stated that 
recordkeeping is a key component. of 
HACCP. One processor’s comment 
noted that HACCP recordsmust bekept 
in good order so that problems can be 
easily tracked to their root cause. C&e 
comment stated that HACCP records 
facilitate an evaluation of safety .I*‘” ’ *’ - 
conditions over time, rather than 
through a “snap shot” inspection. 
Another processor noted that EIACCP 
recordkeeping is not overly 
burdensome, and that the proposed 
regulations would not require it to 
maintain any records in addition to 
those that it already maintains. ,) __ 

1. Details and Signatures ’ 
78. mA.propos;$ *at ali g&j.y Z’,. *: 

monitoring records (including records of 
process-monitoring instrument 
calibration), sanitati~o~n control, records,, 
and corrective action,recordsVidkn8y“ 

I 

the datedof the activity that the record 
reflects. One comment. recommended 
that the final regulations should. also 
require that the time of each observation 
be recorded, to make it easier to,link 
records to specific lots of product. A 
comment from a trade association 
requested that the records be required to 
identify the establishnient.‘where the 
activity occurred to reduce the potential 
for confusion in firms with multiple 
processing facilities. 

FDA agrees with both comments that 
the date and time on records will help to c~~ect”~n‘fo~~~o~~~~.~thefe~;j~~s to 
speci~~-~i;~~.~~~~~~~~~~~,,~~~~~~ ,&- r. .I 

name and location-of the processor will 
help link information to a specific 
processing facility. 

The agency haSi therefore, modified~~ 
§ 12%9(a)(l)and (a)(2) to state, in part, 
that the required records must include: 
“(1) The name and location of the 
processor or importer; (2) The date and. 
time of the activity that the record 
reflects.” 

79. FDA proposed to require that 
HACCP-monitoring records (including 
records of process-monitoring 
instrument calibration) and sanitation 
control records be signed by the 
observer/operator. A few comments 
supported the proposed requirement on 
the grounds that it fosters accuracy and 
accountability in the recordkeeping 
process; One comment. opposed the 
proposed requirement, raising concern 
about the legal liability that it imposed 
upon the workers that sign the records. 
A few comments suggested that the 
observer/operator be allowed to initial, 
instead of sign, the records. _ 

FDA agrees with the comment&hat +‘: 
suggested that a signature on monito.ring 
and sanitation control records is 
necessary to ensure a.ccounta.biiity in 
the recordkeeping process. FDA’also 
hopes that it will enhance workers’ 
sense of responsibility and pride in their 
participation in the HACCP system of 
preventive contfols. Regarding worker 
liability, those that deliberately falsify 
i%c@ds are liable whether they sign the 
records or not. In any event, the 
falsification’of records, cannot be 
condoned and should not be tolerated _ hy proce.sorsI. . . ,. 

FDA further agrees that the purpose 
for the observer/ operator’s signature is 
achieve’d?f:t&e observer/operator either .” (., ,..., _. 
signs or initials the monitoring records. 

FDA proposed to’require the signature 
of the observer/operator on all records 
involving’observations or measurements 
made during processing or related 
activities. This specification of the kinds 
of records in which signatures were 
required would have had the effect of 
exempting consumer complaints, which 
were considered to be monitoring 
records in the proposal from this 
requirement. However; the use of 
consumer complaints as monitoring 
records has not been carried forward to 
these final regulations. Consequently, 
limiting the records that must be signed 
to involving observations or 
measurements is no longer necessary, 
and FDA has deleted it,for purposes of 
clarification (see 5 123.9(a)). 

FDA has also deleted,the proposed 
provision that the observer/operator 
need not sign corrective action records. 
The agency proposed to require that 
only a trained individual. sign these 
records. FDA is requiring the signature 
or initials of the observer/operator on 
corrective action records in order to be 
consistent with the’corrective action 
provisions of theseregulations. In 
$j 123.7, for-example, processors may 
now’predetermine their corrective 
actions.in ways that empower observer/ 
operators to take corrective measures, 
especially in the absence of a trained 
individual. The lik&ood,,~,at a.mined 
individual might not be present at the”’ 
momenkwhep a cpmective .&-?9 G”g+ 
be initiated is enh&edby the fact that ’ 
such“& &d&i&al’ need not be an 
employee of the processor (see 
g‘T"23'.TO). %onversely, the presence of a 
trained individual during the initiation 
of a corrective actionneed not preclude 
the obsenier?operator from taking 
corrective steps, as appropriate. Finally, 
the agency has concluded that the 
burden imposed by requiring the 
signature or initials of the observer/ 
operator whenever! that individual 
participates in the making of a 
corrective action record is 
inconsequential. 

80. Several comments questioned 
whether the proposed requirement that 
monitoring records include the 
“identity of the product, product code 
* * *,” meant that all fish and fishery 
products were required to bear a 
product code. 

It was not the intent of the agency to 
require product codes on such products, 
only to require that they be listed on 
appropriate records when they are used. 
The purpose of the proposed 
requirement was to facilitate linkage 
between records and product. To clarify 
this point; FDA has modified what is 
now 0 1239(a)(4) to read, “(4) Where I / 



appropriate, the identity of the product 
tid the production code, if any.” 

81. Several comments suggested that 
FDA not specify the‘components of 
required records. Theses $o~~n~~,. 
argued that many processors have _*, 
existing forms that.can .appropriateiy be 
used asHACCP records. 

It is noi l?DA’i ‘inSit in § 123.9(a) to 
sue& record’formatorcontent, beyond 
c&tain minimum, essential 
components. Proces&s ~~.e~~~.~a~~d 
to use exismg records, making 
modifications only as necessary to meet 
the previously described requirements. 
2. Retention and Storage 

FDA proposed to require that 
processors retainmonitor$rg (including 
process monitoring instrument 
calibration), sanitation control, and 
corrective action,records. for 1 year after the date tiit ti~y-~.w~+h-+~~d for 

refrigerated products and for 2 years for 
frozen,or preserved products. FDA~also., 
proposed that records usedto, 
substantiate the adequacy of equipment 
or processes be““mtained for 2 years after 
the date that they applyto $oducts 
being r&%&d. 

82. !i everal comments stated that _ 
these proposed”&$tion @i@~$&$fO$J 
long. Most of these commen@~,~suggested 
record retention times of from 99-:days 
to 1 yea for refrige~~~~$“ijj~~.~~d 
from 6 months,fo 1 year for frozen 
products. One comment argued that .l . “4,‘.;mr 
year is a sufficient penod for record 
retention unless the records relate to a 
CL &vi&&%,‘& d&k; I%? &$7slib&l 
be held for S‘years. Another c?mtient 
urged that the agency not mandate ,, 
record retention times but~require 
processors to i&Gnti~app%priate 
retention time requirements in their 
HACCP plans. ,” ” 

FDA rejects those comments t&t,, 
requested a reduction in “theproposed --_ -,.i.~ .“,4&,am*e ._ 
mandatory record retentmp period. 
While it may be true that most:~ ,_ 
refrigerated products will be tmus$lpre I, 
within 96 days, as suggested by one of 
the comments, retention times of less \‘ J-“.,,, ,.‘,-;,..* 
than 1 year-do not provide for sufficrent” 
access for the processor’s,~r.~~‘s’*’ 
verification activities. (See r&ZsZd’~ “’ 
$I 123,8(.&i) and”~theaccompanying 
preamble discussion of the minimum,l: .l.‘.l...L.“i/,.I , *A< “+,‘,,,L,+ 
year frequency of plan reassessment.) 
No new, substantive commen;.wJas” 
provided relative to record retentron’ a . . . ..a .,^, %, “rihl,>_,i 
times for frozen or preserved products 
that would w&+it a~ r$@on for those 
products. 

(.. a: ,,r” 5 ~&;+,~ 

Thus,‘PDA has made no changes to 
$j 123.96). 

,.- ,. 

83. FDA proposed that, in the case of 
processing facilities that close between 
seasonal packs, records‘c‘;;;~~i;~‘“-‘~ “-- ‘,’ 

processing vessels and remote : 
processing sites and ,!%?,a @$ -, _l. ; 
association requested that FDA allo-w , 

,\,::< 

HACCP records,tqbekept on the 
processing vessel or remote site for a -. .~. I__ r i>.**. ,..+,* ALI 
period of time and then be transferred _) _ ,a* a.* (> 1 . . “.~“)“~“‘&> “,iny ,“x, _ x,~, _ 
permanently to the processor S 
corporate, or closest business .officeJ ‘Ihe 
comments argued that the records in .; >.a-.*“.. ,U”S *a* )*A.+ * _* <,, 
those locations would be more easgy stored, safei,, ~~J-“fy _ ,* * 

accessible to regulators than they would 
be at remote sites andon~processing 
vessels, Additio&ily,‘ty argued that 
corporate verification activities.ofJ$n., y ,Ik 
would be performed at the land-based .j __ * /) y.6v a”“,L.hmwa$$ &><,ig 
facilities, Transfer of the records t0 , ,, T&1 l.*y* ” ,~*~~-~i‘~~~~~i:,*,, .*“r.ip 
these facilities-would promote ,,, i-.‘,~~~~~.~~.~rz?,Ji=~. ver_lr-i ‘“L 
verification in these circumstances: “,” .y .,+*lo”a~ *“,&a.J~ ihmvp,~~~~~;;, t*-.6*ir j, 
Comments opposmg the reqmrement 
that the records be returned to a . ,. ̂ -*:.*+, .-A-a*iYNr a *oli g ~ ” 
seasonally closeXfG$ty once the,. 
facilities reopened expressed concern 
that return, of.the records to the , __^.. .+“*A3 )._. “,>,< 
reopened locatGZGild result ins lost 
records. 

.a. ., (.*l/“i* . . ...” _/ .I. i.~, z.v..;~.^ -.; 

FDA has been persuaded to 
accommodate: the difficulties as&iated _1 .- ^.“I_, i-l-rrrnui*4.+u- ^li “-X.apa?-*~ I,> wn^ “2&,‘., r, 4 
with record storage on processmg 
vessels and re,m.ote processing sites by 
allowing HACCP records to be moved c .,-~,-a^ I a., hm such facili.ies to moQgy-““= d&r-“-:/-- s* 
reasonabljr‘a^cc~~~~~i~~i~~~~~~“~t. *e .@ 

of the seasonal pack w&h&& requiring 
that the records all be ret~e~d~Sf!?:xt;F$,~;,. 
following season”iF~~~;.‘s”iie;)~~~.“ ‘ 
Additionally, the agency will, as 
proposed, allow HACCP records,@cm.~, ,, 
any facility that is.closed between _ . 

‘seasonal packs to be permanently 

f994 (59 FR 4516b);FDA proposed 
separate regulations~at 2-l CFR I,1 that, 
if adopted, will become the standard for 
determining what constitutes, 
appropriate controls for electyonic~ 
records, electronic signatures, and 
handwritten signatures executed to 
electronic records. &he inter@, 
processors are encouraged to look to 
industry standard& guidance. 
3. Confidentiality of Records jI “I _a*. 

85. In the preamble,to the proposed 
regulation, FDA stated that, as a 
preliminary matter, HACCP plans and 
monitoring records appear to fall within 
the bounds of tmde,seFet or 
commercial, confidentialinformation. < .C”, -j n-2nr** “>~;;i,- L .,I ‘<< ,,.,,. lb,.. _ 
a&would, therefore, be protected from _ ‘I ‘or- public dlsclcsure by section 301(j) of the 
act (21 ~.S.C..331) and by de Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA) and the 
Department. of Health and Human _ se--. w, **, I .r,iub,,i,, jr ~“j /_ , 
Services (DHHS) and l%A regulations 
promulgated purstiant to t?less ?$v~g> 
FDA specifically invited comment on 
the issue of public, d&&sure cf,~IACCP _ 
records’ahd on whether FDA has any ., I, * ” a** ‘*,d.’ ./ , 
discretion about*t% releasabrhty of any j@&$.i~;-~3~, -&%i;fah$o &&$ntually 

have in its possession:, A, large number 
of comments responded to FDA’S 
re+estfor cGimient , especially in the 
context of the provision in the 
reguletions (8 123.9(c) in this final rule), 
that provides that all required records 
and plans must be available for review “... --. .._.- ,I .,,/ ̂I,” .+.A _^‘ ,. 
and copying. 

A large number,of,comments, from , ._,. _ 
processors, trade associations, 
professional associatims, State and 

accessible location. However, PDA 
Federal agencies, and individuals, 

-points out,hat; i;;‘;oiZQ@%~ the 
contended that ~CCP r~~~~~~,.?-f-~ ,i ,“;“l(. ,A>, +y. L, 

agency will need’ioextime processmg 
pia& are trade seG$Xd should” under 

_ .* __w. -*.a- - “no circumstances be released to the 
records onsite in order to conduct an 

, ,a’,.“>“i”a,~ .>,, “il. 
-.--oy-“*)’ “..y I<. *, 

effe&ve v&&x%%%$%‘%i~ For thrs- 
public. Comment$!rom several 

reason, records”%ithe so stored-that 
consumer advocacy g&i@‘&$G%xl .- -.; : 

they can be promptly reti&% to the - 
that in many’cCs&IIACCP records and 

processing facility upon demand by 
$&is will not co,ntain trade secret 
information or will contai,n*only limited 

FDA. In order to maintain inspectional “I - w* ‘.~“.“4a,.,“~~r’c*l,. * 
efficiency, the trme period between an 

trade secret inforK&on~and that the . . “. . 

IDA request for therecords and their 
nonsecret parts (i.e., most cf their 

&val should not ordinarily exceed 24 
_ contents) should, therefore, be available 

I _ ̂ j,- ,j ._ ̂ U L”i(r 2. * “,<y**,,. to the public. ” ,~ 
hours. 

_ 
Many of the comments that supported 

84. Several comments Urged FDA to protection from pubiic discj’&ure urged 
$g”%gf;f th&“&e’̂ ;;f ;bhputers to * that the fin& regulations contain 
‘&&intd HAC@%&%. I ” controls over the agency’s access to, and I ,.i., .,,> .._< “.,,I -I, ’ -. ., ,, _ ; _, i _’ 



copying of, HACCP plans and records as 
the only guaranteed way to ensure 
confidentiality. The comments argued 
that the potential harm from exposureof 
HACCP plans and records to 
competitors or to-the public is 
considerable and carries the threat of 
increased costs, misuse, and damage to 
the integrity of a firm and its products. 

Several comments contended that 
HACCP recor& wiiibe trade secret 
because they will be process-specific 
and, therefore, will contain such 
information as processing times and 
temperatures. They stated that these 
processing parameters may differ from 
company to company based on product 
formulas. 

A few comments argued that there is 
no precedent for public access to 
industry-generated records. Some of 
these comments stated that processing 
records are regarded as @de secret 
under the LACF regulations? and they 
noted that S 108.35(d)(3)(ii) d&iis 
processing information submitted to 
FDA to be trade se&et within the 
meaning of 301(j) of the act and within ’ 
the meaning of the FOIA; Other 
comments, asked. that FDA protect 
HACCP plans and records in the same 
way that the agency protects processing 
and quality control data that are 
submitted to FDA under cooperative 
quality assurance agreements (i.e., 
manufacturing methods or processes, 
including quality control procedures, 

I 

are deemed not tqbe,releasable unless 
the information that.they contain has 
already been released or is otherwise no 
longer trade secret or confidential 
commercial per 5s 2.0: 1 l?,(d)(2) and 
;;:;:)21 CFR 20.$11(d)(2) and 

Several comments suggested that FDA 
specifically declare that: (1) HACK? * .’ 
plans and records are trade,secrets; (2) 
section 301(j) of the act and the FGIA 
prohibit disclosure of trade secret or 
confidential commercial information 
and give the agency no discretion 
whether to release these types of 
records: and (3) S 20.81 provides for 
disclosure of trade secret or confidential 
commercial information only if the 
information has b,een previously 
disclosed to the public. 

One comment proposed that, if FDA 
felt obliged to release. some HACCP- 
related information pursuant to FOIA 
requests, reports of regular inspections 
be released instead of HACCP plans and 
records, because such reports are likely 
to contain less sensitive information. 
Another comment suggested that, to 
avoid releasing proprietary information, 
the agency should describe or explain 
information that-is contained in HACCP 
plans and records in genera! terms 

rather than release the records 
themselves. The comment asserted that 
this step would serve to inform, 
consumers about the relative, safety of 
the product and the effedtiveness of the 
HACCP system, while notdivulging 
specific process parameters that are 
trade secret or confidential commercial. 

Conversely, comments from consumer’ 
advocticy groi.ips-Qi%d that, for the 
most part, HACCP plans and records are 
not trade secret or confidential 
commercial. The comments asserted 
that much of the information contained 
ins these plans and records involves the 
application, of basic sanitary engineering 
and is already in the public domain, as 
evidenced by the draft FDA Guide. 

The consumer advocacy groups 
argued that, given the limited resources 
that FDA can devote to monitoring 
HACCP compliance, public access to 
HAC%P ‘records should be as broad as 
allowed under the law, so that 
consumer confidence in, and 
understanding of, the seafoodWsuPPiy 
+r be fostered, One comment asserted 
that the public’s right and need to -how 
about matters involving pubiic health 
should be thebasis~orn which the 
agency formula& public access polioy. 
Another comment stated that consumers 
are the intended beneficiaries of the 
HACCl%eafood‘proposal and therefore 
should have the right to determine 
through record ‘inspection wh@hor _ __ j “+ I/I ?i*“i. -, processors are properly implementing 
the.HACCPrequirements. These 
comments urged FDA to routinely 
collect HACCP plans and records from 
processors to, facilitate agency 
verification activities and public review 
of the effectiveness of the HACCP- 
system. One comment from a consumer 
advocacy group asserted that Public 
Citizen Health Research‘Gqoup v, FDA, 
704 F.2d 1286 @:C. CirI.1683) narrowly 
defined trade secrets.& such a way that 
HACCP “plans an&he records at issue 
in this rulemaking could not be 
considered trade secret. 

Unquestionably, adoption of a 
mandatory HACCP system will place 
significant documentation requirements 
on seafood processors. As a result, they 
will produce reco:ds &at reflect 

.processing designs and equipment and 
certain types of day-to-day operations. 
They will be availableto FDA. FDA -. 
strongly believes that it is in the public 
interest to require that these records be 
maintained, and that the ageimyhave *__ _, ,. . I. *I 
access to them. Such records and access 
=are necessary to effectuate a mandatory 
system of preventive co#rols for safety. 
As stated in the preamble to the 
proposed regulations, FDA expects to 
take possession of records on a @seeby 
case basis, and only when there is a _ 

specific need to do so. The agency 
categorically rejects the view that FDA 
should be a collection point for HACCP 
records and plans so that they may be 
made publicly available. Nevertheless, 
the apprehension expressed by many 
comments about the consequences of 
public disc&ye of these new types of 
r&ords is certainly understandable. 

FDA agrees with the views expressed 
by consllniier advocacy organizations 
that the public needs ways to be able to 
judge how and whether it is benefiting 
from a HACCP system. Neither the 
agency nor the industry can reasonably 
expect that the public will simply take 
the government’s word for it. It remains 
to be seen, however; whether public 
a&ess‘to information about processors 
that processors have traditionally held 
as protected is the only way, or the best 
way, to provide the public with 
information about this system. 

FDA is con&e&& how meanineful 
data can be extractedv from the ” 
inspectional process and prepared in 
such a manner that it could be released 
without jeopardizing trade secret and 
confidential commercial information 
and yet be useful to both FDA and the 
public in evaluating this program. FDA 
is considering developing standardized 
reports that would be completed by 
investigators at the conclusion of 
routine HACCP~b;iseii inspections and 
become part of agency files. As 
presently conceived, these reports 
would contain a summary of the status 
of the HACCP program in effect at the 
fir&; similar to the suggestion of two of 
the comments. 

Nonetheless, the question is whether, 
as FDA’preiiminarily concluded, most 
plans and records to be generated under 
this program will be subject to 
protection under existing law and FOIA 
regulations. FD,A’s experience in 
seafood’processing plants, its 
experience with-HACCP, and its 
understanding from the cost-benefit 
modeling that has been done in the 
preparation of these.“regulations is that 
HACCP plans will take each processor 
some time,and money to develop. Thus, 
the agency concludes that HACCP plans 
generally will meet the definition of 
trade secret, includiug the court’s 
definition in Piiblic Citizen Health 
Research Group v. FDA, supm. Plans 
that incorporate unique time- 
temperature regimens to achieve 

’ product safety, or other parameters that 
ai;e”.‘~~od~~sorc-“specific and that are the 
result of considerable research and 
effort, will surely meet this definition. 

k _ 
Moreover, there is value in a plan to 

a company that produces it for no other ._ I 
reason than that it took work to write. 
The, equity in such a product is not 
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readily given away to competitors. FDA 
knows from its own experience that 
plant configurations tend to be unique 
to individual processors, or at least have 
unique features (Ref. 222). While 
generic plans will have great utility in 
many circumstances, they serve 
primarily as starting points for 
processors to develop their own plans. 
FDA expects’that its Guide will help 
serve that purpose, but firms will still 
need to expend time and money to-tailor 
HACCP to their individual 
circumstances. 

Additionally, the agency has come to 
the conclusion, as a matter of policy, 
that records and plans should be 
protected to the extent possible in order 
to promote the implementation of 
HACCP across the seafood,industry. 
FDA has concluded that the public will 
benefit from the protection of records 
because it will actually strengthen the 
HACCP system. So long as the 
legitimate public need to be able to 
evaluate the system can be met,through 
other means, the confidentiality of 
HACCP records and plans generally will 
foster the industry’s acceptance of 
HACCP. Even though HACCP may be 
mandatory under these regulations,‘in 
order for it to.succeed, processors must 
be committed to it because they see 
value in it for themselves,Fe.ar of public 
disclosure of matters that have long 
been regarded as confidential business 
matters could significantly undermine 
that commitment. FDA concludes, 
therefore, that it is in the public interest 
to foster tailored HACCP plans that 
demonstrate understanding and 
thought, rather than promote the use of 
rote plans and minimally acceptable 
standards due to fear of public 
disclosure. 

FDA understands that it~cm.not,make 
promises of confidentiality that exceed’ 
the permissible boundaries established. 
under FOIA, nor does the agency wish 
to do so in this&e: The agency still 
does not expect that it will be in- 
possession of a large volume of plans 
and records at any given moment. 
However, given the significant interest 
in this subject as conveyed by the 
comments, FDA has concluded that the 
final regulations should reflect -the fact,, 
that the HACCP plans and records that 
do come into FDA’s possession will 
generally meet the definition-of either ^ 

‘3 
trade secret or commercial confidential 
materials. A statement to &s effe~tm I 
the final regulations will help to make 
this fact as widely understood as 
possible and will clarify the agency’s 
position on this matter,TXhis,.fact. is,*..- 
codified at S 123.9(d)(l), which reads.as 
follows: 

(d) Pubk disclosure. (1) Subject to the 
limitations in para@aph (d)(2) of this section, 
all plans and records required by this partam’ 
not available for public disclosure unless 
they have been previously disclosed to the 
public as defined in $20.81 of this chapter, 
or they relate to a product or ingredient that 
has b,en abandoned and they no longer 
represent a trade secret or confidential 
commercial or financial information as 
defined in $20.61 of this chapter. 

The agency acknowledges that there 
could be exceptions to this general rule. 
The nature of information in HACCP 
plans and records varies. Som<of it” . ,_ 
could be generally available processing 
methodology or procedures, based on 
generic or model HACCP plans or 
guidelines developed by the agency or 
some other public source, that~is 
suffidiently reflective of an industry 
standard that it has little if any 
proprietary value. In such a case, in 
response to an FOL4 request, there may 
not be a valid reason for protecting this 
information. The agency has concluded 
that there should be a provision that 
makes clear that it will make 
information available,in appropriate 
circumstances. Consequently, the final 
regulations in S 123.9(d)(2), state: 

[2) However, these records and &&r&y _ 
be subject tb disclosure to-the extent that 
they involve materials that are other@+?, 
publicly available, or that disclosure could . 
not reasonably be expected to cause .a 
competiftve hardship, such as generic-type 
Hf4CCP plans that reflect standard industry 
practices. 

There is precedent for describing in 
regulations the records ,,$&a!,.hcye~ j 
protected status. The lowacid canned 
food regulations at § 10&35(l) provide 
that, except under certain limited . 
situations, filed scheduled processes 
submitted to l?D-A’are not available for __ public disclosure. ~~dg.vw~~~$-‘~ “” *- 

8 108.35(d) provides that.data submitted 
to the agency to support these processes 
are to be treated as trade,secret. These 
materials are analogous to.HACCP 
plans, and their treatment is consistent 
with the agency’s views relative to the 
protected status of HACCP plans. The 
comments that suggested that the low- 
acid canned foods regulations grant 
trade secret statusto the monitoring 
records that are reamred~~be’kent bv 
part 113 are incon&. These,recofdsare 
not,,provided any special status in those 
regulations. 
4. Agency Access to Records 

‘86. ~ever~~ccomme;;~s’~~~~&sted that’ 
the final regulations should require 
processors to provide access by FDA to 
HACCP records only after the a. _ ̂  ,t,,- . . iin’“-i,~Xx‘l”n~ 
submissio,n.by the agency of a written 
request for specific recqrds it deems” 

necessary to review. The comments 
noted that this approach would be 
similar to 5 198.35(h) in the LACF 
regulations, because processors are 
familiar and satisfied with such 
procedures. 

FDA remains convinced that access to 
HACCP documents is essential to the 
agency’s verification of a firm’s .QACCP 
system.A key feature of the HACCP 
verification process is access by 
government investigators to the HACCP 
plan, to monitoring records kept 
according to the plan, and to records of 
correctiveactions that were taken in 
response to CL deviations. Examination 
of HACCP records,enables an 
investigator to see<how the processing 
facility or the importer operates over 
time rather than how it is functioning at 
one particular moment in time. 
Additionally, it will enable the regulator 
to review the adequacy of the 
processor’s or the importer’s preventive 
control system itself. 

FDA rejects the idea of being required 
to request in writing access to HACCP 
plans and records. The agency is 
convinced that it has sufficiently 
limited its access to those records and 
plans that are minimally necessary to 
adequately evaluate the adequacy of a 
firm’s HACCP system. Section 123.9(c) 
has been modified~slightly to clarify to 
which records FDA is required to be 
granted access. 

The cormnents are correct that the 
emergency permit regulations for low- 
acid canned foods at 5 108.35 require I * s J‘s*, v,“. .<..‘.4,*““*.* 
t$a~FDA’Issue a writtenrequest for 
a&e&to moniioriiig records. However, 
the written’request has proven to be 
merely a mechanipal exercise. It. has not 
in any way served to affect the outcome 
of FDA access to records, nor is it 
associated with any managerial control (*I ._. -.y ‘:‘,.+A” 

-over-the activities of FDA investigators, 
with respect to the kind or numbers of 
records to which.*ey seek access. 
Moreover, the bottled water regulations 
‘at B 129;8Ochl, promulgated subsequent 

is.suance~bf a w&en request for records. 
FDA is not aware of any undue concerns express~~,6i;u~~~~~~~~lkd water industry 
relative to agency abuse of its records 
access authority as a result of the lack 
of a written-r‘equest requirement in 
those regulations. FDA further notes 
that its investigators are required to 
present a written notice of inspection to 
management of the firm at the start of 
aach inspection. The notice explains the 
tiuthority of the investigator to conduct 
an inspection of the facility. The agency 
has concluded that there is no need to - furthere*~~~~; &-%&idizAt, , b>_ _ I_ _ 

enforcement of these regulations with a 

^L‘.. I . . , 



. 
written request for those records to 
which it is entitled to haveaccess. It has 
chosen to use the more recent 
regulations, bottled water; ‘as the m.odel: 
for these regulations with respect to 
records access. 
5. Agency Copying of Records 

87. A large number of comments 
opposed the provision in the proposal 
that provided for FDA copying of 
HACCP plans and records, mostly 
because of concern about public 
disclosure. Several comments-stated 
that the agency should be permitted to 
obtain copies only to support a 
regulatory action snd only after FDA has 
obtained a subpoena. Several other 
comments suggested that FDA be 
permitted to copy only those records 
that relate to a CL failure. 

Several comments requested that FDA 
provide safeguards to control potentially 
abusive regulatory practices by 
establishing rules to be followed when 
copying records. The comments stated 
that the rules should accomplish the 
following: Identify investigators 
authorized to conv records, limit 
copying to recor& pertaining directly to 
CCP’s. reauire nrior written 
authorizaiion fbr copying from the 
investigator’s supervisor, require that 
the authorization identify the specific 
records to be copied and the reason that 
they are needed, require that a 
responsible company’executive receive 
each request before any copying is 
permitted, and permit the company to 
question the purpose for the request 
before records are copied. 

Comments from several consumer 
advocacy grouIY$%n the other hand, 
supported the agency’s need to copy 
records. 

There are two primary reasons for the 
agency to copy HACi=P plans and 
records: (1) To facilitate expert review of 
such issues as the identification of 
appropriate hazards and CL’s in HACCP 
plans and the evaluation of the 
adequacy of corrective actions taken in 
response to CL failures: and (2) to 
document suspected inadequacies of the 
HACCP p&n or the firm’s 
implementation of the plan for possible. 
regttIat0r-y followup. 

Limiting the copying of records to 
those situations in which regulatory 
action is contemplated or in which a 
subpoena could be obtained would 
serve neither the needs of the industry 
nor the agency. Resolution of 
differences in food &fety control 
strategies through scientific review snd. 
dialog, where possible, is superior to 
reliance solely upon the legal-system for 
such resolution. Similarly, limiting the 
copying of records to instances ,“‘:;‘“* !” 

involving CL deviations would’ 
_L 

inappropriately restrict the agency’s 
ability to evaluate potential problems in _ 
the identification of CCP’s, the 
establishment‘of CL’s, and other 
scientific issues, which, in some cases, 
may be beyond the expertise of agency 
investigators. 

Industry comments have expressed 
considerable concern, as discussed in 
the “Compliarioe” section of this 
preamble, that there will be no 
mechanism fo”rXilog with’& agenoy if 
a firm disagrees with an investigator’s 
findings with regard to the sufficiency 
of HACCP plans and records. The _l^ .‘;’ ‘. ” agency is strongly~committed to dialog 
whenever possible. Provision of a means 
by which senior reviewers at agency - 
headquarters will have access to,,eCCP 
plans and records will faEi%te, that 
process. 

FDA has concluded that de 
restrictions on’copying of records 
suggested by the comments would 
significantly interfere with that access. 
It would be highly inefficient for FDA 
to identify a special class of 
investigators that ,are permitted to copy 
HACCP records and plans. FDA 
investigators are’-responsible for 
conducting insPections and 
investigations to enforce a wide array of 
regulations, and FDA field managers 
need the flexibility to assign work in an 
efficient and effective manner. Copying, 
like record access, is limited to the 
records spe:ified in 5 123.9(c). It would 
be highly impractical for supervisory 
preapproval to be accorded to an 
investigator for the copying of specific 
records. Until an.investigator has 
evaluated a HACCP plan and validated 
the operations of the plant, it is. not 
likely that the investigator will know 
with any certainty what HACCP records 
are appropriate for review. Additionally, 
inspections are often done in remote locations md ut;&J@Jyjg&fe 
itineraries that preclude close contact 
between the investigator and@&&& 
supervisor. Certainly, FDA investigators 
will make every effort to obtain HACCP 
plans and records from responsible 
,individuals of the firm and will, if 
necessary; explain the relevanceof the 
requested records to the recordkeeping 
requirements of these regulations. 

The agency is unconvinced of the 
need to modify S 123.9(c) in response to 
the aforementioned comments, except 
that reference to consumer complaints 
in this section has been eliminated as 
discussed in the “Consumer j-’ 
Complaints” section of this preamble. 

88. Several comments questioned the 
phrase, “duly authorized officers and 
employees” used in this section. Some : 
felt that it referred, at least in part, to 

employees of the firm, and others felt 
that it excluded officials of State 
regulatory agencies that may adopt these 
regulations by reference. 

The intent of the proposed regulations 
was to grant‘recor&s access to regulatory 
agency officers and employees, not 
officers or employees of a firm. The 
language was intended to be flexible 
enough to cover State officials if their 
agency adopted the regulations by 
reference, FDA has changed the wording 
of the regulations to address these concerns. ” “, *. --“. .” “y 

The modified paragraph in 5 123.9(c) 
reads: 

.(c) Officjal rev&v. 411 records required by 
&is part and all plans and procedures 
required by this part shall be available for 
official review and copying at reasonable 
ti,mes. 
J. Trahing 

1, 

A.large number of comments 
addressed the proposed training 
requirements. FDA proposed to require 
that each processor and importer 
employ at least one individual who has 
successfully completed B t&&g course 
that has been approved by FDA on the 
application of HACCp to fish and 
fishery products processing. FDA also 
proposed that the trained person or 
persons be responsible for, at a 
minimu.m, developing and modifying 
the HACCP plan, evaluating the 
,adequacy of corrective actions taken in 
response to CL deviations, and 
reviewing moni&ing~ejdords before 
shipment. 

In the preamble to ‘the proposed 
regulations, FDA’sp&ific$ly requested 
comment on: (1) Whether.the need for 
training could be satisfied by different 
gradations of training (e.g., based on 
complexity or size of operation or on the 
degree of risk posed by the products 
being produced); (2) whether other 
training forn@s,~such as video tapes, 
might be effective, at least under some 
circumstances (e.g., a ,small business 
whoseprocossing involved few 
hazards); (3) whether, assuming the 
regulations are adopted by FDA, 
training in HACCP received before they 
are effect& shouhl be “grandfathered” 
as fuliilfing the training requirement; 
and (4) whether some or all of the 
trainirigrequir&nents ihould be deleted 
or modified as a means of reducing the 
burden on the industry. 
1. The Need for Mandatory Training 891 lI;lost ~of .g;-c.ml;l”;is’ &it 
addressed the question of whether there 
should be a mandatory training 
requirement expressed support for it. A 
significant portion of these commonts 
acknowledged the need for at least one 


